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ABSTRACT

This softball guide presents information on: the
National Association for Girls and Women in Sport (NAGWS), rule
modifications, softball playing rules, and officiating. Section 1
explains the purpose, beliefs, and services of the WAGWS; provides
information on the association's committees and membership
application; and explains use of the softball scoresheet, the
fundamentals of baserunning, and coach-umpire communication. Section
2 describes rule modifications as applied to the National Junior
College Athletic Association, the National Collegiate Athletic
Association, the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics,
and secondary schools. Section 3, on softball playing rules, lists
1991 rule changes, details the softball playing rules of the Amateur
Softball Association of America (revised 1990), indicates points of
emphasis in the rules, and provides an index to rules. Section 4, on
officiating, provides information on: NAGWS affiliated boards of
officials--their statement of philosophy and honor award; standards
for officials' ratings in softball; how to become a rated official;
and how to establish an affiliated board, including an application.
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Purposes of the American Alliance
For Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance
The American Alliance is an educational organization, structured for
the purposes of supporting, encouraging, and providing assistance to
member groups and their personnel throughout the nation as they seek

to initiate, develop, and conduct programs in health, leisure, and
movement-related activities for the enrichment of human life.
Alliance objectives include:
I. Professional growth and developmentto support, encourage,
and provide guidance in the development and conduct of programs in
health, leisure, and movement-related activities which are based on the
needs, interests, and inherent capacities of the individual in today's
society.

2. Communicationsto facilitate public and professional understanding and appreciation of the importance and value of health, leisure,
and movement-related activities as they contribute toward human wellbeing.

3. Researchto encourage and facilitate research which will enrich
the depth and scope of health, leisure, and movement-related activitie;
and to disseminate the findings to the profession and other interested
and concerned publics.
4. Standards and guidelinesto further the continuous development

and evaluation of standards within the profession for personnel and
programs in health, leisure, and movement-related activities.
5. Public affairsto coordinate and administer a planned program
of professional, public, and governmental relations that will improve
education in areas of health, leisure, and movement-related activities.
6. To conduct other activities as shall be approved by the Board of
Governors and the Alliance Assembly, provided that the Alliance shall
not engage in any activity which would be inconsistent with the status
of an educational and charitable organization as defined in Section 501
(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 or any successor provision thereto, and none of the said purposes shall at any time be deemed
or construed to be purposes other than the public benefit purposes and
objectives consistent with such educational and charitable status.

Bylaws, Ankle III
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Foreword
Darlene Kluka
NAGWS Presideni
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During the decade of the 1990s. NAGWS will celebrate its hundredth

anniversary. Historically, the National Association for Girls and
Women in Sport has been sculpting paths to the future. Recently. the
NAGWS Hoard of Directors adopted a strategic plan designed to continue
creating paths into the 2Ist century.
Four key goals have been identified:
We shall recruit, develop, and promote women for leadership positions
in sport and physical activity.
2. We shall serve as an advocate for women's full participation in physical
activity and sport leadership.
3. We shall serve as an advocate for the initiation and enhancement
.

of quality programs of sport arki physical activity designed to
accommodate females of all ages, races, creeds. ethnic origins, economic
levels, abilities, and interests; and
4_ We shall promulgate the profession.

Specifically, softball officials can heconw a part of shaping paths by
(1) RECRUITING females as officials for men's and women's softball;
(2) ADVOCATING the advancement of women as officials in men's
and women's softball:0 ) ENHANCING the quality of those who officiate

women's softball; and (4) PROMOTING professionalism through
officiating.

The directions of softball officiating are at a crossroads for the
upcoming century. Crossroads are paths to new beginnings, and
opportumties to become more. Identify yoursdf as a pathfinder; advocate
our message, and enhance opportunities for All females through softball
officiating wherever you are. Help us to create a future where officiating,
coaching, and administering of girls' and women's sport programs provide
quality experiences for all.
NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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National Association for
Girls & Women in Sport
Th.e. National Association for Girls and Women in Sport is a nonprofit,
educational organization designed to serve the needs of administrators,
teachers, coaches, leaders, and participants of sport programs for girls
and women. One of six associations of the American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance, the National Association
for Girls and Women in Sport (NAGWS) is the only national professional
organization devoted exclusively to providing opportunities for girls and
women in sport-related disciplines and careers.

Purpose
The purpose of the National Association for Girls and Women in
Sport is to serve as the primary organization for the professional
development and promotion of girls and women in sport and physical
activity.
Goals
I ) NAGWS shall recruit, develop, and promote women for leadership
positions in sport and physical activity.
2) NAGWS shall serve as an advocate for women's full participation
in physical activity and sport leadership.

3) NAGWS shall serve as an advocate for the initation and
enhancement of quality programs of sport and physical activity
designed to accommodate females of all ages, races, creeds, ethnic
origins, economic levels, abilities, and interests.

Functions
The NAGWS promotes desirable sport programs and provides
leadership and professional opportunities through:

I ) Formulating and publicizing guiding principles and standards for
the administrator, official, leader, and player.
2) Publishing and interpreting rules governing sports for girls and
women.

3) Providing the means for training, evaluating, and rating officials.
4) Stimulating, evaluating, and disseminating research in the field of
girls' and women's sports.

5) Cooperating with allied groups interested in girls' and women's
sports in order to formulate policies and rules that affect the conduct
of women's sports.
1-11
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6) Providing opportunities for the development of leadership among
girls and women for the conduct of their sport programs.
Beliefs
The Notional Association for Girls and Women in Sport believes that:
1) Sport programs should be a part of the total educational experience
of the participant when conducted in educational institutions.
2) Opportunities for instruction and panicipation in sports appropriate

to her skill level should be included in the experience of every
girl.

3) An understanding of the relationship between competition and

cooperation and the utilization of both within the accepted
framework of our society is one of the desirable outcomes of sport
participation.

4) Physical activity is important in the maintenance of the general
health and fitness of the participant.

5) Participation in sports contributes to the development of selfconfidence and to the establishment of desirable interpersonal
relationships.

Services
1 ) GWS News: Three times each year, this newsletter relates recent
developmenh, national news and association events. A seasonal
calendar posts upcoming activites.
2) The National Coaches Council: The Council provides its members
with opportunities for leadership and profeLsional growth. Coaches,
athletic trainers, and officials are given the chance to share ideas,
receive valuable training and meet colleagues through frequent
conferences. Members may participate in research projects and rules
committees which allow them the opportunity to shape individual
sports.

3) The Affiliated Boards of Officials: ABO's goals include to improve
the quality of officiating for girls' and women's sports contests,

to increase the number of competent women officials, and to
promote the involvement of women in the governing bodies of
other sport officiating groups. The ABO strives to accomplish these
goals by developing officiating techniques, providing materials for

training and rating officials, promoting the use of ABO-rated
officials, and promoting standards with respect to fees, ratings, and
uniforms.
4) Legislation: NAGWS speaks on Capitol Hill providing strong and

able representation in legislative activities to ensure quality and
equality in programs for women.
NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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5) Speaker's Bureau: NAGWS maintains a list of qualified members
to refer as speakers when requests come in from across the nation
and around the world.
6) Student Services: A student representative is appointed to the
NAGWS Board of Directors each year to ensure student input,
and a section of GWS News is reserved for students to exchange
ideas. Exciting student internships at NAGWS national headquarters
provide valuable learning experiences and an opportunity to make
professional contacts,

7) National AAHPERD Convention: NAGWS regularly hosts four
in-depth, full-day conferences at this annual convention. NAGWS
also sponsors or co-sponsors approximately 60 convention sessions
on topics ranging from "physiological considerations" to "antidiscriminatory laws and administration guidelines" and "positive
strokes for coaches".

NAGWS Executive Committee
President

Past President

Darlene Kluka
School of Ed.-Dept. of HEPE
UAB Station
Univ. of Alabama-Birmingham
Birmingham, AL 35294

Laurie Priest
Dept. of Physical Ed/Athletics
Mount Holyoke College
South Hadley, MA 01075- I 496

President-elect

Etecutive Director
Peggy Kellers
1900 Association Dr.
Reston, VA 22091

Doris Hardy
Riverside-Brookfield High School
First & Forest Avenues
Riverside, IL 60546

tOr NA GWS membership injOrmation. (Ill or write:
The American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation, and Dance
1900 Asso :awn Drive
Reston, Vi yinia 22091
(703) 47t. 3400
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Standards in Sports for Girls
& Women
Standards in sports activities for girls and women should be based
upon the following:
Sports activities for girls and women should be taught, coached, and
officiated by qualified women whenever possible.
Programs should provide every girl with a wide variety of activities.
The results of competition should be judged in terms of benefits to
the participants rather than by the winning of championships or the athletic
or commercial advantage to schools or organizations.

Health and Safety Standards for Players
Careful supervision of the health of all players must be provided by:
I. An examination by a qualified physician.
2. Written permission by a qualified physician after serious illness
or injury.
3. Removal of players when they are injured, overfatigued, or show
signs of emotional instability.
4. A healthful, safe, and sanitary environment for sports activity.
5. Limitation of competition to a geographical area which will per-

mit players to return at reasonable hours; provision for safe
transportation.

General Policies
Arrange matches between teams of comparable ability and maturity.
Schedule games and practices so as not to place demands on teams
or players which woukl jeopardize the educational objectives of the comprehensive sports program.
Discourage girk from practicing or playing with more than one team
during a sport season.
Promote social events with all forms of competition.

.%
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National Coaches Council
The purpose of the National Coaches Council (NCO, a division of the
National Association for Girls and Women in Sport (NAGWS), is threefold:

I. To provide professional educational development for coaches of
girls and women in sport.
2. To recruit, develop, and promote women for coaching positions
for girls' and women's sport.
3. To serve as an advocate for the enhancement of quality coaching
for girls and women in sport.
The NCC strives to accomplish these goals by conducting clinics and
workshops at the state, regional, and national levels, as well as through

newsletters, speaker bureaus, leadership grants, research, and
publications.

NCC Sport Academies
Basketball
Fencing
Gymnastics
Softball
Synchronized swimming
Tennis

Badminton
Bowling
Field hockey
Soccer

Swimming/diving
Team handball
Track & field

Volleyball

Direct any queslions 10:

Linda Wells
NCC Chair
Arizona State University
Head Softball Coach
Tempe, AZ 85287-2505
(602) 965-2603

Penny Blakeman

NAGWS Program Administrator
1900 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091
(703) 476-3450

OR

t
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Committee and
Articles

Application for Membership
Name
Address

Middle

First

Last

Street or Box Number

State

City

Zip

Business Phone

Home Phone

SOFTBALL EXPERIENCE
rt

years

Levels

Tournaments (slow, modified, fast)

Assigner

Phone

NAGWS-ABO operates on a Board system with elected officers and a
con,.titution. Are there other umpires in your area who would be interested
in receiving the top-notch training that NAGWS provides? Please send
their names along with this application to:
Janis Matson, Chair
NAGWS Softball Committee
11 Roads End

Pittsboro, NC 27312
1.14
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NAGWS-ABO Softball Committee
1990-1
Chair and Rules Interpreter, Janis Matson, II Roads End, Pittsboro,
NC 27312; (919) 967-4800
Ratings Chair, Rick Kimmeth, 144 Sheridan Ave., Erie, PA 16509;
(814) 868-0054
National Championship Chair, Dennis Mader, RD#2, Box 26F (Cross
Creek), Burgettstown, PA 15021-9401; (412) 947-4061
Training Chair, Jim OlOrain. 4535 Tudor St., Philadelphia, PA 19136;
(215) 335-2935
At-Large, William Christy, RN!. Box 234, Daisytown, PA 15427;
(412) 769-5965
At-Large, Barbara Hornak, 448 Blackstone Dr., Erie, PA 16505;
(814) 833-2638
At-Large, Shelley Monas, RD #3, Box 612A, Meadeville, PA 16335;
(814) 333-4650

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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Using the Softball Scoresheet
Explanation of Sample Scoresheet
First Inning. Jones was walked (BB). Beckmann hit a grounder to the

shortstop (6). who threw out Jones on a double play to the second
baseman (4) who tossed out Beckmann at firs ase (3). (Join Jones' d
and Beckmann
1
Jones
Beckmann's boxes with a line
(FIR)
to
the
right
field fen (note ine
were out. Beals hit a home run
1 run, 1
indicating this). Grebner lined out to the right fielder (9) 3
hit. 1 /1
Second Inning. Hubbard singled (113) to left field. McKee (center
fielder (4)) doubled (213) to left field, bat g in Hubbard who had stolen
Bremberg was safe at first
second base (SB). Bain struck out (K) 1
base on an error by the firs baseman (A E3D), McKee went to third.
Baker (1) grounded out 2 to the third baseman who threw to the
first baseman (5-3). McKee . cored on the play ut a 1 at the base of the
field diagram in McKee's box). Jones fouled 3 to the catcher (f2). 2
runs, 2 hits. 2/ 2
Third Inning. Beckmann tripled (3B). Beals batted in Beckmann with
a single (1B) to center. Grebner was safe on a fielders choice when she
grounded to e third baseman who threw the ball to second base for a
on Beals (5-4, FC). Hubbard unted (Bt) to advance
I
force-out
Grebner to second base, and was thrown ut 2 by the pitcher to first
baseman (1-3). McKee grounded out 3 to the first baseman unassisted (3U). 1 run. 2 hits. 1.2
.
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(Number of each player handling the ball
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in-
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inning is indicated by a circle within the box-Cl)
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Fundamentals Of Baserunning
by Linda Kalafatis

Linda Kalafatis became the head coach at California University of
Pennsylvania in 1988 and took a team which had never made an NCAA
Division II appearance to consecutive PSAC-West titles and a second place
finish in the NCAA East Regional. Her record is 63-23. A four-year starting
catcher at CU from 1984 through 1987, she was an all-conference and
all-region selection in 1986. She served as Cal's top assistant softball coach

in 1988. She earned her BS in business marketing from CU in 1988 and
is working towards her master's degree in social science and counseling.

aserunning is a skill, the importance of which is not recognized
B
enough. Ask any one of my ball players what wins and loses ball
games and they'll tell you, defense and baserunning. Ball players are
taught to field, throw, pitch, and bat. Then they're expected to run the
bases and as long as the bases are touched in order, there's not much
said.

I
guess it was my speed (or lack of it) as a player that made
me realize the importance of good baserunning skills. And now as a
coach, I incorporate baserunning skills into our practices just as I do

the other softball skills.

It's important to note that there are both mental and physical aspects
of haserunning, just as there are in batting. pitching, and the other softball

skills. A player need not have above average speed to be a good
baserunner. However, it is important that she know her own speed. With
the shorter base paths, it is essential to start fast and to think and decide
quickly. Players must examine the arms of the defense and take advantage
of their mistakes. They should not be afraid to be aggressive. Instead.
they should force the defense to make the perfect throw. They should
treat the next base as a new goal. These qualities are difficult to teach.
They come only with experience and must be incorporated in practices
with game situation drills.

Running to first base should be considered the most important and
most practiced base of the four A player cannot reach the other bases
without reaching the first one safely. After a player completes her swing
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and makes contact, her eyes should be focused on the line and base
not the ball. She wants to explode out of the batter's box with her back
leg taking the first step and using smaller steps until she has enough
speed to get into her stride. She wants to run straight up the line until
she comes into the base lane. Once she reaches the 3' x 30' base lane
she should position her body inside the box so that she is actually running

in foul territory. This prevents 0,e runner from interfering with a play
at first base. If the runner is outside the box (in fair territory) and is
hit with the ball, interference will be declared and the runner will be
ruled out. As basic as this may seem, it is a common call in fast pitch
softball, especially since there is so much bunting. When the ball is
hit, usually within the infield, and the runner is trying to beat the throw
to first, it is of utmost importance to run through the base. What is
meant by running through first base? For example, in a track meet, does

a racer run to the finish line or through it? If the racer ran to it, the
tape would still be standing at the end of the race. Another example
is a simple traffic light. If you see a yellow light and decide you want
to beat it, do you accelerate until you reach the light and then let up
on the gas? No! You accelerate through the intersection. It's not hard
to understand that anything that moves must first slow down before
it can safely come to a stop. The same concept is applied at first base.
If the runner stops just after reaching first. that means she had to have
slowed down before or during her approach to first base. Sure, I rroOt
be talking about fractions of time here, but how often is a player thrown
out by a second or more? Most plays are decided by fractions of seconds.
Consider that most players reach film base in 3-4 seconds. That means
they're traveling around 15-20 feet per second. All of a sudden, a fraction

of a second can mean several feet. You can see why running throish
first base should be at full speed. The player should worry about stopp'Ay.
after she touches first base. As she touches the front edge of first base,

she should lean forward so that her body is positioned over the lead
foot as opposed to leaping at the base. A whole body is mut' easic
to see than a foot. This action will win many close calls.
I tell my players that when they touch first base at full speed and
are down the line in right field and come to a stop, they should turn
and open up toward the field (their left) and jog back to first. This
is not considered an attempt as long as the player does not make a

motion towards second base. Our players do this so that they may pick

up the action quickly. If there is a play on the other runner's base,
or an overthrown ball occurs, she may be able to advance. The base
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coach will also assist her at this time. Unfortunately, our major league
ball players are the worst examples of proper baserunning skills.
There is one basic principle: The shortest distance between two points

is a snaight line. Onee that is understood irs not hard to see why I
teach my players to take question mark turns before reaching the base
they already have made. This puts them in a straight line to the next
base. As an example: A ball is hit up the middle. First is made, so the
batter-baserunner will proceed up the line. As I discussed earlier, when
she reaches the running lane (3' x 30' box), she will veer out and run
a semi-circle by the time she reaches first base. She will hit the left
inside corner of first and find the ball as she takes another step or two.
Before stopping, however, the feet should continue to run in place until
the runner decides to either advance or return to first base. This is an
important concept because it will be easier for her to regain her
momentum as opposed to being still and having to re-start again. Of

course, the first base coach is also vital in communicating with the runner.

Again, you can see how I really pay a lot of attention and stress the

technique in running to first base, the most common base touched.

Second base is the most difficult base to run to because of the absence

of a base coach and a base line. Most of the decision making is up
to the player when running to second base or beyond. The same concept
should be applied to second base as in first base in regards to starting
(with shon steps) and rounding (the question mark). The runner wants
to pick up the ball and/or the third base coach about half way to second
base and then the decision should be made whether to advance or just
round. If second base is made (in other words, the play won't be made
at second base) then the runner should approach the base with a question
mark starting approximately 25-30 feet before second. Then she should
decide whether to advance to third base right away or round the base
the same way as she did at first base (with feet moving in place). The

same concept is true for third base, with the obvious advantage of a
base coach. When the runner makes her turn at third base, she should
run or round on the third base foul line. This is a good check for a
coach or runner. You can see if the runner is making her cut too late

which will cause her to take extra or unnecessary steps into foul territory
and may even cause her to run into the third base coach. As the runner
approaches home, the on-deck batter should position herself so that she
is in direct view of the potential scorer. The on-deck batter is permitted
to do this as long as she does not interfere with the play.
NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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These are the basics of baserunning without getting into the details
of leading off and sliding which are more focused skills of baserunning.

My staff and 1 also concentrate heavily on these areas, especially in
sliding where there is little coaching and practice, but many injuries.
I know that our attention to baserunning has paid off, and along with
our hitting, has enabled us to become the 8th leading scoring team in
all of Division 11. We have also set many new school records in base
stealing, runs scored, extra base hits, and total bases. Our individual
and team goals are to improve each year, work hard, and 1 think we
can make a run for it!
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Coach-Umpire
Communication
by Tom Mason, Sr.

"Iiim Mason, Sr. i former National ASA Umpire-in-chief former
International Rules haerpreter Member of the ASA Hall of Honor; and
Co-founder of the National ASA Umpire School He has coached adult
military teams, youth teams, and is presently assistant coach and softball
information director of Wilmington College, New Castle, DE

Softball coaches are strategists, motivators, organizers, salesmen,
personnel directors, and teachers. I feel two more areas of expertise
are essential for a total, well versed softball coach: umpire communication
and playing rule knowledge. These areas must he practiced by the coach
and instilled in the athletes.

A first stepand a MUST-- is to invite an umpire to speak to the
players and the coaching staff on the playing rules affecting the game
and involving the players. This umpire must be credible, have a thorough
knowledge of the rules; and must also have the ability to communicate
this knowledge to the team. Some suggested items for this talk are:
Fairfoul balls; 3 foot line; running the basepath;
2. Baserunning and batter interference: deliberate crash into a
fielder; runner hit by a batted hall:
3 Obstruction: dropped 3rd strike: bunting foul after two strikes:
4 Pitching; look back; two runners on same base;
I

5. Appeal play; reentry; designated player.

The talk should be limited to two hours and overhead transparencies
should be used if possible. By learning more about the above topics,
players will he able to avoid penalties for interference and obstruction
and will know how to execute the defensive play on the "look back,"
the -appeal play," and "two runners on the same base" situations. Players
will know their responsibilities during dropped 3rd strikes, hunting foul
NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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after two strikes, running the basepath, and 3-foot line violations. Pitchers

will have a better understanding of what is legal and illegal in their
deliveries. This may help them avoid losing a game due to an "illegal
pitch" call.
If carried out properly, "Player/Coach/Umpire communication" can
be instrumental in a well officiated game. The adage of a coach "staying
on" an umpire throughout the game as a means of keeping him at his
best, is, in my opinion, a very big misconception. Industry has proven
that a relaxed employee, not one under stress or unnecessary pressure.

is more productive and more apt to do a better job. This is true for
both players and umpire as well. A relaxed umpire will spend more
time concentrating on being in position and making the correct call.
Good coaches should not want calls to go their way, but instead should
want correct calls.

A kind word, a "good call ump", a discussion rather than a heated,
loud argument with an umpire will go far toward a well officiated game.
Constant ha-assment. game-long bench jockying, and arguing in an
unsportsmanlike manner only lead to a player or coach ejection or to
an irritated umpire spending more time on an individual than on the
calls he needs to make. Coaches should expend their energies on winning
the game. not on controlling umpires.

Let's not give our players who fail a crutch hy siding with them in
blaming the umpire for their failures. We need instead to point out the
possible reasons for the failure and ways they can overcome that failure.
Remember, a coach and team's road to success can be made easier
and shorter by preparing the team in these areas.
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Rule Modifications

NJCAA Modifications
to 1991 ASA Rules
National Junior College Athletic Association
Rules and Procedures
I. Current ASA Rules will he used with the following exceptions:
a. Catchers are required to wear helmets.
b. The pitching distance shall be 43 feet.

c. The international tie breaking rule will NOT be used for
2.
3.

4.

tournament play.
A maximum of 18 players shall be designated prior to that team's
first game of the National Tournament, which includes district play.
The tournament shall be conducted as a double elimination fast
pitch tournament.
ASA official softballs shall be used. All teams will use the official

tournament ball. The Dudley Day/Night ball will be the official
S.

game ball. (S812-LNDFP)
The 1990 ASA pitching rule will be used. lt allows women r4tchers
to hat : one or both feet on the pitching rubber with the non pivot

foot on or behind the rubber.

..
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NCAA Modifications
to 1991 ASA Rules
National Collegiate Athletic Association
Championship Games Only
1.

2.

3.

The compkx must be enclosed so that admission can be charged.

The field must have a skinned infield. There must be 25 feet

(maximum 30 feet) from home plate to the backstop. The backstop,
sideline fence and outfield fence must completely enclose the playing
field.
For all divisions, the distance to the outfield fence may not exceed
235 feet. Whenever possible, outfield fences shall be 190 feet in

left and right fields, and 220 feet in center field or 200 feet all
around us recommended by ASA. A break-away fence is acceptable;

however, break-away fences are not allowed at the Division

1

championship finals site.
4.

For all division championship finals, the outfield fences shall be

5.

A five-inning, 10-run rule will be used

190 feet in left and right fields, and 220 feet in center field.
in all rounds of all
championships.

Regular Season and Championship Games
I. The pitching distance shall be 43 feet. The pitcher will take a position

with both feet on the ground and in contact with (but not off the

side of) the pitcher's plate as adopted by ASA for females this year.

3

Shoulders shall be in line with first and third base, with the ball
held in one hand. One step may be taken. which shall be forward.
The line-up becomes official when it is submitted to the umpire.
In addition to wearing caps, visors, kneepads or lycra tights, players
on the same team also may wear headbands as defined by the ASA,

provided the headbands are alike in make and color (must be a

4

team color), and do not include any visible commercial identification
larger than one and one-half inches square in site.
The pitcher shall not, at any time during the game, be allowed to
use any foreign substance on the ball, the pitching hand or fingers.

nor shall any other player apply a foreign substance to the ball.
Under the supervision and control of the umpire, powdered resin
may he used to dry the hands. Exception: The pitcher's hand, wrist.

forearm or elbow may he taped for injury or injury protection.
NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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providing the tape is not white. The pitcher shall not wear a
sweatband, bracelet or similar type item on the wrist or forearm
of the pitching arm.
5.

Chest protector must be worn by catcher.

11.4
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NAIA Modifications to
1991 ASA Rules
National Association for Intercollegiate Athletes

The ASA (Amateur Softball Association) rules shall be followed by all
NA1A affiliated programs for the 1991 season, with the following changes
or modifications:
I.

(Rule 2, Section 3)

2.

(Rule 6, Section I, Item A) (Now identical to ASA rule - two feet
on rubber)

3.

(Rule 5.)

The pitching distance will be 43 feet.

Add to this section:

RUN AHEAD RULE

-

Ito be used during both season and

championship play). A five (5) inning, ten (10) run rule shall be
used.
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NAGWS
Secondary School Rule Modifications
Rule 3, Section 8. Youth (Secondary School) shoes: no metal, hard
plastic, or polyurethane spikes similar to metal sole and heel plate, or
shoes with detachable cleats are allowed in any division at any level
of youth (Secondary School) play.
Rule 3, Section 9a. Masks, with throat protectors, must be worn by
catchers in fast pitch and are recommended in slow pitch. Youth
(Secondary School) catchers must wear the protective helmet and mask
with attached throat protector.
Rule 3, Section 9h. Body protectors are recommended for catchers
body
in fast pitch. Youth (Secondary School) catchers must wear
they
wear
body
protectors
protectors in fast pitch and it is recommended
in slow pitch.
Rule 3, Section 9c. Youth (Secondary School) fast pitch catchers must
wear shin guards, and it is recommended for adult fast pitch.
Rule 3. Section 9d. (Secondary Schools: catcher's mask and throat
protector are mandatory during warm-up by any player in the catcher's
position.)
Rule 3. Section 1 le. Helmets are permissible for batters, pitchers,
baserunners, and catchers. Other than catchers and pitchers, helmets
may not be worn by any other defensive player, except for medical
purposes. (Secondary School: since the 1988 season, it is required that
batters, haserunners, and on-deck batters wear head protectors with
NOCSA E stamp.)
Rule 4. Section 1 g. (Secondary Schools: a player who has been rendered
unconscious during a game shall not he permitted to resume participation
that day without written authorization from a physician.)

3
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Softball
Playing
Rules*
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1991 PLAYING RULE CHANGES
RULE I, SECTION 13(b):
CATCHER'S BOX. The catcher's box is that area within which the catcher must remain

until:
(b) (SP Only) The pitched ball is batted, TOUCHES THE GROUND OR PLATE, or
reaches the catcher's box. NOTE: The ball still remains live in the 16" SP game.

RULE I, SECTION 34:
ILLEGAL PITCHER . A player legally in the game, but one who may not pitch as a
result of: (a) a pitcher who has been removed from the pitching position by the umpire as
a result of two charged conferences in one inning, or (b) (SP Only) a pitcher who has been
removed from the pitching position by the umpire as a result of pitching with excessive
speed alter a warning.
PENALTY: Kan illegal pitcher returns to the pitching position and has thrown one pitch,
he is ejected from the game.

RULE I, SECTION 43:
JUNIOR OLYMPIC PLAYER. Any player I 8 years and under who has not reached the
19th birthday prior to September I. NOTE: If one or more J.O. player(s) play on an adult
team, it is considered playing in an adult league and adult rules will be in effect.

RULE I, SECTION 491
ON-DECK BATTER. The on-deck batter is the offensive player whose name follows
the name of the batter in the batting order. He shall take a position within the lines of the
on-deck circle nearest his bench. (Refer to Rule 7, Section 13.)

RULE 2, SECTION 3:
SIAM PITCH PITCHING DISTANCE. Slow pitch pitching distance for adult men
and women and Junior Olympic Boys 18 and under has been changed to 50 feet.

RULE 3, SECTION Ilk
Changed third sentence to read: "Any molded finger-formed grip made by the bat
manufacturer or another manufacturer, if used, must be permanently attached to the bat
or attached to the bat with safety tape. and must be approved by the Equipment Standards

Committee. NOTE: The -Trigger Grip" was approved in 1991.

RULE 3, SECTION 4(a)
(SIA)W PITCH 55 & OVER): A second home plate shall he placed adjacent to the right
handed batter's box. (Refer to Rule B. Section l(d.)

RULE 3, SECTION 6(a):
(SLOW PITCH 55 & OVER) A double first base shall be used in this division of play.

RULE 3, SECTION I1(e ):
e. HELMETS. All adult fast pitch and Junior Olympic fast and slow pitch offensive
players (to include the on-deck batter) must properly wear batting helmets of similar

color with double ear flaps. JO PLAYERS ACTING AS COACHES IN THE
COACHES' BOX(ES) MUST WEAR A BATTING HELMET. All helmets must be
approved by the National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment
NOCSA El.

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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RULE 4, SECTION 7:

A STARTING PLAYER SHALL BE OFFICIAL WHEN THE LINE-UP IS IN-

SPECTED AND APPROVED BY THE PLATE UMPIRE AND TEAM MANAGER AT
THE PRE-GAME MEETING. The names may he entered on the official score sheet in
advance of this meeting. However, in case of injury or illness, changes can he made at the
pre-game meeting. A substitute may take the place of a player whose name is in his
team's batting order.

RULE S. SECTION 9
HOME RUN CLASSIFICATION (SP Only) A limit of over-the-fence home runs will
be used in all men's and co-ed slow pitch divisions. All halls hit over the fence in a game
by a team in excess of the limitations will be ruled on as shown:
Super Classification - Unlimited.
Major Classification - Twelve (12). The batter is ruled out for any in excess of twelve.
Class A Classification - Six (6). The hatter is ruled out for any in excess (Includes
Mawr Industrial ).
Class /3 Classification - Three (3). The ha«er is ruled out for any in excess. (Includes
Mawr Church, ('lass A Industrial, Major co-ed. and all masters classifications).
Class C Classification One (1). The batter is ruled out for any in excess. (Includes
(las, . !lurch and Class A co-ed).
None (0). The hatter is ruled out for the first in excess and
ion
;
'd
er hitting a home run is declared ineligible and removal from the
e..
game

RULE 6, SECTIr .! Hada): (FAST PITCH)
PRELIMINAI- i S. Before starting the delivery (pitch). the pitcher shall comply with the
folkiwing
a

h
c

(MALE ADULT AND JO BOYS ONLY) He shall take a position with his pivot foot
on the pitcher's plate and his non pivot foot on or behind the pitcher's plate.
If-WALE ADULT AND JO GIRLS ONLY) She shall take a rxisition with both feet
in contact with the pitcher's plate. (ALL) Both feet must be on the ground within the
24.1nch length of the pitcher's plate. The shoulders shall he in line with first and third
bases The hands shall be separated The hall can be in the glove or pitching hand.
No change

After completing 'h' ahove, he shall hold the hall in both hands for not less than one
) second and not more than ten (10) seconds before releasing the ball (MALE
(

ADULT AND JO Boys ONLY) If the pitcher decides to pitch with the non-pivot
foot to the rear and off the pitching plate, the backward step can be taken before.
simultaneous. or after the hands are brought together The pivot foot must remain in

contact with the pitching plate at all times prior to the forward step (FEMALE
GIRLS ONLY) Both feet must remain in contact w ah the pitching plate
A D( 'LT ANI`
.o the forward step
at all time 1.

RULE 6, SECUUY 7e: (EAST PITCH)
NND JO GIRLS ONLY) The pivot tool may- remain in contact or
(FEMALE AD1
mav push oft and drag away from the pitching plate prior to the front min touching the
ground. as long as the pivot foot remains in contact with the ground

RULE 6, SECTION 3(0: MODIFIED SEC (FAST PITCH) 30)

The piti her has twenty (20) seconds to release the next pitch aher receiving the hall. OR

AFT FR IHE UMPIRE INDICATES "PLAY BALI.
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RULE 7, SECTION 13(e):
c. The on-deck batter may loosen up with no more than two official softball bats, an ap-

proved warmup bat, or a combination of the two, not to exceed two. ANY
DETACHABLE PIECE PLACED ON THE BAT MUST BE APPROVED BY THE

EQUIPMENT STANDARDS COMMITTEE FOLLOWING A ONE-YEAR
PERIOD OBSERVED BY MEMBERS OF THIS cowarrEE.
NOTE: THE "POW'RWRAP" ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN APPROVED BEGIN
NING WITH THE 1491 SEASON.
RULE N. SECTION 2(b):
(FP ONLY) When the catcher fails to catch the third strike before the ball touches the
ground when there are fewer than two outs and first base is unoccupied, or any time there

are Iwo outs. This is called the third strike rule. (EXCEPTION InUNDER JUNIOR
OLYMPIC: THE BALL IS DEAD AND THE BATTER IS OUT 1
RULE S. SECTION 7:
ADD THE FOLLOWING WHICH PREVIOUSI.Y WAS LISTED UNDER RULE 7,
SECTION I I

:

Sec. 7 THE BATTER-RUNNER IS OUT:
I.

Immediately when he hits an infield fly. as declared by the umpire. with runners on
first and second or on first, second. and third, with fewer than two outs This is called

the INFIELD FLY RULE
m. II an infielder imentumally drops a fair fly hall, including a line drive (FP or SP) or a
hunt rEP ONLY), which can he caught by an infielder with ordinary effort with first;
first and second; first and third: or first, secimd. and third bases occupied with fewer
than two outs. NOTE- A trapped hall shall not he considered as having been intentionally dropped
EFFECT Sec 7n: The hall is dead and eacu naserunner must return to the Iasi base
touched at the time of the pitch
n. II a preceding runner who is not yet out intentionally Interferes in the umpres judgment. with a fielder who is attempting to catch a thmwn hall or throw a hall in an
atempt to complete a play Interference shall he declared, and the runner shall also he
called out
0 (SP ONLY) For excess overdhefence hnierun' a listed under Rule 5, Section 9

RULE 8, SECTION 80):
THE BASERUNNER IS OUT:
n

When the coach near third hase runs in the &rectum of home plate on or near the
haselme while a fielder is attemptIng to make a play on a hatted or thrown hall and
therehy draws a throw to home plate THE RASERUNNER NEAREST TO HOME
SHALL BE DECLARED OH

R1A.E 8, SECTION 10(d):
d

Itiserunners must touch the second home plate located adjacent u thc right handed
hatter's box in order to he safe at home A Kiserunner may be retired at home plate on

a non force sduation without a tag The defensive player only has to hold the hall
while touching the original home plate If the haserunner touches the original home
plate. he will be out if appealed by the defensive team

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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e. Once a haserunner crosses a line 20 feet from home he cannot return to third base.
PENALTY: The baserunner will be called out If he returns.

RULE 9, SECTION l(bb):
ADD TO SECTION. "THE BALL IS DEAD AND NOT IN PLAY:"
bb. (10-UNDER .10 FAST PITCH ONLY) When a pitched ball is not batted.

RULE 9, SECTION 3:
A NEW SF.CTION HAS BEEN ADDED TO INCLUDE "DELAYED DEAD BALL"
SITUATIONS.

See, 3, DELAYED DEAD BALL: There are six situations when a violation of the rule
occurs, it is recognized by an umpire, and the ball remains live until the conclusion of the
play. These situations are:

a. An illegal pitch (Rule 6, Sections 1-8)
b. Catcher's obstruction (Rule 8, Section 2d)
c. Plate umpire interference (Rule 8. Section 6:1)

d. Obstruction (Rule 8, Section 5b
Section 51)
e. Detached equipment contacting a thrown or fair batted ball (Rule 8,
Runner at third or first base tssisted by a coach on a tag up (Rule 8, Section 8m)
1.
NOTE: Once the entire play is completed in each situation, the proper enforcement
should be made. In M. a double play could be called. One out on the coach assisting the
runner and the second out on the caught ball.

RULE 12, SECTION 2(1)4(h)(5)
A putout ts credited tn the catcher:
(5) (SP ONLY) When the batter hits a third strike foul ball.
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OFFICIAL DIMENSIONS
FOR SOFTBALL DIAMONDS
Premed by The Amour Sobball Assoclabon
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS & WOMEN IN SPORT

SOFTBALL
PLAYING
RULES
Copyright by the Amateur Softball Association of America REVISED 1990

.

-Permission to reonnt THE OFFICIAL PLAYING RULES flu bean granted by THE AMATEUR SOFTBALL
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA"

Wherever "he" or "him" or their related pronouns may appear in this rule book

either as words or as parts of words, they have been used for literary purposes and
are
meant in their generic sense (i.e., to include all hun:ankind, or both male and female
sexes).

The words "Junior Olympic" or the initials "J.0. " refer to youth softball.

New rules are highlighted in each section. All plays are Italicised whether
per.
taining to new or old rules.
lo NOT ITALICIZED WITH THIS MARKING MEANS CHANGE IN WORDING FOR
CLARIFICATION ONLY NO CHANGE IS MADE IN THE RULE.
Read the "Points of Emphasis" at the end of fhe rules to help plant) yar;ous selected
rules.

RULE 1. DEFINITIONS
Sec, I ALTERED BAT. A bat is considered

altered when the physical structure of a legal
softball hat has been changed Replacing the handle of a metal bat with a wooden
or other
type handle. inserting material inside the hat. applying excessive tape (more than two layers)
to the bat grip, or painting a bat at the top or bottom for other than identification purposes
are
examples of altering a bat. Replacing the grip with another legal grip is not considered
altering the bat. A "flare" or "cone- grip attached to the bat is considered an altered bat. (See
Rule 7. Sec Id for penalty 1
PI.4 Y

81 hits two-base hit with an aluminum bat containing a wooden handle.

RULING
The ball 13 dead. batter-runner is out, and baserunners may not
advance. The batter.runner is elected for using an altered bat

Sec. 2. APPEAL PLAY. An appeal

play is a play on which an umpire may not make a
decision until requested by a manager, coach, or player. The appeal must he made before the
next legal or illegal pitch, or before the defensive team has left the field. The defensive team

has "left the field- when the pitcher and all infielders have clearly vacated their normal
fielding pOsitions and have left fair territory on their way to the bench or dugout

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE

area.

RULE 19 SECTION 2
PLAY

With RI on first, 82 hits a double. RI goes to third but fails to touch second.
Umpire observes this, but no appeal is made. 82 goes to second. Since no appeal was made, is the procedure the same as if RI had tolvhed second?
RULING Yes.

Sec. 3 BASE ON BALLS. A base on balls permits a batter to gain first hase without
liability to be put out and is awarded to a batter by the umpire when four pitches are judged to

bt balls. (SP ONLY) If the pitcher desires to walk a batter intentionally, he may do so by
notifying the plate umpire who shall award the hatter first base (Rule 8, See. 2c).

See. 4. BASE PATH. A base path is an imaginary line 3 feet (0.91 m) on either side of a
direct line between the hases (Also refer to Rule IL Section 8a).
Sec. 5. BASERUNNER. A haserunner is a player of the team at bat who has finished his
turn bat, reached first base, and has not yet been put out.
Sec. 6. BATTED BALL. A batted ball is any ball that hits the bat, or is hit by the bat, and
lands either in fair or foul territory. No intention to hit the ball is necessary.

Sec. 7, BA11'ER'S BOX. The batter's box IS the area to which the batter is restricted
while in position with the intention of helping his team to obtain runs. The lines are considered as being within the batter's box. Prior to the pitch, he may touch the lines, but no part
of his foot may be outside the lines.

Sec. 8, BATTER-RUNNER. A baner-rurmer is a player who has finished his turn at hat
hut has not yet been put out or touched first base.

Sec. 9. BATTING ORDER. The batting order is the official listing of offensive players
in the order in which members of that team must come to bat, When the lineup card IS submitted, it shall also include each player's position.

Sec. 10. BIAWKED BAI.1.. A bliwked ball is a batted or thrown hall that is touched,
stopped, or handled hy a person not engaged in the game, or which touches any object that is
not part of the official equipment or official playing area.
It any illegal offensive equipment prevented the defense from making an out, the
EFFECT
ball is dead. interference will be ruled, the player being played on shall he declared out, and
each other runner must return to the last base touched at the time of the dead hall declaration.
If no apparent play is ohvious, a hlocked ball is ruled, no one is called out, and each runner
must return to the last base touched at the time of the dead ball declaration_ See Rule 8. Sec.
5g (play 4) for enforcement
strikes a spectator
A blacked ball Is called When (in a hai the I 'kWh.
P1.41

RUUNG

kallo. (hi Yes

Sec. II. BUNT. A bunt is a legal!) tapped ball not swung at. but intentionally met with the
bat and tap* slowly ssithin the infield
Sec. 12. CATCH. A catch is a legally caught ball which occurs when the fielder catches a
batted, pitched. or thrown hall with his hand(%) or glove II the ball is merely held in the
fielder's arm(s) or preented from dropping to the ground b) some part ot the fielder's hody. .
equipment. or clothing the catch is not completed until the ball Is in the grasp of the fielder's
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RULE 19 SECTION 12
handls) or glove. h is not a catch if a fielder, immediately after he contacts the ball, collides
with another player, umpire, or a fence, or falls to the ground and drops the ball as a result of
the collision or falling to the ground. In establishing a valid catch, the fielder shall hold the
hall long enough to prove he has complete control of it or that his release of the ball is volurh
tar), and intentional. If a player drops the ball after reaching into his glove to remove it, or
while in the met of throwing it, it is a valid catch.
NOTE. A hall which strikes anything other than a defensive player while it is in flight is ruled
the same as if it struck the ground.

PIA

-

/4 legal catch occurs when a fielder hohis the ball (a) in his hand(s), (1) under
his arnall. (c) in his cap. (d) in his glove. RULING (a) Yes. (b) No, tel No.
Yes.

HAY

LII hits line drive which, after passing F3. strikes the umpire while the bull is
over fair ground. The hall ricochets and is fielded by Fe while still in flight.
RULING
This is not a catch. RI would have to be thrown out or tagged out.

MAY t

F3 and F4 both attempt to field a fly ball. Withota touching the ground, the
ball stnkes F4 on the head and, while still in the air (hasn't tomehed the
kround), IS caught by P3 RULING

MAY 14

This is a legally caught fly hall.

ill hos fly to F8 P8 gets the ball m his hand(s) but drops it (a) when he falls to
the ground and rolls over. or 0) when he collides with a fielder or a wall, or
ut when he ;tarts to throw to the infield. RULING
In (a) and (b) it is not a
catch In Ic) a is a legal catch if hall was held long enough for F8 to regain his
balance but is then dropped in a motion associated with an intended throw.

Sec. 13. CATCHER'S BOX. The catcher's hox is that area within which the catcher must
remain until
a
0PONI V) The pitch is released The lines are to be considered within the catcher's box.
h (SP
The pitched hall is batted, touches the ground or plate, or reaches the cattiter 's boa The lines are to he considered within the catcher's box, and all parts of the
her 's body and/or equipment must be within the catcher's box until the pitched ball is
hatted or reaches the catcher's box The catcher is considered within the box unless he
L

touches the ground outside the catcher 's box
IEt1 Sec 131' An illegal pitch shall he called immediately, and the hatter will be
assaided a hall. pros cited he does not swing at the illegal pitch.
N( IM
For atcher's holt dimensions, see Rule 2, Sec 44)

Sec. 14. CH ARCED CONFERENCE. A charged conference takes place when
.5

if )elensi%,c. ('onference) The defensive team requests a suspension of play for any reason,
and a representative (not in the field) of the defensive team enters the playing field and
go es the umpire callSe to believe that hc has delivered a message (hy any means) to the
wit her

onfensise (onference) The offensive team requests a suspension of play to allow the
manager or other team representai is es u I confer with the batter andior haserunrters Refer

ii Raw s sc it
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RULE 19 SECTION 15
Sec. 15. CHOPPED BALL. (SP ONLY) A chopped hit hall is one at which the hatter

strikes downward with a chopping motion of the bat so that the Ns II bounces high into the air.
Sec. 16. COACH. A coach is a member of the team at bat who takes his plave within one
Two
of' the coaches' boxes on the field to direct the players of his tcam in running the bases.
coaches are allowed. One coach may have in his possession in the coach's box a scorebook.
pen or pencil, and an indicator, all of which shall he used for scorekeeping or reeord keeping
purposes only. No communication equipment is allowed.
Sec. 17, DEAD BALL. The hall is not in play and is not considered in play again until the
pitcher has it in his possession, is within 8 feet 12.44 rn) of the pitcher's plate, and play hall
has been declared by the umpire. A dead ball line is considered in play. Refer to Rule I. See.

52.
Sec. 111. DEFENSIVE TEAM. The defensive team is the team in the field.
Sec. 19. DISIAMED BASE. A diskalged base is a base displaced from its proper position.

Sec. 20. DOUBLE PLAY. A double play is a play by the defense resulting in iwo offensive players being legally put out as a result of continuous action.
Sec. 21. FAIR BALI.. A fair ball is a batted ball that:

between home and first base or between
a. Settles or is touched on or over fair territory
home and third base.

h. Bounds or rolls pas( first or third base on or over fair territory
regardless of where the ball hits after
c. Bounds over any part of the first or third base bag.
going over the hag
d. While on or over fair territory, touches the person, attached equipment. or dothing of a
player or an umpire
e. Touches first. second, or third base
beyond first. second, or third base
f. First falls or is first touched on or over lair territory
beyond the outfield fence
While
over
tau
territory,
passes
out
of
the
playing
field
g.
h. Hits the foul pole above (he fence level
A fair fly shall he judged according to the relative position of (he ball and the
NOM
foul line, including the foul pole. and not as to whether (he fielder is on fair or
foul territory at the time he touches (he ball It does mu matter whether th:: ball
first touches fair or foul territory. as long as it does not touch anything tOreign
to the natural ground in foul territory and complies with all other aspects of a

fair ball

PLAY lii PLAY 121

PlAY th

Ratted hall settles on home plate RULING

fnir Nal

flatted ball first has foul groi...11 and. without touching am forrtxn object,
rolls into fair terntorv beiween first and home or third and home where a set
tles RULING Fair ball
Batted ball rolls aoinst hat in fair territory and tat remains al fair terraors or
fair bull in nil and a foul
(hi rolls untouched wo foul temtors.. RULING

ball in an
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RULE 1, SECTION 22
Sec. 22. FAIR TERRITORY. Fair territory is that part of the playing field within, and
including. the first and third base foul lines from home plate to the bottom of the extreme
playing field fence and perpendicularly upward.
See. 23. FAKE TAG. A form of ithstruction by a fielder who neither has the hall nor is
ahout to rweive the ball, and which impedes the progress of a runner either advancing or
returning to a base. The runner does not have to stop or slide. Merely slowing down when a
fake tag is administered would constitute obstruction. NOTE: Under Rule 8. Sec. 5b (3), a
player may he removed from the game for a fake tag infraction.

Sec. 24. FIELDER. A fielder is any player of the team in the field.

Sec.:5. FLY BALI.. A fly hall is any fair or foul hall !,,uted into the air.
Sec. 26. FORCE OUT. A force ow is an out which may he made only when a baserunner
loses the right to the base he is occupying because the batter becomes a hauer-runner, and
before the hauer.runner or a succeeding baserunner has been put out.
NUT E-

It the forced runner, after touching the next base, retreats for any reason
towards the base he had last occupied. the force play is reinstated. and he may
again he put out if the defense tags the hase to which he is forced.

PIA

tit

HAY (2)

a

RI is on first base. 02 hits sharp grounder to E.4 who first touches first base
atul then touches RI ;slut is still on first base. RULING
Only B2 is ow. F3's
art eliminated the force. thereby permuting RI to remain on firm.
-

RI on I

when 82 ts a short fly Psall to Itfi field. RI goes approximatels
feet olfbase waiting to see tf the ball will he caught. 82 rounds 18 and passes
RI and the umpire calls 132 out. The ball drops in for a base hit. RI advances
to 28. mid F4, with the ball. tags 28 before RI slides into the base. RULING:
nu, for( e out is removed when 02 passes RI; therefore. E4 had to rag RI. The
runner is safe sliding into 18 if he was not tagged.

Sec. 27. FOUL HALL. A foul ball is a hatted hall that
Settles or is touched on or over foul territory between home and first base or between
home and third base

h
c

Hounds or rolls past first or third base on or over foul territory.
While on or over foul territory. touches the person. attached equipment, or clothing of a
player or an umpire,
any ohject foreign to the natural ground and provided a fair ball
declaration had not been made prior ui the hall entering foul territory
First falls or is first touched tm or over foul territory beyond first or third base.
Touches the hatter or the hat a second time while the hall k within the batter's box_
immediately rebounds up from the ground or home plate and hits the hat a second
while the hatter is in the hatter's hoz
.

d
c
t

NOTF

A foul fly shall he judged according to the relative ixisition of the hall and the
foul hnc. including the foul
and not as to whether flit fielder ts on loul tir
tau terrnory at the ton: he touches the hall

.1 fatr ball is railed sawn (a) the ball has the bag and deflerts into foul termon. (b) the ball bounds from the infield (net- the base and lands in foul terNAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE

RULE 19 SECTION

27

ritorv, fr) the ball lands within the confines of the igfield and rolls foul without
(a) Correct, (b) Correct, (c) False.
being touched by a fielder. RUUNG

Bat of BI breaks into pieces as a result of hitting a pitch. The batted &A

PLAY (2)

bounding on foul territory in direction of third base, then hits the barrel of the
bat, causing the ball to roll into fair territory in front of third base. F5 fields
the ball and throws it to F3 who tags first base before BI reaches it. RULING
Foul ball. but BI is not out for hitting ball a second time.

Sec. 28. FOUL TIP. A foul tip is a batted ball which goes directly from the hat, not
higher than the hatter's head. to the catcher's hand(s) and is legally caught by the catcher.

It is not a foul tip unless caught. and any foul tip that is caught is a strike. In
fast pitch und 16- slow pitch, the hall is in play. In slow pitch the hall is dead.
It is not a catch if u is a rebound, unless the ball first touched the catcher's

NOTE:

hand(s) or glove.
Ball goes directly from bat and rebounds from protector (a) of F2 afier having

PLAY (1)

touched his glove, (b) of 1.2 without first having touched his glove. (c) of umpire after having first touched glove of F2, (d) of umpire without first having
touched glove of F2. In each mse the ball rebounds into glove of F2 and is
In (a) it is a foul tip and a strike. In (b). (a and (d) it t.i a
held. RULING
find, with ball becoming dead when it touched F2 in (b) or umpire in (e) and
(d).

(FP ONLY) With RI on second. 82 htt.s foul tip May RI advance without

PLAY 121

retouching secotul? Also. does it make any difjerewe if the catcher drops the
batted ball? R(JLING A foul up is the same as any strike; hence. RI may advance without retouch:ng. If batted ball is not caught. it Is not a foul tip and is
ruled a foul hall, in which case no runner mav advance.
Sec. 29. HELMET. a) A helmet worn by the hatter, on-deck batter, or runner shall he the
type which has sakty features equal to or greater than those provided by the full plastic cap
with padding on the inside. The liner-type helmet does not meet the rule specifications to JO
slowpitch catchers must wear an approved batter's helmet with ear flaps, or the catcher's
helmet and mask

Sec. 30. HOME TEAM. The home team is the team on whose grounds the game is
played If the game is played on neutral ground. the home team shah be designated by mutual
agreement or by a fhp ot a coin.

Sec. 31. 11.1.ECA1. BAT. An illegal hat is one that does ma meet the requirments of
Rule 3. Sec

PLAY --

111.14

I

111 has a dinthle to ttuerfield Umpire notices bot hav been tampered with,
e
baseball bat hotted down to .sofiball size RULING Dead ball. and 81
ts called out Remove illegal meet, of equipment from the game. MIA Iv an illegal btu
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RULE 1, SECTION 32
Sec. 32. ILLEGALLY BAITED BALL. An illegally batted ball occurs when:
a.

A hatter's entire foot is completely outside the lines of the batter's boa and on the ground
whin he hits a ball fair or foul.
b. Any pan of the batter's fool is touching home plate when he hits the ball fair or foul.
c. The batter hits the ball with an illegal hat.
PLAY (I)
Batter hits a pitched ball while his entire foot is completely ow of hatter's box,

in contact hith the ground, and the ball goes directly into the stands behind
home plate. RUlJNG Ball is dead. Batter is declared out.
PLAY (2)

Fl delivers ball to Bl. 81 has one foot touching home plate as he swings and
completely misses pitch. RULING A strike is called. This is not an illegally

batted ball. Me ball nwst be hit (flir or foul) to enforce the illegally baited
ball rule.

Sec. 33. ILLEGALLY CAUGHT BALL. An illegally caught ball occurs when

fielder

catches a batted or thrown hall with his cap. helmet, mask, protector. pocket, detached glove,
or any pan of his uniform that is detached from 'its proper place.

KAY

REFER TO RULE I , Sec. 12.

Sec. 34 ILLEGAL PITCHER. A player legally in the game. but one who may not pitch
as a result of: (a) a pitcher who has been removed from the pitching position by the umpire as
a result of two charge4 conferences in one inning, or (h) (SP ONLY) a pitcher who hu been
removed from the pitching position by the ..npire as a result of pitching with eueuive speed

after a warning. PENALTY: If an illegal pitcher returns to tne pitching position and has
thrown one pitch. he is ejected from the game.
Sec. 35. ILLEGAL PLAYER, A player who has entered the game without repizting.
When brought to the plate umpire's attention by the offended team after the first legal or illegal pitch, and before the team in violation informs the umpire. the use of an illegal player is
removal of that player from me game and declared ineligible.

Sec. 16. INELIGIBLE PLAYER. A 'iyet who may no longer legally participate in the
game because he has been removed by the Linpirl An ineligihle player may no longer participate as a player The use of an ineligible player will constitute a forfeit

Sec. 37. IN FLIGHT. In flight is the term used for any hatted, thrown, or pitched hall
which has not yet touched the ground or some object or person other ihan a fielder

Sec. 38. IN JEOPARDV. In jeopardy is a term indicating thal

ball is in play and an of-

fensive player may he put out.

Sec. 39. INFIELD. The infield is that ponum al the field in lair territory which includes
ar:as normally covered hy infielders

Sec. 40. INFIELD FLY. An infield iiy is a fair fly hall (not including a lint drive or an attempted bunt) which can be caught by an infielder with ordinaiy effort when first and second
bases or first, second, and third bases are ,iccupied before two are out The pitcher. catcher,

and any outfielder who rositinns himself in the infleki on the play shall be considered infielders for the purpose of this ruk.

t
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RULE
NOTE:

1 SECTION 40
When it seems apparent that a batted ball will be an infield fly, the umpire

shall immediately declare, "INFIELD FLY. THE BATTER IS OUT," for
the benefit of the runners. If the ball is near a foul line, the umpire shall
declare, "INFIELD FLY. THE BATTER IS OUT IF FAIR."
The ball is alive, and runners may advance at the risk of the ball being caught
or retouch and advance after the ball is touched, the same as on any fly ball. If
the hit becomes a foul ball, it is treated the same as any foul,

If a declared infield fly is allowed to fall untouched to the ground and bounces
foul betore passing first or third base, it is i foul ball. If a declared infield fly
falls untouched to the ground outside the foul lines und bounco fair before
passing first or third base, it is an infield fly.

PLAY (

RI and R2 are on second and first bases respectively with mine init 83 Mrs a
high pop foul between home and first base which F3 loses sight of in the sun.
The infield flY is declared In the umpire(s). Ball lands on foul ground without

being touched and rolls into fair territory halfway between home and first
base. Fl picks up hall and ihrpw in F4 covering first, who /ouches R2 with
htfleld fIs. 83 and R2 are both
ball while ninner R2 is off base. RULING

out
PLAY (2)

RI wul R2 are im %ennui and first basei repei to.ely Itith f me out 83 lut%
high fly ball which, in the judgement tithe umpire. may be handled by the sei .
ond baseman with reasonable effort The infield fir rule is declared by the umpire The sewnd baseman intentionally drops the 11 ball Seeing the WI
83 n out on au,
dropped. R I runs io aurd base but is thrown our RUL/NG

infield fly Me ball remain alive RI is also out since the infield fl takes
precedence over the ''mtentumallY dripped

hall

Sec. 41. INNING. An inning is that portion of a ganw Won which the teams alternate on
offense and defense. and in which there are three outs fi,r each teem A new mning hegms immediately after the final out of the prevms inning

S. 42. INTERFERENCE. Interference is the act of an oftensoe plib,er or team
member w hich impedes or confuses a defensive player attempting to execute a play
Sec. 43. JUNIOR OLYMPIC PLAYER. Any player 18 years and under who has not
reached the 19th birthday prior to September I. NOTE: If one or more .1.0. Player(s) play on
an adult team, it is considered playing in an adult league and adult mks will he in effea
Sec. 44. LEGAL TOUCH. A legal touch occurs when a haserunner or baiter-runner who
is not touching a base is touched by the ball v.hile it is securely held in a fielder's handni The
ball is not considered as having been securely held it it is juggkd or dropped by the Ilekkr

after having touched the runner. unless the runner deliberatdy knocks the ball from the
handl%) of the fielder It is sufficient for the runner to be touched w uh the glove 'ir hand( si
holding the hall

111-16
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RULE 19 SECTION 44
I'L..4 Y tl)

BI hits ground ball to first baseman who gathers in the ball, runs over to the
first baseline. tags the runner, then juggles. bobbles, and drops the hall.
RULING Illegal tr Th. Runner is sap

PLAY 12)

The catcher has the ball in his glove islien he tags runner with the glove. Ball
does not come into contact with the runner. RULING
Tauching with the
glove or hand(s) holding the ball is the same as touching with the hall. The
runner is out.

NAY

While lying on the ground with ball in right hand, the first baseman rags first

base with lefi hand prior to batterrunner reaclutig first base. RULING
Baner.runner is out. Legal touch.

Sec. 45, IFAIALIN CAUGHT BALL. A legally caught hall occurs when a fielder catches
a hatted, pitched, or thrown hall, provided it is not caught in the fielder's cap, helmet, mask,
protector, pocket, detached glove, or any part of his uniform that is detached from its proper
place on his person. It must be caught and fimily held with a hand or hands. A player may not
he contacting anything in a dead hall area at the time of the catch.

See. 46. LINE DRIVE. A line drive is a fly hall that is hatted sharply and directly into the
playing field.
Sec. 47. OBSTRUCTION. Obstruction is the act of& A defensive-player or team member which hinders or prevents a hatter from striking or
hnting a pitched hall.

h. A fielder. ( ) not in possession of the hall. (2) not in the act of fielding a hatted hall, or (3)
not about to receive a thrown hall which impedes the progress of a haserunner or hatterrunner who is legally running bases

Sec. VI. OFFENSIVE TEAM. The offensive team is the team at hat.

Sec. 49. ON-DECK BAITER. The on-deck batter is the offensive player whose name
follow% the name of the batter in the batting order. He shall take a position within the lines of
the on-deck circle nearest his bench. (Refer to Rule 7. Sec. 13.)

Sec. 50. OUTFIELD. The outfield is that portion of the field which is outside the diamond formed by the baselines, or the area not normally covered by an infielder, and within
the foul lines beyond first and third bases and boundaries of the grounds

Sec. 51. OVERSLIM. An overslide is the act of an offensive player when, as a runner,
he oserslides a base he is attempting to reach It is usually caused when his momentum causes
him to lose contact with the hase, which then causes him to be in teopardy The hatterrunner
may overshde first base without being in jeopardy

MA V

A runner twershdes firm base (a) during adsvnee from home plate or (h) on
return to first base after attempt to advance to second hate In miler case he is
tateged
hall whde oft hate RUUNG tat Safe. Oa Out

Sec. 52. OVERTHROW. An overthrow occurs when a thrown hall front a fielder goes
beyond the boundary lines of the playing field (dead ball territory) or becomes a BLOCKED

HALL (Rule I. Sec lffi
PIAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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RULE 19 SECTION

53

Sec. 53. PASSED BALL. (FP ONLY) A passed ball is a legally delivered ball that should
have been held or controlled by the catcher with ordinary effort.

Sec. 54. PIVOT Fool% (FP ONLY) The pivot foot is that foot which must remain in
contact with the pitcher's plate. Pushing off with the pivot foot front a place other than the
pitcher's plate is illegal.
(SP ONLY) The pivot foot is that foot which the pitcher must keep in constant contact with
the pitcher's plate until We ball is released.

NOTE:

(16" Slow Pitch) After a hesitation, the pivot foot may be removed during a
pickoff situation hut must be replaced in contact with the pitcher's plate before
the pitch is released.

Sec. 55. PLAY BALL. Plat ball is the term used hy the plate umpire to indicate that play
shall begin or be resumed when the pitcher has the ball in his possession and is within 8 feet
(2.44 m) of the pitcher's plate. All defensive players except the catcher, who must be in his
box, must be anywhere on fair ground to put the ball into play.
NOTE:

(FP ONLY ) See Rule 6, See_ 7 for penalty.

Sec. 56. QUICK RETURN PITCH. A quick return pitch is one made by the pitcher with
the obvious attempt to catch the batter off balance. This would be before the batter takes his
desired position in the batter's txix or while he is still off balance as a result of the previous
pitch.
Sec. 57. RUNNER. The term runner means "baiter runner" or "haseronner

Sec. 58. SACRIFICE FLY. A sacrifice fly is scored when, with fewer than two outs. a)
the batter scores a runner with a fly hall or line drive that is caught; or b) the hatter scores a
runner with a fly hall or line drive that is dropped hy an outfielder tor an infielder running in
to the outfield). and, in the %corer's lodgement. the runner could have scored after the catch
had the fly ball or line drive been caught

Sec. 59. STARTING PITCHER. The player listed as d pitcher on the lineup card or id
ficial scorehook.

Sec. 60. STEALING. (FP ONLY) Stealing is the at of a haserunner attempting to ad
vance during a pitch to the hatter

Sec. 61. STRIKE ZONE. (EP ONLY) The strike zone is that space oser an) part id home
plate between the hatter's arm pits and the top of his knees when he assumes a natural hinting
stance

(SP ONLY) The strike lone is that space over any part ot home plate hetween the hatter's
back shoulder .od his knees when he assumes a natural hutting stance

Sec. 62. TIME. Time is the term used hy the umpire to order the suspension ol pla

Sec. 63. TRIPLE PLAY. A triple play Is a continuous action Oa) hy the defense on
which three offensive players are put out

Sec. 64. TURN AT BAT. A turn at hat begins when a ploer first enters the batter's box
and continues until he is put out or becomes a battei.runner.

NATIONAL. ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS 1 WOMeN IN SPORT

RULE 19 SECTION 65
Sec. 65. WILD PITCH. (FP ONLY) A wild pitch is a legally delivered ball so high, so
low, or so wide of the plate that the catcher cannot catch or stop and control it with ordinary
effort.

RULE 2. THE PLAYING FIELD
(Refer to Drawing Showing Offlo lel Dimensions of Softball Diamond)
Sec, I. THE PLAYING FIELD IS THE AREA WITHIN WHICH THE BALL MAY
RE LEGALLY PLAYED AND FIELDED, The playing field shall have a clear and
unobstructed area between the foul Ir.ies and within the radius of the prescribed fence
distances from home plate.
(Refer to FENCE DISTANCE Chart).

NAOWS SOFTBALL. GIJON

RULE 2, SECTION 1
DISTANCES
Maidmum

ADULT DIVISIONS

Minimum

Fast Pitch
Women
Men

200 ft. (60.96 m)
250 ft. (76.20 m)*
225 ft. (68.58 m)
250 ft. (76.20 nO
225 ft. (68.58 m)
Junior Men
*In case of inclement weather, maximum fence distance may be waived.
Modified
200 ft. (60.96 m)
Women
265 ft. (80.80 ml
Men
Slow Pitch
Women
Men .

250 ft. (76.20 m)

.....

....... 275 ft. (83.82 in)
275 ft. (83.82 m)
..... 300 ft. (91.44 ml

CoEd
Super

.

.

.

*Beginning in 1991. Men's Major and Super Division fence distance shall be 300 feet in national championship tournament play only.
16" Slow Pitch
200 ft. (60 96 m)
Women ..
250 ft (76.20 ni)
Men

DISTANCES
Maximum
Minimum

YOUTH DIVISIONS
Fast Pitch

150 ft (45 72 m)
(45.72 in)
(53.34 in)
(53 34 m)
(53 34 m)
(53 34 in)
(60 96 m)
(60.96 rol
200 ft (60 96 tn)
200 ft (60 98 no

Girls 10-Under
Boys 10-Under
Girls 12- Under
Boys 12.Under
Girls 14-Under
Boys I4-Under
Girls 16-Under
Boys 16-Under
Girls 18-Under
Boys 18-Under
Slow Pitch
Girls 10-Under
Boys 10-Under
Girls 12-Under
Boys 12-Under
Girls 14-Under
Boys I4-Under
Girls 16-Under
Boys 16-Under

150 ft
175 ft
175 ft
175 ft
175 ft
200 ft
2(1) ft

150 ft
150 ft
175 ft
175 ft

Gals I8-Under
Boys 18 Under

III-20
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225 ft
250 ft
225 ft
275 ft
225 ft
275 It

(45 72 mi
(45 72 ml
(53 34 m)
(53 14 in)
(68 58 no
(76 20 rn)
(68 58 ro)
(83 82 m)
(68 58 n)
(83 82 no

175 ft (53 34 no
175 ft. (53.34 m)

200 ft
200 ft
200 ft
200 ft
225 ft
225 ft
225 ft
225 ft

(60.96 m)
(60 96 m)
(60 96 m)
(60 96 itil
(68 58 ml
(68 58 m)
(68 58 m)
(68 58 no

175 ft (53 34 n)
175 ft (53 34 ml

200 ft
200 ft
250 ft
275 tt
250 ft
300 ft
250 ft
WO fi

(60 96 m)
(60 96 nil
(76 20 rro
(83 82 no
(76 20 m)
(91 44 nt)
(76 20 mt
(91 44 no
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RULE 29 SECTION 2
Sec. 2. GROUND OR SPECIAL RULES ESTABLISHING THE LIMITS OF THE
PLAYING FIELD MAY BE AGREED UPON BY LEAGUES OR OPNBING TEAMS
WHENEVER BACKSTOPS, FENCES, STANDS, VEHICLES, SPECTATORS, OR
OTHER OBSTRUCTIONS ARE WITHIN THE PRESCRIBED AREA. Any obstruction
on fair ground less than the prescribed fence distances from home plate (as outlined in Sec. 1
of this rule) should be clearly marked for the umpire's information.

Sec. 1 THE OFFICIAL DIAMOND SHALL HAVE BASE LINES AS FOLLOWS:
ADULT DIVISIONS
Fast Pitch
Women
Men

DISTANCES

DISTANCES

Fast Pitch
.

.

Junior Men

. .60 ft. (18.29 m)
60 . (18.29 m)
. .60 ft. (18.29 m)

Modified
Women

Men .

YOUTH DIVISIONS

.

60 ft. (18 29 rn)
. .60 ft. (18.29 rn)

SIOK Pilch
Women

Men

Coed
Super

65 It. (19 81 1111
. 65 ft (19.81 mi

65 ft. (19 81 ml
o5 ft. (19.81 nil

Sl
16ov.
Filth
i
Wmien

M en

116 76 10)
55 ft (16 . 76 mi
55 11

Girls 10-Under
Boys 10-Under
Girls 12-Under
Boys 12-Under
Girls I4-Under
Boys 14-Under
Girls 16-Under
B
16-Under
Girls 18-Under
Boys 18-Under
Slow Pitch
Girls 10-Under
Boys 10-Under
Girls 12-Under
Boys 12-Under.
Girls 14-Under
Boys 14.Under

(Ms lb-Under
Boys 16-Under
Girls 18.Under
Boys 18 Under

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE

55 ft. (16.76 m)
. 55 ft. (16.76 m)
60 ft. (18.29 m)
60 0. (18.29 m)
60 0.(l8.29 m)
.6011. (18.29 m)
.60 0.(18.29 m)
.60 ft. (18.29 m)
6011. (18.29 m)
.60 ft. (18.29 rn)

.

5511. (16.76 m)
. .55 ft. (16.76 m)
60ft. (18.29 m)

.

.
.

.. 60ft. (18.29m)
65 ft. (19.8 m)
65 ft. (19.8 M)
65 ft. (19.8 m)
65 ft (19.8 m)
. .65 11. (19.8 m)
65 (1. (19.8 m)
.
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RULE 21 SECTION 3
THE OFFICIAL DIAMOND SHALL HAVE PITCHING DISTANCES AS FOLLOWS:
DISTANCES
YOUTH DIVISIONS
DISTANCES
ADULT DIVISIONS
Fitsi Pitch
Women
Men
Junior Men

Modified
Women
Men
Slow Pitch
Women
Men
Co-ed
Super

16" Slow Piwh
Women
Men

Fast Pitch

401.(12.19 m)
46 ft. (14.02 m)
46 ft. (14.02 m)

40ft. (12.19 m)
46 ft. (14.02 m)
50ft. (15.24 m)
501L(15.24 In)

50 ft.(I5.24m)
50 ft. (15.24 m)
38 ft. (11 511in)

.3811.(l1.58m)

35 ft. (10.67 m)
35 ft. (10.67 m)
35 ft. (10.67 m)

Girls 10-Under
Boys 10-Under
Girls I2-Under
Boys 12-Under
Girls 14-Under
Boys 14-Under
Girls I6-Under
Boys 16-Under

40ft. (I2.19m)
40 ft. (12.19 m)
46 ft. (14.02 m)
40 ft. (12.19 ml
46 ft. (14.02 m)
..40 ft. (12.19 ml
46 ft. (14.02 ml

Girls I8-Under ......
Boys I8-Under
Slow Pitch
Girls 10-Under
Boys 10-Under
Girls 12-Under
Boys I2-Under
Girls I 4-Under
Boys 14-Under

Girls I6-Under
Boys I 6-Under
Girls I 8-Under
Boys IS-Under

....35 ft. (10.67 nil
35 ft (10.67 m)

406.(l2.19m)
40ft. 112.19 m)

...
.
.

445 ft. (14.02 nil

..46 ft. (14.02 m)
. ..46 ft (14.02 ml
46 ft. (14 02 no
46 ft (14.02 ml
50 R. (15.24 n)

.....
.

NOTE: It the base distances or the pitching distance is found to be at the wrUng dimensions
during the c iurse lit the game, correct the error and continue playing the game.

Sec. 4. FOR THE LAYOUT OF THE DIAMOND, REFER TO DRAWING SHOWING
OFFICIAL DIMENSIONS OF SOFTBALL DIAMOND. THIS SE(IION SERVES AS AN
EXAMPLE FOR LAYING OUT A DIAMOND KT111 60-FOOT BASIS ANI) A 46-F(X)T
PITCHING DISTANCE. To determine the position of home plate, draw a line in the direction
desired to lay the diamond. Dnve a stake at the corner ol home plate nearest the catcher Fasten a
aird to this stake at tie knots, or otherwise mark the cord, at 46feet (14.02 ml. 60 feet (18.29 rm.
84 feet 10'4 Oche., i..5.86 nil, and at 120 feet (36 58 ni).
Place the Lxird (without stretching) along the direction line and place a stake at the 46-hiot ( 14 02
the middle of the pitcher's plate Along the sank' line,

nil marker - this will he the front line at

drive a stake at the 84-toot RN inch (25 68 in) marker. This will be the center of iroond ba.se. For
the 65-foot base distance, this line will be 91 fivt II indict (28.07
Place the 120-foot (36 58 no marker at the center of second trase, and taking hold of the ciird at
the 60-600t (18 29 mi marker, walk to the right of the direction line until the cord is taut and dnve a
sti.ke at the 60-foot (18 29 tm marker This will he the notside corner of firs* base, and the cord
will now form the lines to first and second bases. Again, holding the cord at the fahxa (18.29 nn
marker, walk across the field and, in like manner, mark thc outside corner of third nose Home
plate, first base, and third base are wholly male the diamond.
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RULE 29 SECTION 4
To check the clianamd, place the home plate end of the cord at the first base stake and the
120-foot (36.58 m) marker at third base. The 60-foot (18.29 m) marker should now check al

home plate and second base.

In laying out a 65-foot base path diamond, follow the same procedure with the following
substitute dimensions: 65-foot (19.81 m), 130-foot (39.62 m). and 91-feet 11 inches (28.07
m).
Check all distances with a steel tape whenever possible.

a. THE 3-FOOT (0.91 m) LINE is drawn parallel to and 3 feet (0.91 m) from the baseline,
starting at a point halfway between home plate and first base.

b. THE BATMR'S ON-DECK CIRCLE is a 5-foot (1.52 m) circle (21/2-foot 10.76 nil
radius) placed adjacent to the end of players' bench or dugout area closest to home plate.

c. THE BATTER'S BOX, one on each side of home plate, shall measure 3 feet (0.91 m) by
7 feet (2.13 m). The inside lines of the batter's box shall be 6 inches (15.24 cm) from
home plate. The front line of the box shall be 4 feet (1.22 m) in front of a line drawn
through the center of home plate. The lines are considered as being within the batter's
box.
d. THE CATCHER'S BOX shall be 10 feet (3.05 m) in length from the rear outside corners of the batters' boxes and shall be S feet 5 inches (2.57 m) wide.

e. EACH COACH'S BOX IS BEHIND A LINE 15 FEET (4.57 m) LONG DRAWN
OUTSIDE THE DIAMOND. The line is parallel to and 8 feet (2.44 m) front the first
f.

and third baselines, extended from the bases toward home plate.
THE PITCHER'S PLATE shall be rrmanently attached to thc ground at distances in-

dicated in Rule 2, Sec. 3. (PP ONLY) There shall be a 16-foot (4.88 m) circle, S feet
(2 44 m) in radius, drawn from the pitcher's plate. The lines drawn around the pitcher's
plate are considered inside the circle.

RULE 3. EQUIPMENT
Sec. I. THE OFFICIAL BAT.
a.

Shall he made of one piece of hardwood, or formed from a block of wood consisting of
two or more pieces of wood bonded together with an adhesive in such a way that the grain
direction of all pieces is essentially parallel to the length of the bat.
b Shall he metal. plastic. graphite, carbon, magnesium, fiberglass,
ceramic, or any other
composite material approved by the ASA. Any new composite construction bat must be
reviewed and approved by the ASA.
c May he laminated, but must contain only wixxl or adhesive and have a clear finish (if
finished).
d. Shall he round or three-sided and shall he smooth If the
barrel end has knurled finish, the
maximum surface roughness is no more than 250 if measured by a profilometer or 4/1000
if measured by a spectrograph
c
Shall not be more than 34 inches (87.0 cm) long nor exceed 38 ounces (1100.0 g) in
weight
t
If round, shall not he more than 2% inches (6 0 cm) in diameter at its largest part: and if
three-sided, shall not exceed 21.4 inches (6 0 ern) on the hitting surface A tolerance of
I 132 inch (0.80 mm) is permitted to allow for expansion on the round bat.
g If metal, may be angular
h Shall not have exposed rivets, pins, rough or sharp edges,
or any form of exterior
fastener that would present a hazard. A metal bat shall he free of burrs.
?MOWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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RULE 3, SECTION 1
I.

j.

If metal, shall not have a wooden handle.
Shall have a safety grip of cork, tape (not smooth. plastic-type), or composition material.
The safety grip shall nal be less Ihan 10 inches (25.0 cm) long and shall not extend more
than 15 inches (40.0 cm) from the small end of the bat. Arty molded finger-formed grip
'made by the bat manufacturer, if used, must be permanently attached to the bat or attached to the bat with safety tape, and must be approved by the Equipment Standards Commit-

tee. NOTE: The "Trigger-Orip" was approved in 1991.. Resin, pine tar, or spray
substances placed on the safety grip to enhance Ihe grip arc permissible on the grip only.
NOTE: Tape applied to any bat must be continuously spiral. It does not have to be a solid
layer of tape. It may not exceed two layers.
k. If metal, and not made of one-piece construction with the barrel end closed, shall have a
rubber or vinyl plastic inse-t firmly secured at the large end of the hat.
I. Shall have a safety knob of a minimum of 'A inch protruding at a 90-degree angle from

the handle. It may be molded, lathed, welded, or permanently fastened. A "Bare" or
"cone" grip attached to the bat will be considered an altered bat.

m. Shall he marked OFFICIAL SOFTBALL by the manufacturer. If the words OFFICIAL
SOMALI, cannot be read due to wear and tear on the bat. the hat should he declared
legal if it is legal in all other aspects.
NOTE: Softball bats used in ASA championship tournament play must he approved by the
Equipment Standards Committee. Bats with special design features to enhance hit distance
will not he allowed. Manufacturers must submit all new designed bats to the ASA Equipment
Standards Committee for approval prior to sales

See. 2. WARM-UP HATS. No more than two official softball hats, one ASA approved
may be used by the (In-deck
not to exceed two
wann-up bat, or a combination of the two
hatter in the on-deck circle. The WARM-UP BAT should meet the following requirements to
he approved: a) stamped with 4-inch letters WB on either end of the bat or marked in I-inch
letters the words Worm-Up 8w Only on the barrel end of the bat; b) a minimum weight of 48
ounces (1360 0 gl; e) a minimum barrel diameter of 21/2 inches (6 0 cm). d) have a safety grip
of at least 10 inches (25_0 cm) and no more than 15 inches (40.0 cm) extended from the knob;
and/or e ) he of one-piece construction or a one-piece permanently assembled bat approved by
the Equipment Standards Committee

Sec. 3. THE OFFICIAL SOFTBALL.
Shall he a regular. smooth-seamed. flat-surfaced ball with concealed stitches
b. Shall have a center core made of either No. 1 quality long fibre kapok, a mixture of cork
and rubber, a polyurethane mixture. or ,uher matenals approved by the ASA.
c May be hand or machine-wound with a line quality twisted yarn and covered with latex or
a.

rubber cement
of cement to the underside of the
d. Shall have a cos e r cemented to the ball by a ppl
cover and sewn with waned thread of cotton or linen It the cover is molded, it may he al
(sonded to the core or b) he of the same composmon as the core Either molded type must
have an authentic facsimile of St i tc hing as approved by the ASA
e. Shall have a cover of chrome tanned, top grain horsehide or cowhide. synthetic material,
or other materials approved by the ASA
f The 12.inch ()0 0 cm) ball shall be het, Aeen I I 7 5 inches i tO 0 cim and 12. Hi inches
(II 0 cm) in circumterence and shall weigh between 6,4 ounces I 180 Ii gi and 7 ounces
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RULE 3, SECTION 3
(2(() (1 g). The smixith-seamed style shall not have fewer than 88 stitches in each cover,
sewn by the two.needle method, or with an authentic facsimile of stitching as approved by
the ASA.
g. The I I-inch (27.0 cm) ball shall be between 10-7/14 inches (27.0 cm) and 11-1/8 inches
128 0 cno in circumference and shall weigh between 5-7/8 ounces (165,0 g) and 6-1/8
ounces (175.(1 g). The smooth-seamed style shall not have fewer than 80 stitches in each
,cover. sewn by the two-needle method, or with an authentic facsimile of stitching as approved by the ASA.
Ik.

The white-stitch I2-inch ball shall he used in thc following ASA play: men's and
women's fast pitch, boys and girls Junior Olympic 12-, 14-, 16-, and I8-under fast pitch;
and boys 14-, 16-, and 18-under glow pitch. It must have a COR of .S0 or under and he so
marked
The white.stitch 1-inch ball shall be used in the following ASA play: boys and girls
Junior Olympic 10-under fast pitch. It must have a COR of .50 and under and show the
ASA logo
The red-stitch (and/or red indelible Alamping a.c approved by the ASA) 12-inch ball with
C(>R of 47 and under shall he used in the following ASA Play: Adult men's slow pitch
and co ed slow pitch (male hatters only) It must he marked MSP.47 and show the ASA

c

logic

I he red stitch landlor red mdehhle stamping (Lc approved by the ASA) 11-inch hall with a
ct tit ot 47 and under shall he used in the following ASA Play: Women's slow pitch, coed slow pitch (women hatters only), boys Junior Olympic 10-under and 12.under slow
pitch and all girls Junior Olympic slow pitch. h must he marked GWSP-47 and show the
ASA logo
Softtmlls used in ASA play must meet standards set by the ASA Equipment Standards
Conmimee as shown below and must he stamped with the ASA logo

_

HF OFFICIAL SOFTBALL SPEOFICATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

SOF' MALI. THREAD MINIMUM MAXIMUM MINIMUM MAXIMUM MARKING
12 inth FP

COLOR
white

o

12 int h SP
All
km)

red

lb inch SP
i41 0) cm)

white

SIZE
11 7,8 in
30
0 _cm
_
.

1

I

inch

red

127 0 cm'

II

un h

(27 o trio

%hitt'

_

11 718 in

30 0 cm
15 7/8 in
40 0 cm.
10 7'8 in
27 0 cm
10 7 8 in
27 0 cm

SIZE
12 1/8 in
31 0 cm
12 1/8 in
31 0 cm
16 1/8 in
41 0

.

41 in

I

28 0 cm_
I
I :it in
1

28 0 cm

SIZE
614 or

180.0i.
614 or
I 80.

9 cv

225_01.
5 7/8 ot
165 0
S -741 iv
165 0 g

SIZE
7 or

_

ASA

2(K) 0_ g

Loy

7 or

MSP-47

?po.t?

ASA Logo
ASA
Logo

10 ot
283 0 g

6 1/8 ii,
175.01
6 11 or
175 0 g

GWSP-47

ASA Logo,
ASA
logo

-

Sec. 4. I HE HOME PI.ATE SHALL RE MADE OF
RUBBE- OR OTHER
st'll ABLE %IA I EMUS). It shall he a fiye-sided figure. 17 inches 143 18 cm) wide

at foss the edge facing the pitcher The sides shall he parallel to the inside lines of the batter's
hi and shall he 81/2 inches (21 59 cim long ihe sides of the point facing the catcher shall be
12 Int hes 10 48
long

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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RULE 39 SECTION

4

a. ISLOW PITCH 55-OVER) A second home plate shall be placed adjacent to Me rishi
handed batter's box. (Refer to Rule 8, Section 104

See. 5. THE PITCHER'S PLATE shall be of wood or rubber, 24 inches (60.96 cm) long
and 6 inches (15.24 cm) wide. The top of the plate shall he level with the ground. The front
line of the plate shall be the prescribed pitching distances from the back point of home plate,
(Refer to PITCHING DISTANCES chan in Rule 2, Sec. 3.)

Ste. 6. THE BASES. OTHER THAN HOME PLATE SHALL. BE 15 INCHES (38.10
cm) SQUARE. MADE OF CANVAS OR OTHER SUITABLE MATERIAL(S). AND NOT
MORE THAN 5 INCHES (12.70 cm) IN THICKNESS. The bases should be securely fastened in position.
a. The double base is approved for use at first base. This base is 15 by 30 inches and made of
canvas or other suitable material(%) Half the base is white (secured in fair territory), and
half is orange (secured in foul territory). It should not be more than 5 inches (12.70 cm)
in thickness.
The following rules apply to the double base:
NOTE:
I ) A batted ball hitting the white porton is declared fair, und a batted ball
2)

hitting the orange port ion is declared foul.
Both white and orange portions of the base are treated equally for the of.
fense and the defense

REFER TO POINTS 01: EMPHASIS
b. (SLOW PITCH 55-OVER) The double first base shall be used in this division of play.

SOFTBALL GLOVE SPECIFICATIONS
ifta Paim*Foth

(8) Palm width

8 in
ek,i

5 in
(C) Top Opening of web
(D) Bottom Opening of Web 4,4 in
(E) Web lop lo bottom
(F) First linger crotch seam 7' 2 in
71/2 in
(Cii Thumb Crotch warn
I7
(H) CrOlch seam
Thumb top to bottom
(I)
9'. tn
Edge
(.1) Fir sl finger top to
14 in
bottom edge
1K) Second linger top to
I3,. in
Bottom edge
It.) Third ringer top to
12'. in
bOttom edge
(Mi Fourth finger lop to
I I in
bottom edge

Sri:. 7. GLOVES MAY BE WORN BY ANY PLAYER. BUT MITI'S MAI BE USED
ONLY BY THE CATCHER AND FIRST BASEMAN. No top lacing. webbing. or other
device bowel, the thumb and hotly of the glove of mill 'Awn by a first baseman or catcher,
or a glove worn hy any fielder. shall he more than 5 inches (12 7(1 cm) in length The pit
cher'', glow shall ne of one solid cohu other than % hue or We) Multicolored gloves are ac
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RULE S SECTION 7
ceptable for all other players. Gloves with white or grey circles on the outside. giving the appearance of a ball, are illegal for all players.

Sec. 8. SHOES MUST BE WORN BY ALL PLAYERS. A SHOE SHALL BE CONSIDERED OFFICIAL IF IT IS MADE WITH EITHER CANVAS OR LEATHER UPPERS OR SIMILAR MATER1AL(S). The soles may be either smooth or have soft or hard
rubber cleats. Ordinary metal sole and heel plates may be used if the spikes on the pima do
not extend more than 3/4 of an inch (1.91 cm) from the sole or heel of the shoe. Shoes with
rounded metal spikes are illegal. No shoes with detachable cleats that screw ON are allowed;
however, shoes with detachable cleats that screw INTO the shoe are allowed.

J.0./CO-ED PLAY: No metal spikes are allowed in any division of 1.0. or co-ed play. No
hard plastic or polyurethane spikes similar to metal sole and heel plates are allowed in any
division of J.O. or co-ed play.
PLAY

Adult players from Team B are wearing (a) golf shoes, (b) track shoes. (c)
metal baseball spikes, (d) coaches shoes with rippled rubber soles. RUUNG
((1) and (b)

a.

(c) and (d) Legal.

Sec. 9, MASKS, BODY PROTECTORS, AND SHIN GUARDS.
(FP ONLY) Masks with throat protectors must be worn by adult catchers, and Junior
Olympic catchers must wear a mask, throat protector. and helmet. An extended wire protector may be worn in lieu of a throat protector attached to the mask. N(YTE: Any player
warming up a Junior Olympic pitcher at any location within the confines of the playing
field shall wear a mask and throat protector.

h. (SP ONLY) Junior Olympic catchers must wear an approved batter's helmet with ear
flaps. or the catcher's helmet and mask.
c.

(FP ONLY) Junior Olympic catchers must wear shin guard.s and body protectors.

PIAY I I I

Adult catcher refuses to wear a mask in (a) slow pitch, (h) fast pitch. RUUNG
(a) Legal. (h) Illegal. Catcher must wear a mask in fast pitch, and 411).0.
catchers must wear masks with helmets.

PLAY 12)

(FP ONLY) A catcher refuses to comply with umpire's order to wear a mask.
RULING Fmfeited game shall he declared by the umpire if no one else will
wear mask and catch.

No I E

NO EQUIPMENT SHALL fiE LEFT LYING ON THE FIELD EITHER Ilk
FAIR OR FOUL TERRITORY. (See Rule 8. Sec . 5g-P(ay 4.)

Sec. tO. UNIFORM. All players on a team shall wear uniforms alike in color, trim, and
style Coaches must he neatly attired and dressed ahke or in team uniforni and in accordance
with the color code of the team
a

HEADWEAR
I
I EP Male) All hall caps are mandatory and must be alike They must be worn properly.
2 (SP Male and Female and EP Female) Ball caps, visors, and headbands are optional
for all players Players are not required to wear headwear. but if worn, all hcadwear
must be of the same type (i.e., all caps, all visors, or all headbands) and must be worn
properly Handkerchiefs do not qualify as headbands and cannot he worn around the
head or neck. NOTE- Plastic visors are not allowed as headssear.
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PIA (I)

A female team (or slow piwh male learn) has three players wearing caps, but
Legal
the remaining players do not wear anything on their heads. RULING
if Me three caps are alike. All female or male slow pitch players do not have to
wear caps. If caps are worn, however, they may not be mixed Kith headbands
or visors.

PLA

Two female players wear caps, and the remaining players wear similarIllegal. Either caps Or headbands may be
colored headtv:ds. . :ING

(2)

worn, hut not both.

PLAY (3)

In co-edplay, 4 males wear ca/)3 I don not, 2 females have headbands, and 3

Illegal. It is pennissable for players mo to wear headdo not. RULING
bands or caps, but they may not be miAed. The rest of the uniPrm should be
similar (i.e. , all players in shorts or all in Ions: pants, the same jerseys and
leggings, etc. I.

b. PANTS/SLIDING PANTS. All player pants shall be either all long or all short in style.
Players may wear a uniform, solid-colored pair of sliding panh. It is not mandatory that
all player% wear sliding pants, but if more than one player wear them, they must be alike

in color and style. No player ma) wear ragged, frayed, or slit legs tm exposed sliding

pins
c. UNDERSHIRTS Players may wear a uniform, solideolored undershirt (it may be
white). It is not mandatory that all players wear an undershirt if one player wears one. hut
those that are worn must be alike. No player may wear ragged. frayed, or slit sleeves on
exixised undershirts.

d. NUMBERS An Arabic number of contrasting cokir at least 6 inches 115 24 cm) high,
must he worn on the hack of all uniform shirts No player on the same team may wear
identical numbers_ (Numbers 3 and 03 are examples of identical numbers 1 Players
without numbers will not he permitted to play If duplicate numbers exist. only one of the
players may play at a time

PLAY

MAY (5) --

oj his jerses-. do uniform
numbe. (X) on the back of his jerses. (c) no uniform number on the Jersey Ina
number 5 in( the pants, (tit no uniform number im the back of the jesey but a
2-inch number on the front, (e) no unifiwn nwnher wall. RULING Legal in
(a) and (I) . not /tRa/ in (O. kb. or tel

Plover F wears (rd uniform number 6 mt

Player FI (Jones) was hstol in the siwrebo4 with the wronq number and (a)
Correct
had his name on the jersey. (l) had no nwne on the Jersey. RU1JNG
du, number in the scorebook in either. .ase and resume play There is mi penalty.

c. HELMETS All adult fast pitch and 'unior Olympic fast and skiw pitch offensive players

(TO INCLUDE THE ON.DECK BATTER) must property wear halting helmets of
similar color with double ear flaps 1.0. players acting as coaches in the coaches boxtes)

must wear a balling helmet. All helmets must he approved by the National Operating
Committee on Standard% for Athletic Equipment (NOCSAE1 PENALTY: Failure to
wear the ban mg helmet when ordered to do so by the umpir shall cause said player to he

elected from the game Deliberately wearing the helmet impntperly or deliberately
removing the helmet during a live hall play and seen 11 the umpire as a deliberate act,
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shall cause the violator to be declared out immediately. The ball remains alive. EXCEPTION: Modified pitch players are not required to wear when playing offense.
NOTE: Culling a runner out for rernoving a helmet does not remove force play situations.
Pitchers and catchers may wear batting helmets. Other than pitchers and catchers, no other
defensive player may wear a helmet in adult and J.O. play except for medical purposes.

NOTE:

Catcher helmets at the present time do not have NOCSAE standards, end no
stamp will be required on these helmets.

HAY

84 hits an out-of-the-park home run and as he passes third base renuives his

helmet in a fast pitch game. The plate umpire calls 84 out. RULING
Although the rule reads that baserunners are to be called out if they remove the
helmet intentionally, the intent of this rule is to prevent she baserunner from

getting hit with a thrown bal. When the bull has been hit over the fence for a
home run, no play will be made on any baserunner. until the plate umpire
throws another ball into the game. liaserunners should not be called out for
renwsmg the helmet on a home-run ball that is hit out of the park.
CASTS Plaster or other hard substances in their linal form may not be worn during the
game. Any exposed metal may he considered legal if covered by soft material and taped.
g. JEWELRY. Exposed jewelry, which is judged by the umpire to be dangerous. may not be
1.

worn during the game NO7E: Players must he asked to remove jewelry if judged to be
dangerous If they fail to do so, the player is ejected from the game.

RULE 4. PLAYERS & SUBSTITUTES
Set-. I. A TEAM SHALL CONSPiT OF:

C.

Fast Pitch 9 players
Fast Pitch w ah a designated player - I() play ers
Slow Pitch 10 players
Slow Pitch with an extra player II player%

Male rosters shall include only male players. and female rosters shall include only female
players

Co.fid I player% (5 male and 5 female)
Co Ed Slow Pitch with extra players
(2 player% (ft male and f) female) NOTE: If the
EP is used in Co.Ed. 12 players must he used. It is not permissible to use 1 1 players
because ot the alternate hatters
Ii

A team must have the required number of players present to start or continue a game.
PENAl 1Y The game is tOrtetted (See Rule S. Sec 310) ) NOTE Player listed on the
starting lineup and pot a s adable at game nme may be substituted for and re-entered under

a

the re-entry rule The proper number of players must be in the team area at game time.
Sec. 2. PLAN ERN' POSITIONS SH AI.I. BE DESIGNATED AS FOLLOWS:
East Pitch Pitcher. catcher, first hasernan. utcord basenun. third
baseman, shortstop.
lett turkh:r. Lotter fielder, and right fielder
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b. Fast Pitch with a designated player: Same as Fast Pitch in paragraph a above, plus a
designated player.
e. Slow Pitch: Same as Fast Pitch in paragraph a above, plus a short fielder.
d. Slow Pitch with an mid player: Same as Slow Pitch in paragraph above, plus an extra
player who hats.

NOTE:

Players of the team in the field must be stationed anywhere in fair territory.
except the catcher who must be in the catcher's box. and the pitcher who must

be in a legal pitching position at the start of each pitch. When a pitch is
delivered without all defensive players in fair territory, an illegal pitch shall be
declared.
e. Co-Ed defensive positioning shall include 2 males and 2 females in the outfield, 2 males
and 2 females in the infield, and I male and I female in the pitcher-catcher positions.
Once determining positions, thc players must be stationed anywhere on fair ground. except the catcher as indicated in the "NOTE" above.

S. 3, DESIGNATED PLAYER (FP ONLY)
a. A designated player. referred to as a "OP," may b'
made known prior to the start of the game and his nal

d for any player, pros ided it
.

is

Is indicated on the lineup sheet or

score sheet as one of the nine hitters in the batting order The starting DP may re-enter
one time. as long as he returns to the position in the batting order that he oi:cupted when
he left the game

b. The starting player listed as the OP must remain in the same position in the batting order
for the entire game The 1)1' and his substitute or replacement may never play offense at
the same time

e. The OP ma!, be substituted fin at any time, either by a pinch-hitter. pinch-runner. or the
defensive player for whom he is hitting If the starting DP is replaced on offense by the
person for whom he is hitting (number 10 on thc batting order), or by a substitute, the DP
is considered to have left the game. and he may re-enter one time, as long as he returns to
his original position in (he batting order NOTE a) If replaced by the person playing
defense on'y. tni . reduces the number of players from ten to nine if the DP does not re
enter. the game may 1-gally end with nine players. to lithe OP reemer,, he may play of.
tense and defense (continue with nine players), or he may bat in his original spot in the
hinting order. and the defensive player returns to the number 10 position and plays
defense only once again Penalty: Placing the defensive player only t number 10 on the
batting order) into the first nine positions for someone other than the original DP is considered an illegal re.entry The manager and the defensive player only are ejected
d. The DP mas play defense at any position Should the DP play defense for a player other
than the one for whoni he is batting, that player will continue to hat but not play defense.
and is not considered to has e left the game The DP may play defense for the person for
whom he is hitting (number 10 in batting order). and that person is considered to have left
the game. reducing the number of players from ten to nine The person being hit for may
re.enter the game one time, either in the number 10 spot in the halting order or in the

DP's position in the batting order NOTE; a) If returning to the #10 position, he will
again play defense only but may play any defensive position. t) If returning in the DP's
position. he will play offense and delense. and there will be only nine players on the batting order
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NOTE:

PLAY (I)

PLAY (2)

3

he name of the player for whom the DP is batting will be placed in the tenth
position in the scorebook.
In the fifth inning Jones comes into the game as a DP and is placed at the end
of ihe baiting order. RULING Illegal. The DP must be announced prior to
ihe start tithe game and his name entered on the starting lineup. If one pitch is
thrown to Jones, he is considered an illegal substitute for the player listed
number I on the batting order.
At ihe beginning of the game. Jones is pui into ihe lineup as a DP for Smith. In
the third inning Smith is injured and has to leave ihe game. Jones replaces
Legal. The game may continue with nine
Smith as shortstop. RULING
plovers.

PLAY (3)

Jones begins the game at second base hut does not bat. In the fourth inning he
Legal_ Me role of the UP is
takes the place of Smith as ihe DP. RULING
terminated until Smith (or Smith 's substitute) re-enters the game.

PL4Y (4)

Jones is ihe listed DP and is baiting third. Smith, the third baseman, is listed
ihe DUO. Brown, the second baseman, is batting seventh. In the third inning Jones plavs defense for Brown. In ihe sixth inning, the manager wants
Smith io bat and inserts him for Brown, the temporary DP who was batting
Illegal. Brown WaS noi ihe starting OP. Smith must bat for
only. RULING
Jones if the manager wants him io bat. The umpire should correct this at the
nme of the change. If noi detected at that time. the violation will be treated as
an illegal substitution when brought to ihe attention of the umpire by the of.
first legal or illegal pach.The starter can report and refended team after
enter le,gallv

a

b
c
d

r

t

See. 4. EXTRA PLAYER (SP ONLY)
An extra player. referred to as an ''EP," is optional, but ii one is used. it must be made
known prior to the start of the game and be listed on the scoring sheet in the regular batting order If the EP is used, he must be used the entire game. Failure to complete the
game with the EP result+ in forfeiture of the game.
The EP must remain in the same position in the batting order for the entire game
It an EP is used, all 11 must bat and any 10 may play defense Defensive positions may be
changed, but the baiting order must remain the same.
The EP may be substituted for at any time The substitute must be a player who has not
yt heen in the game The starting EP rnay re-enter
may play
5 male and 5 female
The EP is used in Co Ed. all 12 must be. and any 10
detense Defensive positions may he changed as long as the following ratio is used: 2
male/2 female in the outfield. 2 male/2 female in the infield, and 1 male/I female as pitcher/
catcher The batting order must remain the sante throughout the game.
(55 Over Only i Two extra players may be designated at any place in the batting order.
The EPs may enter a game on defense at any time. but must remain in the same batting
order

Am, at the martins; pla)ers. including a DP (EP ONLY) or an EP
Sec. 5. RE-ENTRY
(SP ONLY). may he svithdrassn am] re-entered onke, provided players oicupy the UM IC battmg positions whenever in the lineup
NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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EXCEPTION: When the defensive player bats for the DP (FP ONLY), the DP is temporarily
eliminated.

NOTE:

The original player and the substitute(s) may not be in the lineup at the same
time If a manager removes a substitute from the game and re-enters the same
substitute later in the game, this is considered an illegal re-entry.

Violation of the re-entry rule results in the ejection of both the manager and the illegal
player when the violation is brought to the attention of tht umpire by the offended team.
b. Violation of the re-entry rule is handled as a protest which may he made anytime DURING THE GAME. The protest need not be made prior to the next pitch as described in
Rule I I , Sec. 4; however, all play that occurred while the illegal re-entry was in the game
will stand.
a.

NOTE:

If the re-entry violation also violates the unreported substitute ruling (Rule 4.
Sec. 7a), those penalties would also be in effect.

PLAY (I

Brown replaces Carter, a starting player, in the third inning. Carter re-enters
the game in the rixth inning for Green, another starting player. Carter singles,
and the opponents bring to the attention of the umpire that Coner's re-entrv
This is a violation of the re-entrv rule since
was not reported. RULING
Carter did not replace his substitute. Both Carter and his manager are ejected
from the game
In the top half of the first inning with rwo outs. RI on first base. 134 (Smith) is

PIA Y 121

announced on the P.4 ssstem. Just then the manager decides to substitute Jones

for Smith. Jones strikes out. In the third inning Smith, who was announced in
Legal. Members of the starthe first inning, pinch-hits fiir Jones. RULING
ting lineup may be withdrawn and re-entered one time, provided they otTupy
the same batting positions they held when originally in the lineup.

See. 6. A STARTING PLAYER SHALL BE OFFICIAL WHEN THE LINE-UP IS
INSPECTED AND APPROVED BY THE PLATE UMPIRE AND TEAM MANAGER
AT THE PRE-GAME MEETING. The names may be entered on the official wore sheet in
advance of this meeting. However, in case of injury or illness, changes can be made at the
pre-game meeting. A substitute may take the place of a player whose name is in his team's
batting order. The following regulations govern the substitution of players:
a,

The manager or team representative of the team making the substitution shall immediately ntxify the plate umpire at the time a substitute enters_ The plate umpire shall then report
the change to the scorer prior to the nest pitch If the violation is discovered prior to a
pitch being made (legal or illegal), there is no penalty, and the illegal substitute shall be
declared legal
The use of an illegal substitute or an ineligible player is handled as a protest by the of lend
ed team All other substitutes are considered in the game as described .n Rule 4. Sec 6b
It the team manager or player in violation informs the umpire prior to the offended team's
protest. there is no violation regardk-ss of how long the player or players were illegally in
the game_

b
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The illegal substitute is considered in the game if a pitch has been made (legal or illegal).
OFFENSE: (I) It' the illegal player is discovered by the defense after one legal or illegal

pitch has been thrown while he is at hat, and before the offensive manager, coach. or
player in violation informs the umpire, he is declared ineligible, and a legal substitute
assumes the ball and strike count. Any advance of biterunners while the illegal batter is at
hat is legal. (2) If the illegal player is discovered by the defense after he has completed
his turn at bat and prior to the next legal or illegal pitch, or before the defensive learn MS
left the field; and before the offensive manager, coach, or player in violation informs the
umpire; the illegal player is called out, is ruled ineligible, and any advance of baserunners
as a .esult of ohstruction, an error, a hit batsman (FP), a walk, or a basehit is nullified.
(3) If the illegal player is discovered by the defense after he has completed his turn at bat
and after the next legal or illegal pitch, or after the defensive team has left the field: and
before the offensive manager, coach, or player in violation informs the umpire; the illegal player is ruled ineligible and any advance by baserunners while the illegal batter was

at hat is legal. DEFENSE: ( I) If the illegal player is discovered by the offense after he
makes a play and prior to the next legal or illegal pitch, or hefore the defensive team has
lett the field; or before the defensive manager, coach, or player in violation informs the
umpire; the offensive team has the option of taking the result of the play, or having the
last hatter reha( arid as ;rime th c. halt and strike count he had prior to the discovery of the
illegal player, with each haserunner retIrrning to the base at which he was prior Io the

pla). The illegal player is rssij ineligible (21 I f the illegal player is discovered by the of-

tense after a legal or illegal pitch to the next batter, or after the defensive manager. coach,
or player in violamm informs the umpire: all play(%) stand, hut the illegal player is ruled
ineligible
NOTE
When the illegal substitute is ruled ineligible, he is removed from the game. If
he is discovered panicipating again alter his reinosal. the game is declared a

forfeit (Rule I . Svc. M)

P1.4 Y

Jones. a legal substitute. enters the goose unreported in the third inning. In the

Nth inning the opponents report dm to the umpire. RULING: Me plover
clones) is immediately removed sand is dechired
play by or on

Jones is legal. A legal substitute MUM be reported into the game

MAY i2t

Smith re enters the game unreported in the fourth inning fir his substitute.
Alter he has the ball anti reaches first base safelv. it is detected by the opponents and reported io the umpire RULING. Smah is called out. ruled ineligible, and a legal substitute must ewer the game. If a substitute is not
mailable. the game is ft 'rioted

Substame players will he considered in the game when reported to the plate umpire. A
plaser w ill mit sinlale the suhslit at ton rule until one legal or illegal pitch has been thrown.
Any player may he removed from the game during any dead hall

I he pitcher no longer has to pitch unol the first hatter facing him has completed his turn at bat, the side has been retired, or he has been removed from
the game A last pitch pitcher returning in the same hall inning will not receive
55.11111 op pik hes
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6

Jones is the starting pitcher. In the top of the third inning, Smith bats for
hmes. In the bottom tithe third, Jones returns to pitch. RULING: Legal.
Pitcher Jones walks 83 and is replaced by Smith. The offense substitutes Al I
for 134, and before Smith throws one pitch. (a) Jones, the starting pitcher, reenters, (h) Brown is substituted for Smith. RULING: Legal in bath situations.

.d. A player who has been declared ineligible but has not been ejected from rhe game may
serve as a base coach.

RULE 5. THE GAME
Sec. I. THE CHOICE OF THE FIRST OR LAST BAT IN THE INNING SHALL BE
DECIDED BY A TOSS OF A COIN, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED IN THE RULES

OF THE ORGANIZATION UNDER WHICH THE SCHEDULE OF GAMES IS
BEING PLAYED.

Sec. 2. THE FITNESS OF THE GROUND FOR A GAME SHALI. IW DECIDED
SOLELY BY THE PLATE UMPIRE.
See.

3. A R EGI ATION GAME SH ALI. CONSIST OF SEVEN INNINGS.

a. A full 7 innings need not by played if the team second at bat scores more runs in 61/2 innings. or before lt.e third out in the last of the seventh inning.
h. A game that is tie I at the end of seven inning% shall by continued by playing additional in
nings; or umil ori . side has scored more runs than the other at the end of a complete inning; or until the team second at bat has scored nkire runs in its half ol the inning before
the third out is made.

c. A game called hy the umpire shall he regulation if five or more complete innings have
been play ed, or if the team second at bat has scored more runs in four or more innings
than the other team has scored in five or more innings. The umpire is empowered to call a
game at any time because of darkness, rain, fire, panic. or other causes which place the
patrons or players in peril For games called prior to five complete innings, see Sec 3d

MAY

At the end of the fourth inning, the score is II I and V2. There is no %rime in the
first half of the fifth. hut in the last half fl scores. fat one run; Ott two runs. In

euher case the gam, is called because of rinn wall only one Or two outs
RULING In either case a is a regulation game In (Wit, s ant, game. hut all
records count, hi ib) ii is the winner
d. Games that are not considered either regulation, or regulation tie games, shall he resumed
:n the exact ptimt where they were slipped. For ASA champamship tournament play. see

ASA Procedural Cixle 9.011a!)
c. A regulation tie game shall he declared if the score is equal when the game is called at the
end of five or more complete innings, or if the team second at hat has equaled the score of
the first team al hat in the incomplete inning
In the lam half of the stair inning, with RI. 82. and R3 on third. secomi, and
PI-4Y
first haws respecnvelv, 84 hits a home run. tying the score 6.6 It then hems
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to rain heavily and eventually forces the umpire to call the game. RULING
Me game ends in a 6.6 tie.
I. These provisions do not apply to any acts on the part of players, eiraehes, managers, team
representatives, or spectators which might call for forfeiture of the game. The umpire
may forfeit the game if attacked physically by any team member or spectator.
g. A forfeited game shall be declared by the umpire in favor of the team not at fault in the
following cases:
( 1) If a team fails to appear on the field or, being on the field, refuses to begin a game for
which it is scheduled or assigned. or within a me set for forfeitures by the organization which the team represents.
( 2) If one side refuses to continue to play after the game has begun, unless the game has
been suspended or terminated by the umpire.
PL4Y
A game is called after seven complete innings of play because the manager
the visiting team no longer wishes to play. RU1.ING If weather permits, the
game shall not be terminated. The umpire shall forfeit the game to the home
team by a score of 7-0.

(3) II. atter play has been suspended by the umpire, one side fails to resume playing
within 2 minutes after play ball has been declared hy the umpire.
(4) If a team employs tactics noticeably designed to delay or to hasten the game.
(5) If. atter warning by the umpire, any one of the rules of the game is willfully violated.
(bIll the order for the ejection of a player is not obeyed within I minute.
(7) If. because of the removal or ejection of a player or players front the game by the umpire, or for any reason there are fewer than 9 (Fast Pitch). 10 (Fast Pitch with DP). 10
(Slow Pitch), I 1 (Slow Pitch with EP). or 12 (('o-Ed Slow Pitch with 2 EPs) on either
team.

EXCLIMON 11 a team stuns the game with a DP (FP ONLY) and the defensive
player hats tor the DP (Rule 4. Sec 3c), the team may continue and end the game with
playcrs. or the DP may re-enter, and the team will finish with 10 players.

PIA Y

.4 team starts a game with 10 players or I I wah P.P1 in slow pach or 9 players

(10 with DP) in fast pitch. but loses one player due to attune and has no

substitute to replace the injured player. RULING
The game is forfeited to
the opponent. A team may ma continue a game with fewer than the number of
Mayen required to start the game

Sec. 4. THE WINNER OF THE GAME SHALL BE THE TEAM THAT SCORES
MORE RUNS IN A REGULATION GAME.
ii. The score of a called regulation game shall he the
score at the end ot the last complete inn-

ing. unless the team second at bat has scored an equal number of or more runs than the
first team at hat in the incomplete inning In this ease the score shall be that of the incomplete inning
h
c

The score 01 a regulation tie garlic shall he the tie score when the game was terminated.
The score 0( a lortened game shall he 7 -0 m 1 avor of the team not at fault
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Sec. 5. ONE RUN SHALL BE SCORED EACH TIME A BASERUNNER LEGALLY

TOUCHES FIRST BASE, SECOND BASE, THIRD BASE, AND HOME PLATE
BEFORE THE THIRD OUT OF THE INNING.
Sec. 6. A RUN SHALL NOT BE SCORED IF THE THIRD OUT OF THE INNING
IS A RESULT OF:

A., The batter-runner being put out before legally touching first base.
b. A baserunner being forced out due to the batter becoming a batter-runner.

NOTE: If there is no force out and a run scores prior to a baserunner being called out on u
time play, the run will count.
RI is on third base, and R2 is on first base with two outs. Batter hits ground
Y
ball to F4 who ihases R2 hack toward first base and lags him (a) before RI
Run does not count in 44 or (h) since
score.s, (b) after RI scores. RULING
the third out ma a force out.
PLAY (2)

With inie out and runners on second ba.se and third base, the batter flies out for
the second out. The runner on third base tags up lifter the catch, hut the runner
on second base does not. The runner on third base crosses the plate before an
Pie run Hill count as this ts a time
appeal is made at second base. RULING
play and not a force out. If the runner crosses home plate after the appeal. the

run would not count.

c. (FP ONLY] A bastrunner leaving base before the pitcher releases the ball to the batter_
(SP ONLY) A baserunner leaving base before the pitched ball reaches home plate or
byline the pitched ball is batted.
Sec.

7, NO SUCCEEDING RUNNER SHALL SCORE A RUN WHEN A

PRECEDING RUNNER HAS BEEN DECLARED THE THIRD OUT OF AN INNING.
Y

(hie out, RI on third haw, and R2 on semnd base. Hatter ints ally hall which 53
(-might by 1-7 RI tags up and leaves his base before the fly ball is touched by P7
R2 siwres after tagging up and legally leaving his base. Appeal a made at third

base, and umpire declares RI out RULING

PLO i2i

Three outs. no run.s score

Two outs, RI ok third base. R2 on second haw. and 10 on first base. Batter
hits hall over the fetwe for a home run RI fails to touch home plate. but R2.
R3, and the butter-runner touch all bases in regular order. including home
plate An appeal is made on RI at home plate. Umpire (let hires RI out. RULING -- No runs score

Sec. 8, TIWRE SHALL BE ONLY ONE CHARGED CONFERENCE BETWEEN
THE MANAGER AND/OR O'FHER TEAM REPRESENTATIYEN AND THE BATTER OR BASERUNNER(S) IN AN INNING. Umpires shall not permit any such conferences in excess of onc in on inning_

PENA1.1Y Ejection of manager or coach who insists on another charged conference.
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RULE 59 SECTION 9
Sec. 9. HOME RUN CLASSIFICATION (SP ONLY). A limit of over-the-fence home
runs will he used in all men's and co-ed slow pitch divisions. All balls hit over the fence by a
team in excess of the following limitations per game will be ruled on as shown:
Super Classification
Unlimited.

Major Classification Twelve (12). The baiter is ruled out for. any in excess.
Class A Clusification
Six (6). The batter is ruled ow for any in excess. (Includes Major Industrial).
Class B Classification
Three (3). The batter is ruled out for any in excess. (Include*
Major Church. Class A Industrial. Major co-ed, and all masters classification).
Class C Classification
One (I). The batter is ruled out for any in excess. (Includes
Class A Church and Class A co-ed).
Class D Classification None (0). The batter is ruled out for the first in excess and each
subsequent player hitting a home run is declared ineligible and removed from the game.

NOTE:

Any fly bull touched by a defensive player which then goes over the fence in
tuir territory, should be declared a four-base award and shall not be included
in the total of over.the-fence home runs.

PLAY /It

Bases loaded with two outs. Class A slow pitch tournwnent with a six (6) home
run limo. Team
has hit five, and batter 84 hits a home run out of the baII
park. He debberately misses 211. and after all runs have scored. Team B appeals 84 for missing 28. The umpire calls 84 out Does the home run cowl!
towards the ALT home run limit? RUI,ING: Yes Whether the runner 84 Wientumults or unintentionally missed 211. the home run would count. Anytime a
run i owes the home run will count_ If the runner 84 missed I B, the home run
would mit count if the appealed ow was the third of the inning.

PLAY (2;

Runner RI on 28 with one out. Cla.ss A slow pitch tournament with sit (6)
home run limitation. Team has hit five. and batter 84 hits a long fly ball to
FR m centerfield. F8 catches the ball and throws it over the fence so that team

A will have reached the sis home run limit. RULING: This would he a legal
raids, and if fewer than two outs and othrr runners on base, the umpires
should award all runners two bases for intentionally throsyn ball which goes
ow ofplav. It would not count toward the home run limo.

PIAY Lit

f lass
church slow pach team hits its semnd home run of the ball game.
and the umpire rules the batter out RULING- Correct call. Class 'A church
and co-ed must adhere to the class 'C' limitation of one home run per game.

/
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RULE 69 SECTION 1
RULE 6. PITCHING REGULATIONS (Fast Pitch)
Sec. I. PRELIMINARIES. Before starting the delivery (pitch), the pheher shall comply
with the following:
a. WALE ADULT AND JO BOYS ONL,1) He shall take a position with hit pelt foot on the
pitcher's plate and his non-pivot foot on or behind the pitcher's plate. (FEMALE ADULT

AND JO GIRLS ONLY) She shall take a posltkm with both feet in contact with the
pitcher's plate. (ALL) Both feet not be on the ground within the 244nch length of the pitcher's plate. The shoulders shall be In line with first and third bases. The hands shall be
separated. The ball may be in the glove or piwhing hand.
b. While in the pavilion described in a above, he shall take the signal from the catcher.
Pitcher takes a signal while standing within 8 feet of the pitcher's plate but not
PI.4 Y
on the plate. He then assumes legal pitching position for I second and pitches
the ball. RUUNG Illegal pitch. The pitcher must take the signal while legally in contact with the pitcher's plate.
c. After completing b above, the pitcher shall hold the ball in hoth hands for not less than
one (I) second and not more than ten (10) seconds before releasing it. (MALE ADULT
AND JO BOYS ONLY) If the pitcher decides to pitch with the non-pivot foot to the rear
and off the pitching plate, the backward step may be taken before, simultaneous, or after
the hands are brought together. The pivot foot must remain in contact with the pitching
plate at all times prior h, the forward step. (FEMALE ADULT AND JO GIRLS ONLY)
Both feet must remain in contact with the pitching plate at all times prior to the forward
step.

RAY I 1 --

After taking the ognal. the pitcher starts the motion arul touches fingers to the
ghwe. but does nor stop the movement while performing a windmill delivery
An illegal pitch should be called The pitcher must bring the (Ks,
RULING
hands together somewhere in front of the bodv.

PLAY (2)

Me pitcher stands with two feet on the pitching rubber and takes the signal.
Ile then steps or slides back with the non-pivot foot (a) while his hands are
Legal in male. illegal
separated, fbI whde his hands are together RULING
at fenuile deli venes

d. The pitcher shall not be considered in pitching position unless the catclwr is in position to
receive the pitch
e. The pitcher may not take the pitching position on or near the pitcher's plate without having the ball in his possession
NOTE

To indicate to the pitcher that he may not start the pitch, the umpire should

raise one hand with the palm facing the pitcher. "NO PITCH" shall he
declared ii the pitcher pitches while the umpire has his hand in said position

Sec. 2. THE PITCH starts when one hand is taken oft the hall or the pitcher makes any
motion that is part ot his windup.
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RULE 6, SECTION 2
a. In the act of delivering the ball, the pitcher shall not take more than one step, which must

he forward, toward the hatter, and s nultaneous with the delivery of the ball to the batter.
(Toward the baner is interpreted as being within the 24-inch length of the pitcher's plate.)

PlAY

The pitcher stands on the right side of the pitcher's plate with both feet in legal
contact. He takes a step with his non-pivot foot toward third base so that the
entire foot lands to the right and outside the length of the pitcher's plate. RUL-

ING
h.

Illegal Pitch.

Pushing off with the pivot foot from a place other than the pitcher's plate is illegal.

c. (FEMALE ADULT AND JO GIRLS ONLY) The pivot foot may remain in contact or
push off and tins away from the pitdiing plate prior to the front foot touching the ground,
as long as the pivot fool remains In contact with the ground.
NOTE

It is not a step if the pitcher slides his foot across the pitcher's plate. provided
contact is maintained with the plate. Raising the foot off the pitching plate and
returning it to the plate creates a rocking motion and igen illegal act.

-

The pitcher stands with the non-pivot foot to the rear of the pitching plate but
bothin the 24-inch length of the plate. He raises both arms high above his head
stretching and in so doing. he pulls his pivot foot off the plate. RULING: Illegal Poch. The pivot foot must remain in contact with the pitching plate until
he pokes off during the delivery

Sec. 3. A LEGAL DELIVERY SHALL BE A BALI. WHICH IS DELIVERED TO
HE BAITER WITH AN UNDERHANDED MOTION.
a

h

t
ii

he release of the ball and follow-through of the hand and wrist must be forward and past
ihr straight line of the body
The hand shall be below the hip. and the wrist not farther from the body than the elbow.
The pitch is completed with a step toward the baiter.
The catcher must remain within the lines of the catcher's box when the pitch is released.

PlAt'

4 pitch LC delivered with the catcher outside the bouadanes of the catcher's
Illegal Poch

hoc RULING
c

!he taither shall return the ball directly to the pitcher after each pitch. except after
strikeout or a putout made by the catcher

EXCEPTION Sec ie does not apply when (a) a batter becomes a hatter-runner. (h) there are
runners on ham !. or ic) a foul ball is fielded close to the foul line by the catcher who throws lo
ans haw for a possible out

PIA).

Bases are emprv. and the hatter has a count of no balk and one orrice On the
nett pitch the hatter hits a fou! ball which the catcher retneves and throws to
the third baseman 10'LING
A ball is awarded so the batter. and the count
be( fumes one ball and .411 strikes

t

I he pitcher has twenty (20) seconds to release the next pitc!i after receiving the ball, or
after the umpire indicates "play ball."

Sec. 4. THE PITCHER MAY USE ANY WINDUP DESIRED, PROVIDED:
r

He does not make any motion to pitch without Immediately delivering the ball to the batter

Noma SOFTBALL GUIDE
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RULE 69 SECTION

4

b. He does not use a rocker action in which, after having the ball in both hands in the pitching position, he removes one hand from the ball, takes a backward and forward swing,
and returns the ball to both hands in front of the body.
c. He does not use a windup in which there is a stupor reversal of the forward motion.
d. He does not make two revolutions of the arm on the windmill pitch. A pitcher may drop
his arm to the side and to the rear before starting the windmill motion.
e. He does not continue to wind up after taking the forward step which is simultaneous with
the release of the ball.

Sec. 5. WHILE IN THE PITCHING POSITION, THE PITCHER SHALL NOT
DELIBERATELY DROP, ROL', OR BOUNCE THE BALL IN ORDER TO PREVENT THE BATTER FROM STRIKING IT. A pitchout for the purpose of intentionally
walking a batter is not considered an illegal pitch. (Refer to note following Rule 8, Sec. 2c1

Ste. 6. THE PITCHER SHALL NOT, AT ANY TIME DURING THE GAME, BE
ALLOWED TO USE TAPE OR ANY OTHER FOREIGN SUBSTANCE(S) UPON

THE BALL, THE PITCHING HAND, OR THE FINGERS; NOR SHALL ANY
OTHER PLAYER APPLY ANY FOREIGN SUBSTANCE(S) TO THE BALL. Under the
supervision and control of the umpire, powdered resin may be used to dry the hands. The pitcher shall not wear a sweatband, bracelet, or sintilar-type item on the wrist or foreami of the pitching ami.

HAY

Pitcher with tape on piiclung hand. RULING -- lllegil Mum remove tape or he
replaced.

Sec, 7. THE PITCHER SHALL NOT DELIVER A PITCH unless all defensive players,
except the catcher who must be in the catcher's box, are positioned in fair territory_

NOTE:

It is an illegal pitch if a fielder takes a position in the batter's line of vision or,
with deliberate unsportsmanlike intent, acts in a manner to distract the hatter A
pitch does not have to be released PENALTY: The offending player shall he
elected fmm the game, and an illegal pitch shall be declared

Sec. 8. THE PITCHER SHALL NOT THROW TO A BASE DURING A LIVE BALI.

WHILE HIS Fun IS IN CONTACT WITH THE PITCHER'S PLATE AFTER HE
HAS TAKEN THE PITCHING POSMON.
Sec 8 lllgal pitch, the ball is dead, a ball is called on the hatter . and all runners
EFFECT
the
advance one base If the throw fmm the pitcher's plate occurs during a live hall appeal
appwl is cancelled_

NOTE

The pitcher may remove himself from the pitching position by stepping
backwards ott the pitcher's plate Stepping forward or sideways constitutes an rl
legal pitch

EFFF.CT - Sees I -8. Any infraction of Secs I -8 is an illegal pitch, with the exception of Sec
3e which is covered separately. The ball is dead. A ball is called on the tvatter Baserunners are
entitled to advance one base without liability to be put 0Jc NOTE: If an illegal pitch hits the hatter, the hatter e, awarded first base and all limners are awarded one base

EXCEPTION if the pitcher completes the delivery of the hall to the hatter, and if the hatter hits
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RULE 69 SECTION 8
the hall and reaches first base safely; and if all baserunners advance at least one base on the ac-

tion resulting from the batted hall; the play stands, and the illegal pitch is nullified.
NOTE:
An illegal pitch shall be called immediately when it becomes illegal. If called by
the plate umpire. it shall he called in a voice so that the catcher and the hatter

will

hear it. The plate umpire will also give the delayed dead ball signal. Dolled by
the base umpire. it shall be called so that the nearest fielder shall hear it. The
hase umpire shall aro give the delayed dead ball signal. Failure of players to
hear the call shall not void it.

See. 9. AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH HALF INNING, OR WHEN A PITCHER
RELIEVES ANOTHER, NOT MORE THAN I MINUTE MAY BE USED TO DELIVER
NOT MORE THAN FIVE PITCHES TO THE CATCHER OR OTHER TEAMMATE.

Play shall be suspended during this time. For excessive wartn-up pitches. a pitcher shall be
penalized by awarding a hall to the batter for each pitch in excess of five.

PIAV

SI replaces Ft How many throws are permitted for his warm-up? RULING
Five. The umpire is authorized to allow more throws, however, when the %rather
is irwlemem or when Fl is rentaved becalm ofan injurv and SI did not have time
to warm up before entering. If Ft returns to pitch in the sante inning no additional warm-up pitches are allowed.

See. 10. NO PITCH SHALL BE DECLARED WHEN:
a

c

d

The pitchff pitches during the suspension of play.
lhe pitcher attempts a quick return of the ball before the batter has taken his position or
vvhen the batter is off balance as a result of a previous pitch.
A runner is called out for leaving a base prior to the pitcher releasing the pitch.
The pitcher pitches before a baserunner has retouched his base after a foul ball has been
declared and the hall is dead.

EFFECT
cancelled

Sec

Itla.d- The hall is dead, and all subsequent action on that pitch is

NO PLAYER. MANAGER, OR COACH SHALL CALL TIME. EMPLOY ANY
OTHER WORD OR PHRASE, OR COMMIT ANY ACT WHILE THE BALL IS
ALIVE. AND IN PLAY FOR THE OBVIOUS PURPOSE OF TRYING TO MAKE THE

PITCHER iOMMIT AN ILLEGAl. PITCH.

EFFECT
Sec. We: "NO PITCH" shall be declared. The ball is dead, and all subsequent action on that pitch is cancelled. A warning shall he issued to the offending team,
and a repeat of this type act by any member of the team warned shall result in the offender
heing removed from the game.
PIA Y

Pitcher is in his windup when the hatter. in an attempt to have the pitcher corn-

nut an illegal pitch, raises his hand as if to request time. Pitcher stops his
windup. RULING
"No pitch shall he declared.

See. I I. THERE SHALL BE ONLY ONE CHARGED CONFERENCE BETWEEN
THE MANAGER OR OTHER TEAM REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE DUGOUT
WITH EACH PITCHER IN AN INNING. The second charged conference shall result in

the removal of the pitcher from the pitching position for the remainder of the game.
NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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RULE 69 SECTION 12
Sec. 12. IF THE BALL SLIPS FROM THE PITCHER'S HAND DURING HIS
WIM/UP OR DURING THE BACKSWING, A BALL IS DECLARED ON THE BATTER, THE BALL WILL REMAIN IN PLAY, AND THE RUNNERS MAY ADVANCE
AT MEIR OWN RISK.

LAULE 6. PITCHING REGULATIONS (Modified)
Sec. I. PRELIMINARIES. Before starting the delivery (pitch). the pitcher shall comply
with the following:
a. He shall take a position with both feet on the ground and in contact with the pitcher's
plate. Both feet must be within the 24-inch length of the pitcher's plate. His shoulders
shall be in line whh first and third bases. The hands shall be separated. The hall may be in
the glove or the pitching hand.
h. While in the position described in a above, he shall take the signal front the catcher.

c. After completing h above, he shall hdd the ball in Nith hands for not less than I second
and not more than 10 seconds before releasing it.

PLAY

Pitcher takes a signal while standing bsithin 8 feet tithe pitcher's plate hut not on
the plate. He then assumes legal pitching position for I second and pitches the
hall. RULING Illegal pitch. The pitcher must take the signal while legally in
contact with the pitcher's phue.

d. The pitcher shall not he considered in pitching position unless the catcher is in position to
receive the pitch

e. The pitcher may not take the pitching position on or near the pitcher's plate without having the hall in his possession

NOM

't o indicate to the pitcher that he may not start the pitch. the umpire should

raise one hand with the palm facing the pitcher 'NO PITCH" shall he
declared if the pitcher pitches while the umpire has his hand in said position

Sec. 2, THE PITCH starts when one hand is taken of f the hall or the pitcher makes any
motion that is part of his windup.
a In the act ol delivering the hall, the pitcher shall not take more than one step, which must
he forward. toward the hatter, and simultaneous with the delivery of the hall to the batter
iThward We hatter is interpreted as being within the 24-inch length of the pitcher's plate
1

PLAY

Me pitcher stands on the right side (tithe pacher'A plate with hoth feet in legal
contact Ile takes a step with
non-ptvw foot toward third Pare so that the,

entire foot WO to the right and outside of the 'whet 'A plwe RULING
b

Poch
Pushing off %slut (he pivot fixtt from a place other than the pitcher's plate is illegal.

NOI E

It is not a step if the pitcher slides his foot across the pitcher's plate, provided
contact is maintained with the plate.
I,-
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RULE 69 SECTION 3
See. 3. A LEGAL DELIVERY SHALL BE A BALI. WHICH IS DELIVERED TO
THE HATTER WITH AN UNDERHANDED MOTION.
a.

The release of the ball must be on the first forward swing of the pitching arm past the hip.
The release must have a complete, smooth follow-through with no abrupt stop of the ann
near the hip
h. The ball must not be outside the pitcher's wrist at the top of the backswing and during the
complete forward delivery.
c

On the forward swing of the pitching arm, the elbow must be locked at the point of

release, and the driving hip must be squared to home plate when the hall is released.
He may take the ball behind the back on the backswing.
c. The pitcher's palm may be pointing downward
upon delivery.
f The pitch is completed with a step toward the hatter.
The catcher must remain within the lines of the catcher's hos until the pitch is released.
P1.4)/ .4 pitch is dehyercd with the catcher outside the boundaries of the catcher's
hot RULING Illegal Pitch_
a

h_

The catcher shall return the hall directly to the pitcher after each pitch, except after a
strikeout or a putout niade by the catcher.

EXCEKR)N- Sec. 3h does not apply when (a) a hatter becomes a hatter-runner, (b) there
are runners on hase. or fel a foul hall is fielded close to the foul line by the catcher who

thross s to any base tor a possible out

NAV

Haws are empty. and the bailer hat a mum of no balls and one strike. On the
nest pitch the hatter hits a foul ball Much the mtcher retrieves and throws to
dm 'lord hasenwn. RULING
A ball is awarded to the batter, and the count
br«,mes onc ball and two Strike!,

the pitcher has tssenty (20) smonds to release the next pitch after receivmg the hall, or after

the umpire indicates "play ball."
.1

Sec. 4. 1 III% PITCHER MAY USE ANY WINDUP DESIRED, PROVIDED:
He does [ha make any motion to pitch without immediately delivering the hall to the bat-

ter
h He doe. ma use a rocker action in which, after having the hall in hoin hands in the pitch
plisition. he moose, one hand from the hall, takes a backward and forward swing,
t

arid returns the hall to both hands in front of the body
He does not use a ssindup in which there is a stop or reversal of the forward motion.

d. He does not use a windmill or slingshot-type pitch, or make a complete revolution in the
del !very

NO I E

A shnesitot tspe pitch defined as "turning the body toward first or third base,
and bending the Oho% during the hackswing

fic docs nun continue to wind up after taking the forward step, which is simultaneous with

the release 01 the hall

WHILE IN THE PITCHING POSITION, THE PITCHER SHAI.I. NOT
DI,:LIBERATELY DR(P, ROLL, OR BOUNCE THE BALL IN ORDER TO PREVEN1 CHF BAll ER FROM STRIKING 11'. A pitchout tor the purpose of intentionally
ssalkmg a hailer Is no«.onsidered an illegal pitch (Refer to note following Rule 8. Sec. 2e.)

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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RULE 69 SECTION

6

Sec. 6. THE PITCHER SHALL NOT, AT ANY TIME DURING THE GAME, BE
AI.LOWED TO USE TAPE OR ANY OTHER FOREIGN SUBSTANCE(S) UPON
THE BALL, THE PITCHING HAND, OR THE FINGERS; NOR SHALL ANY
OTHER PLAYER APPLY ANY FOREIGN SUBSTANCE(S) TO THE BALI,. Under

the supervision and control of the umpire, powdered resin may be used to dry the hands The
pitcher shall not wear a sweatband, bracelet, or similar-type item on the wrist or forearm of
ihe pitching arm.

Sec, 7. THE PITCHER SHALL NOT DELIVER A PITCH unless all deicnsive

players. except the catcher who must be in the catcher's hos, are positioned in fair territory,

It is an illegal pitch if a fielder takes a position in the batter's line of vision or,
with deliberate unsportsmanlike intent, acts in a manner to thitract the batter.
A pitch does not have to be released PENA ON: The offending rtayer shall
be ejected from the game, and an illegal pitch shall be ueclared.
the exception of
Secs 1-7: Any infraction of Secs. 17 is an illegal pitch, with
EFFECT
Sec. 31 which is covered separately. The hull is dead A hall is called on the hatter Buserunners are entitled to advance one base without liability to be put out. NOTE: Iran illegal pitch
hits the hatter, the batter is awarded first base and all runners are awarded one hase.
EXCEPTION: If the pitcher completes the delivery of the hall to the batter; and if the hatter
hits the ball and reaches first base safely; and if all haserunners advance at least one base on
the action resulting from the batted ball; the play stands, and the illegal pitch is nulhfied.
An Illegal pitch shall he called immediately when ii becomes illegal_ If called
NOTE:
by the plate umpire. it shall be called in a voice so that the catcher and the hatter will hear it. The plate umpire will also give '" delayed dead hull signal If
called by the base umpire. n shall be called so that the nearest fielder shall hear
it_ The base umpire shall also give the delayed dead hall signal. Failure of
players to hear the cull shall not vont a.

NOTE:

Sec. S. AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH HALF INNING. OR WHEN A PITCIWR

RELIEVES ANOTHER. NoT MORE THAN I MINUTE MAY BE USED TO
DELIVER NOT MORE THAN 3 PITCHES TO THE CATCHER OR OTHER TEAM-

MATE. Play shall be suspended durmg this time For excessive warm.up pitches, a pitcher
shall be penalited by awardmg a hall to the hatter tor each pitch in excess ol 3
SI replaJ1 I How num% throw, are permitted lor hi.i warm-up ' RULING
PlAY
Three Me umpire is authorized to alto% more throw' when Ow wewher is inclement or when El sists remosed bemuse qf wi imurv and SI did not have
Fl returns to pach in the _same inning, no
lane to warm up before entenng
additional warm.up pitches are allowed

Sec. 9. THE PITCHER SHALL NOT THROW TO A RASE DURING A I INT.
BALL WHILE !HS Hxyr IS :A CONTACT WITH THE PrIVHEICS PIA... sr& : .P
HE HAS TAKEN THE PITCHING POSITION,
";ec 9 III. gal pitch. the hall is dead, a ball h called on the hatter. and all runner%
base I f the throw from the pitcher's plate occurs during a live hall appeal
are awardco
play, the appeal is cancelled.
The pitcher ma) remose himself Innn the pm hing position b stepping
NOCE
backward% of f the pitcher's plate Stepping forward or sideway% constitute% an

EFFECT

illegal pitch
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RULE 69 SECTION 10
Sec. 10. NO PITCH SHALL BE DECLARED WHEN:
a. The pitcher pitches during the suspension of play.
b. The pitcher attempts a quick return of the ball before the batter has taken his position or
when the baiter is off balance as a result of n previous pitch.
c. A runner is called out for leaving a base prior to the pitcher releasing the pitch.
d. The pitcher pitches hcfore a baserunner has retouched his base after a foul ball has been
declared and the hall iA dead.

EFFECT

Sec. 10a-d: The ball is dead, and all subsequent action on that pitch is

cancelled.

e. NO PLAYER, MANAGER. OR COACH SHALL CALL TIME. EMPLOY ANY
OTHER WORD OR PHRASE, OR COMMIT ANY ACT WHILE THE BALL IS
ALIVE AND IN PLAY FOR THE OBVIOUS PURPOSE OF TRYING TO MAKE THE
PITCHER COMMIT AN ILLEGAL PITCH.
EFFECT
Sec. I0e: "NO PITCH" shall be declared. The ball is dead, and all subsequent action on that pitch is cancelled. A warning shall be issued to the offending team,
and repeat of this type act by any member of the team warned shall result in the offender
heing removed from the game.
PL4 Y
Pitcher is in his windup when the hatter, in an attempt to have the pitcher commit an illegal pitch. raises his hand as if to request tone. Pitcher sup.s his wind

up. RUING

"NO PITCH' shall he declared.

Sec. II. THERE SHALL BE ONLY ONE CHARGED CONFERENCE BETWEEN
THE MANAGER OR OTHER TEAM REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE DUGOUT
waH EACH PITCHER IN AN INNING, The second charged conference shall result in
the remos al o I the pitcher from the pitching position for the remainder of the game.

Sec. 12. IF 11W BALL SLIPS FROM THE PITCHER'S HAND DURING I1LS WIND
OP OR DURING THE BACKSWING, A BALL IS DECLARED ON THE BATTER,
THE BALI. WILL REMAIN IN PLAY, AND THE RUNNERS MAY ADVANCE AT
THEIR OWN RISK.

RULE 6.

PITCHING REGULATIONS (Slow Pitch)

I

See '. THE PITCHER SHALL TAKE A POSITION WITH BOTH FEET FIRMLY
ON THE GROUND AND WITH ONE OR BOTH FEET IN CONTACT WITH THE
PITCHER'S PLATE. THE PITCHER'S PIVOT FOOT MUST BE IN CONTACT
WITH THE PITCHER'S PLATE THROUGHOUT THE DELIVERY.
a

h
c

Preliminary to pitching. the pitcher must come to a full and complete stop with the ball in
frInt of the body. The fro::, of the hody must face the hatter
'
-tipr rust he maintained at least one ( I ) ,econd before starting the delivery.
The piti her shall not be considered in pir:hing p wition unless the catcher is in position tO
fecelse the pitch

NOff:

-N. indicate to the pitcher that he may not start the pitch, the umpire should

raise one hand with the palm facing the pitchei "NO PITCH" shall be
declared it the pitcher pitches while the umpire has his hand in said position.

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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RULE 69 SECTION 2
Sec. 2. THE PITCH starts when the pitcher makes any motion that is part of his windup
after the required pause. Prior to the required pause, any windup may he used. The pivot foot
must remain in contact with the pitcher's plate until the pitched hall leaves the hand. If a step
is taken, it can be forward or backward, provided the pivot foot is in contact with the
pitcher's plate and the step is simultaneous with the release of the hall.

PI.4Y -

Fl has both feet on the pitching plate. He removes one foot by stepping
backward and simultaneously pitches ball to 111. BI does not Awing at the
pitch. RULING - Legal pitch. A step with the free font is not required in slow
Mich, but if one i.s taken, it can be forward or backward a.s hmR as the pivot
fiwt remains in contact with the pitching plate until the ball is released.

See. 3. A LEGAL DELIVERY SHALL BE A BALL WHICH IS DELIVERED TO
THE BAITER WITH AN UNDERHANDED MOTION.
P1.4Y (1) - Me pitcher comes to a 2-seeond stop, takes the ball in his pitching hand over
the top of his head, comes down and around in a windmill-type minus, and
Legal. A windmill
release.s the ball the first time past the hip_ RULING
delivery i.s legal if the ball is released the first time past the nip and all other
PLAY 12)
a.

aspects of the pitching rule are followed.
7he pitcher releases the hall during a pitch with his palm on top of tw ball and
svith the ball facing the gmund. RUIJNG -- Legal.

The pitch shall be released at a moderate speed The speed is left entirely up to the judgement of the umpire. The umpire shall warn the pitcher who delivers a pitch with excessive
speed If the pitcher repeats such an act after being warned. he shall he removed f rom the
pitcher's position for the remainder of the game

PLAY -

Aper one miming. I again delivers a pitch with escessive speed. Plate um'rdc that El mast be removed from the game Manager attempts to
ihwige I to an outfiehl po.stnon. but umpire rules that the pitcher annot parncipwe in ans position for the remainder fi f the game_ RULING - Illegal Fl
shall he removed jrom the pitching position fin- the remanulei al the game but

pir

may participate in the game in wry other position

h
c.

The hand shall he below the hip
The hall must he delivered with a perceptible arc and reach a height of al kast feel (1 H3
nO from the ground, while not exceeding a maxtmum height of 12 feet A bh no trom the
ground

PIAY

Pallier releases bull on a path to the baner. and a readies a liaght of 15 feil
before boonning as dininssunl flight tossunl the plate RULING

Illegal Pitch.

t the catcher's box until the pitched hall rs batted. touches the gmund or plate, or reaches the catcher's box

d. The catcher must remain within tlw hnes
e.

The catcher shall return the bafi directly to the pitcher after each pitch, excrra after a
strikeout. putout made by the catcher. or an attempt by the catcher to throw a runner out
at any hase atwr fielding a foul ball close to the : )01 line

P1.4Y
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RI on ,first base Count on baner is no bails and one strike Bauer hits a foul
ball which the catcher retrieves and gives to the umpire 77e umpire gives the
i-atcher a new ball which he throws to the first baseman RULING A ball Ls

r,
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RULE 69 SECTION 3
awarded ra the batter, In slow pitch the rale applies wordless of whether or
I.

not runners are on base.
The pitcher has ten ( 10) seconds to release the nem pitch after receiving the hall. or after
the umpire indicates 'play hall%

MITT

Sec. 3e and 1: An additional ball is awarded to the batter.

Sec. 4. THE PITCHER MAY USE ANY WINDUP DESIRED, PROVIDED:
He does not make any motion to pitch without immediately delivering the ball to the batter.
h His windup is a Continuous motion
He does not use a windup in which there is a stop or reversal of the pitching motion.
c
d. lk delivers the hall toward home plate on (he I irst forward swing of the pitching arm past
the hip.
e. He does not continue to wind up after he releases the hall.
t. He does not pitch the hall hehind his hack or between his legs.
a.

Sec. 5. THE PITCHER SHALL NOT. AT ANY TIME DURING THE GAME, BE
ALLOWED TO USE ANY FOREMN SUBSTANCF(S) UPON THE BALL, THE
PITCHING HAND, OR THE FINGERS: NOR SHALL ANY OTHER PLAYER APPLY
ANY FOREIGN SUBSTANCE(S) TO THE BALL. Under the supervision and control of the
umpire. powdered resin may he used to dry the hands. The pitcher shall not wear a bracelet or
similar type item ni 111C rist or [firearm of the pitching ann.

[. fh

Legal Slaw pitch pachers may
wear oleat bards on the pailung arm and tome tape on the hand or fingers of the

Pitcher with tuff an pitching hand. RULING

pailung hand
PI A). (21

lhe pin her. holding Me hall in Inn Rlove hand. deliveri the pitch from the glove
pin h He malt deliver ihr hall with him bare hand.

Ibuid RUUNG

Sec. 6. A I. THE BEGINNING OF EACH HALF INNING. OR WHEN A PITCHER
RELIEVES ANOTHER. NOT MORE THAN I MINUTE MAY RE USED TO DELIVER

Nur MORE THAN THREE PITCHES TO THE CATCHER OR OTHER TEAMMA-I"E. Play shall he suspended during this tam For excecsive warm-up pitches, a pitcher
shall he penalited hy awarding a hall to the hatter for each pitch in excess of three

Sec. 7. THE PITCHER SHALL NUE ATI.Empr A QUICK RETURN OF DIE BAIL
BEFORE THE BATI-ER HAS TAKEN HIS POSITION OR WHEN THE BAUER IS
OFF BALANCE AS A RESULT OE A PREVIOUS PITCH.
It is an illegal pitch if a fielder takes a position in the hatter's line of vision or.
with deliberate unsportsmanlike intent, acts in a manner to distract the hatter. A
pitch does not have to he released PENALTY- The offending player shall be
elected from the game. and an illegal pitch shall be declared
Sets I -7 Aly infraction ot Set s I 7 IS an illegal pitch A hall shall he called on
the hatter Baserunners are not advanced
!ACE PI )N II a hatter sw ings at any illegal pitch. ii shall he a strike it missed. foul tipped, or
fouled without being caught, and there shall he no penalty for such an illegal pitch. The ball shall
remain in plas ii hit hs the hatter If an illegal pitt h is called during an appeal play. the appa iE
t ancelled
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RULE 69 SECTION

7

An illegal pitch shall bc called immtxliatdy when it becomes illegal. If called by
the plate umpire, it shall he called in a voice so that the catcher and the hatter will
hear it. The plate umpirc will also give the delayed dead ball signal. If called by

NOTE:

the base umpire, it shall he called so that the nearest fielder shall hear a. The
base umpire shall also give the delayed dead hall signal. Failure of players to
hear the call shall not void it.

Sec. 8. NO PITCH SHALL BE DECLARED WHEN:
a. The pitcher pitches during the suspension of play
b. A runner is called out for leaving his base before the pitched hall reaches holm plate or is
hatted.

c. The pitcher pitches before a baserunner has retouched his base after a foul hall has been
declared and thc ball is dead.

d. THE BALL SI.IPS FROM THE PITCHER'S HAND DURING HIS WINDUP OR DURING THE BACKSWING
EFFECT

Sec. M-d: The hall is dead, and all subsequent action on that pitch is cancelled.

e. No PLAYER. MANAGER. OR COACH SHALL CALL TIME. EMPLOY ANY
OTHER WORD OR PHRASE, OR COMMIT ANY ACT WHILE THE BALL IS
Al.IVE AND IN PI.AY FOR THE. OBVIOUS PURPOSE OF TR YING TO MAKE THE
PITCHER COMMIT AN ILLEGAL PITCH.

Sec. ite "NO PITCH" shall be declared The ball is dead, and all subseEFFECT
quent action on that pitch is cancelled A warning shall he issued to the offending team,
and a repeat ot this type act hy any memher.of the team warned shall result in the offender
being removed from the game.

MAY

Refer to the play following Rule 6. See 10e hflect (Fatt Pitch).

Sec. 9. THERE SHALL BE ONLY ONE CHARGED CONFERENCE BETWEEN
THE MANAGER OR OTHER TEAM REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE DUGOUT
WITH EACH PITCHER IN AN INNING. The second charged conference shall result in
the reouival of the pitcher from the pitching position for the remainder (It the game

[

RULE 6. PITCHING (16-Inch Slow Pitch)

Sec. I. THE PITCHER SHALL TAKE A POSITION WITH BOTH FEET FIRMLY
ON THE GROUND AND WITH ONE OR BOTH FEF.T IN CONTACT WITH THE
PITCHER'S PIATE.
a.

Preliminary to pitching, the pitcher must come to a full and complete stop w ah the ball in

tront of the body The tront of the body tnust face the hatter
This rxisinon must he maintained at least (me t I) second before starting the delivery
c. The pitcher shall noi be considered in pitching position unless the catcher is in rxisition to
receive the pitch
To indicate to ihe pitcher that he may not stan the pitch. the umpire should
NOTE
b

raise one hand with the palm facing the pitcher "NO PITCH" shall be
declared if the pitcher pitches while the umpire has his hand in said ixisition
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RULE 69 SECTION 1
d.

While the pitcher is in the pitching ptisition, in the motion for his delivery, or in the act of
faking a delivery prior to a hesitation, the pivot foot must be in contact with the pitcher's

plate. After a hesitation, the foot may leave the pitcher's plate during an attempted
pickoff or a fake throw. When the pitching motion is restarted, the restriction takes effect
again

Sec. 2. THE MTCH starts when the pitcher makes any motion that is part of his windup
after the required pause. Prior to the required pause, any windup may be used. The pivot foot
must remain in contact with the pitcher's plate until the pitched ball leaves the hand. If a step
is taken, it on he forward or backward, provided the pivot foot is in contact with the
pitcher's plate and the step simultaneous with the release of the ball.
Fl has both feel on rhe pitching plate. He removes one foot by stepping
PLAY
backward and simultaneously pitches the ball to RI who does not swing ai rhe
Legal pitch. A step with the free foot is not required in slow
pitch. RULING
pack but if one is taken, it may be forward rP. backward as long as rhe pivot
flint renutins in contact with the pitching plate until the ball is released.

Sec. 3. A LEGAL DELIVERY SHALL RE A BALL WHICH IS DELIVERED TO
THE RATTER WITH AN UNDERHANDED MOTION.
a.

d
e

The pitch shall be released at a moderate speed. The speed is left entirely up to the judgement of the umpire. The umpire shall warn the pitcher who delivers a pitch with excessive
speed 11 the pitcher repeats such an act after being warned, he shall be removed from the

pitcher's position for the remainder of the game
The hand shall he below the hip
The hall must he delivered with a perceptible arc and reach a height of at least six (6) feet
(1 83 no trom the ground while not etceedmg a maximum height of twelve (12) feet
(3 66 mi trom the ground
The catcher must remain within the lines of the catcher's box until the pitched hall is batted, touches the ground or plate, or reaches the catcher's box
The catcher shall return the hall directly to the pitcher after each pitch except after a
strikeout or putout made h) the catcher
EXCEVTION- 3e does not apply when the hatter becomes a hatter-runner or there are
haserunners

HAY -

Wail RI on tiurd base. the catcher throws to F5 to pwk off the runner after the
The runh Me runner 11 tagged before he returns ro the base_ RULING

ner is out
The pitcher has ten ( 10) seconds to release the nest pitch alter receiv mg the hall or after
the umpire indicates play hall

Set'. 4. THE PITCHER MAI- USE ANY WINDUP DKSIRED, PROVIDING:
a

He does not continue to wind up after he releases the hall
He does not pitch the hall hehtnd hi% hack or between his legs
He doe% not commit a third hesitation before the mandatory deliver) of a pitch. legal or illegal Hesitations are defined as follows( 11 Making any motion to puch without immediately delivering the hall to the hatter.
01 Using a wind up which is not a continuous motion.
(3) Using a wind up in which there is a stop or rewrsal of the pitching motion.

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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RULE 69 SECTION 4
(4) Not delivering the ball toward home plate on the first forward swing of the pitching
arm past the hip.
NOTE:

After a hesitation of the pitching motion, and before a restart of that motion, the pitcher may attempt or fake a throw for a piekoff with his pivot
foot still in contact with the pitcher's plate.
Runners may be off the bases without penalty during the delivery or fake

(a)

0)1

delivery. .

lc)

During the pickoff attempt of the pitcher, or the catcher following a
pitch, each runner must return to the base at which he was when the pitch

was started, and before he is touched with the ball in a fielder's grasp.
If the ball is overthrown, no runners may advance. lithe overthrown ball

(di

remains in playable territory, the runners are in jeopardy until they
NOTE:
PL4 )'

return to their original bases.
A throw to a base is not considered a hesitation pitch: however a lake to a base
is regarded as a hesitation pitch.
The pitcher (a) makes one hesitation throws to IR to tn to pia off the runner.
and when the ball is returned. makes another h,stration prtor to piu.htng; (b)
makes two hesitations, and as the runner rakes off for 28. either walks off the

pitcher's plate toward the runner or steps back off the pitcher's plate and
throws to 28 to pick (rff the runner; (c) throws to I R to pick aff the runner, hut
the ball is overthroun into the stands; Id) throws to IR to pick off the runner
but the ball is thrown beyond I 13 into right field. RUUNG
Legal; (b)
both illegal pitches, (0 the ball us dead, and the runner must return to 1R; (d)
the bali remains alive and the runner is in jeopardv until he returns to B; no
advancement is legal during a pickoff attempt.

Sec. 5. THE PITCHER SHALL NOT, AT ANYTIME DURING THE GAME, BE
ALI A MED 'ID USE ANY FOREIGN SUBSTANCE(S) UPON THE BALL, THE PIT('H
ER'S HAM), OR THE FINGERS; NOR SHALL ANY OTHER PLAYER APPLY ANY
FOREIGN SUBSTANCE(S) 'To THE BAH.. Under the supervision and control of the
umpire. p(iwdered resin may be used to dry the hands. The pitcher shall not wear a bracelet
or similar type item on the wrist or forearm of the pitching arm
MAY
Pitcher unit tape on pitching hand_ RU1.ING
trgal Slots pach pitchers
mot wear 11V ew hands on the pirchmg arm and hate tape on the hand or
lingers of the pitching hand

Sec. 6. AT THE BF:GINNING OF EACH HALF INNING. OR WHEN A PITCHER
RELIEVES ANOTHER, NOT MORE THAN ONE (1) MINUTE MAY BE USED TO

DELIVER NOT MORE THAN THREE (3) PITCHES TO THE CATCHER OR
OFFIER TEAMMATE. Play shall be suspended during this time For excessive warm-up
pitches, a pitcher shall be penahied by awarding a hall to the hatter for each pitch in excess ot
three

Sec. 7. 'I'HE PITCHER SHALL NOT ATTEMPT A QUICK RETURN OF THE
BALI. BEFORE THE BATTER HAS TAKEN HIS POSITION OR WHEN THE BATTER IS OFF BALANCE AS A RESULT OF A PREVIOUS PITCH.
(
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RULE 61 SECTION 8
See. 8. A FIELDER SHALL NOT TAKE A POSITION IN THE BATTER'S LINE
OF VISION OR, WITH DELIBERATE UNSPORTSMANLIKE INTENT, ACT IN A
MANNER TO DIKERACT THE BATTER. A pitch does not have to be released. The offending player shall be ejected from the game.
Secs. 1-8: Any infraction is an illegal pitch. A hall shall be called on the batter,
EFFECT
and haserunners may not advance

EXCEPTION. II a batter swings at any illegal pitch. it shall be a strike if missed, foul tipped,
or fouled without being caught. and there shall be no penalty for such an iregal pitch. The
hall remains in play it hit by the hatter. Dun illegal pitch is called during an appeal play, the
appeal is cancelled.
An illegal pitch shall he called immediately when it becomes illegal. If called
NOTE:
hv the plate umpire, it shall be called in a voice so that the catcher and the batter will hear it. The plate umpire will also give the delayed dead ball signal.
If called by the ham: umpire. it shall be called so that the nearest fielder shall
hear a. The base umpire shall also give the delayed dead ball signal. Failure of
players to hear the call shall not void it.

Sec. 9. No PITCH SHALL BE DECLARED WHEN:
a

b

d

The pitcher pitches during the suspension of play_
1 he pitcher pitches before a haserunner has retouched his base idtr a toul ball has been
declared and the ball is dead.
The hall slips from the pitcher's hand during his windup or during the hackswmg.
Secs 9a.c. The hall is live.
EFFECT
No play er. manager. or coach shall call time. employ any other word or phrase, or cornnut any act while the hall is alive and in play lor the obvious purpne of trying to make the
pitcher cimutin an illegal pitch

Sec. 9d. "NO PITCH" shall he declared The ball is dead, and all subsequent action on that pitch is cancelled A warning shall be issued to the offending team.
and a repeal of this type act hy ally member ol the team warned shall result in the offender
being removed from the game.

Sec. Id. THERE SHALL BE ONLY ONE CHARGED CONFERENCE BETWEEN
TUE MANAGER OR OTHER TEAM REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE DUGOUT
WITH EACH PITCHER IN AN INNING. The second charged conference shall result in
the retni.val of the pitcher from the pushing position tor ihe remainder of the game.

RULE 7. BATTING
Sec. I. THE BAITER SHALL TAKE IIIS POSITION WITHIN THE LINES OF
THE BAITER'S BOX.
a

I he hatter shall not have his entire foot touching the ground completely outside the lines
ot the hatter's box, or any part ol a loot touching home plate V. h n he hits a ball fair or
foul
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RULE 79 SECTION 1
h. The hatter shall not step directly across in front of the catcher to the other batter's box
while the pitcher is in position ready to pitch.
C. The butter shall not enter the batter's box with or use an illegal hut.
&uter hits ball for a single with (a) a bat 35 inches long, or (b) a baseball bat.
PIAY
RULING -- In both (uses the bats are illegal. Me hatter-runner is called out,
and each runner is returned to the base he occupied at the start of the pitch.

EFFECT

Sec. I a-c: The hall is dead, the batter is out, and baserunners may NOT ad-

vance.

d. The batter shall not enter the batter's box with or use an altered hatSec. Id: The ball is dead; the hatter is out; and, without warning, he is
EFFECT
ejected fron the game. Baserunners ma y. not advance.

PlAY

REFER 70 RULE I. SEC. I.

e. The batter must take his position within ten (10) seconds after play hall has been declared
I . the umpire.
ithin ten 1(t) seconds
See le. If the hatter does not enter the hatter's him
EFFECT
after the umpire calls 'Pl.AY BALL,' the umpire will call a strike. No pitch has to he
thrown_ The hall remains dead.
This does not pertain to an injured player. It a team has only the required
NOTE.
numher it players and oiw cannot participate% (he game is forfeited (See rule
3. section 3g,t 3) play.)

The butter must have both feet completely within the lines of the hatter's box prior to the
start of the piteh He may touch the lines, hut no part ol a hxn may be outside the lines
pr tilr to the pitch

myrE

The umpire should Mild up the pitch until the batter is within the lines

Sec. 2, EACH PLAYER OF THE SIDE AT BAT SHALL BECOME A BAT! ER IN
THE ORDER IN WHICH HIS NAME APPEARS ON THE LINEUP CARD.
a. The halting order ol each team must he on the lineup card and must he delivered hetore
the game hy the manager or caIxain to the plate umpire The plate umpire shall suhmu ii
to the inspection ot the manager or captain of the opposing team
h. The hinting order delivered to the unipire must he followed throughout the game. unless
player is replaced by a suhstitute When this occurs, the substitute must take the place ol
the. removed player in the batting order
c. The first hatter in each inning shall he the hatter whose name billows that ot the last
player who completed a turn at hat in the preceding inning
Sec 2h c Baiting out 01 order is an appeal play which mo be made hy the
manager, player. or coach 01 the defensive team only The defensive teani tor leits its
right to appeal batting out ot order w hen one legal or illegal pitch has heen niade to the
following hatter, or when the pitcher and all infielders have clearly vacateri their normal
fie(ding pisitions and have lett lair territory on their way to the bench or dugout area
NOIF The ollensoe /cam may correct a wrong hatter at the plate with no penalty
It the error is disuovered while' the ineorrtx.t hatter is at hat, the correct hatter may
( 1)
take his place and legally assumr any halls and strikes Any runs scored or hases run
while the incorrect hatter was at hat shall he legal
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RULE 7, SECTION

2

batter has completed his turn at bat and
If the error is discovered alter the incorrect
the following batter, or before the
before a legal or illegal pitch has been made to their normal fielding positions and
pitcher and all infielders have clearly vacated
or dugout area,the player who
have left fair territory on their way to the bench
made because of a ball batted by the
Any
ads
ance
or
score
should have bawd is out.
hatter's advance to first base as a result
improper halter or because of the improper
hasehil
hit
batsman.
a
walk,
a dropped third strike, or a
of obstruction, an error. a
the player
whose
name
fillows
that
of
shall he nullified The next hatter is the player
out under these circumstances is
called out tor failing to big, If the hatter declaredshall be the player who would have
the third out, the cirrect hatter in the next inning
ordinary play
wine to hat had the player been put out hy
hatter, or
after
the
first
legal
or Illegal pitch to the next
I) II the error is discovered
vacated their normal fielding ma.
after the pitcher and all infielders have clearly the bench or dugout area, the turn at
fair territory on their way to
italic and have left
scored and bases run are legal. and the
hat of th e incorrect hatter is legal, all runs
f011ows that of the incorrect hatter.
shall
he
the
one
whose
name
nest halter in order
who
have not hatted and who have not
No ime ts called out tor failure to hat. Players reached again in the regular order.
been called out have lost their turn at bat until
he is occupying (Except the hatterNo hascrunner Oall be removed from the base
(41
as in (2) above to hat in
baserunner who has been taken off the base by the umpire
al
bat
with
no penalty. The hatter
his proper plait* I He merely niiss:s his turh
hailer
following him in the batting order becomes the legal
88 erroneously takes his
Rah R1 on first 117 is nett on the batting list, hutsimnel
an(1 reported to the
HA)
phis e The error is discosered hv oppioing team perelver/ tsiyi strike.s. (h) after
siorekeeper
tat
itfter
88
has
ref
umpire sir offii
halls, (It after 88 has Mt a foul which IS caught or
1114 has re, rived a haw
RI, al) after RI is forced out at 28 and 88 is on
has nuide it sale htt us advance
in (a) 88 is
RULING
after a pai h has hrill dellsrryd
hair
strike
count
Any
adsuncement
asiumo the no kat. twt
ed hi 117
fur 88 is removed from base and
hs RI an first is legal In (hi and rcl 87 is
strikes RI must return to first In lib 87 is out. RI
hats again styli Ito balls or
first, and RH hats again with no halitf
is ',minted h, lira, 88 is removed from
made and 1t7 and 88 do not Ina again until
12)

am! way% In if

their regular tone
si

, wort., niin is

hak completed, ho, torn at hat, he
h
omit on hini shall be
nevi inning, and she ball and siril.e

h,
V. hen I hi' Ihul it Ina in all inning is rhas.e

shall bt- the firm hatter m
.41h Viltni

lice Kiffing.unlisq

thi rule
p/A

PIA) 1

exceptions to
+sulthaii shall alierndle the sews 1 here ;UV MI

and four Irntoly p/mers for the first
Illy ',meth throng
three innings If is dere. ted by the umpire in
be.
and
the
wore
Is forileileil
ciolation of Rule 4. Sec
plaver,
88. Miens tog another male
in ii o ed game, learn B lots a male
,o 118 hinting hit first
the
is
orelsook
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Maier

In a o ccl 'cont'. learn 4 uses sit
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RULE 7, SECTION 2
and immediately Oct B7 bats the first time, the umpire noti('es the error in the
batting order. RULING; Since the actual infraction has not occurred. the umpire should replace 88 with B9 (a female player) and contitme the, game.

Tewn starts the ome with six male mutat femak players. all positioned cor-

PLAY (3)

rectly on defense. After substitutions in the fifth inning, (a) the team plays with
six males and four females in the field. No one from either team notices. (h)
TWa males bailed back to hack, and rifter one pitch to the semnd male batter,
the opposing team notifies the umpire of the improper bailer. RULING: In (a)

there is no penalty. Correct the situation by using the proper number of
plavers and continue to play. In (b) this it considered an illegal re.entry, and
the manager as well at the player listed incorrectly on the hantng order are
elected from the game

In a emed game, female #4 halt ow of order for female #2 and singles. Male
1.4 has a want nf ime ball when the defensiiv team protest% that male #3 is bat
ling out of order. RULING
A. soon as one pitch was thrown 10 male ILL
everything female k4 did was legal. Bring male #5 to bat or the proper hatter
and he waI assume the one ball mint. Female #2 and tnah. #3 wJl not hat

PLAY' (4)

aqua, wail their turn reappeart in the balling order

Sec. 3. THE BKITER SHALL NOT HINDER ME CATCHER FROM FIELDING
OR THROWING THE /MIRY STEPPING OUT OF 11W BATTER'S BOX, OR INTENTIONALIN HINDER THE CATCHER WHILE STANDING WITHIN THE BATTER'S BOX.
/EFFECT
Sec 1- The hall is dead. the hatter is out, and e:tch hawrunner must return to the
lass haw that. in the judgement of the umpire. was touched at the tinie of the interference

PLAY -

(FP (INLY) With RI going to third. 84 cops acrasi )unne plate to hinder 1.2
who it fielding the hall or avowing to third RULING
The halter (A declared
ma The hall become% dead anntediateh. and RI mutt return to au- bate or
ruined at the time id the pin h

Sec. 4. MEMBERS OF THE TEAM AT BAT SHALL N(lI INTERFERE %%ITII A
PLATER ATTEMPTING TO FIELD A FOCI. H.Y BALL.
EFFR-r sec 4 The hall is dead the hatter is out. and eat h baserumwr Imz return t4 i the
haw lega..y held at the time of the pitch

`rc. 5, THE BMTER SHALL NOT HIT A FAIR BM.I. WITH THE BAT A SE('
ON3 TIME IN FAIR TERRITORY. EXCEPTION If the hatter 11 %land rig in aw hatwr's
holt. a foul hall is ruled even it the hall is hit a second time over fair territor!,
F

fiEFFC1
a

It the hatter drop% the bat and the hall rolk against the hat in tair territor %. and.
in the umpire's judgement. there was no intention to interfere n h the course
ol the hall, the halter o not out. and the hall is aloe and in

Sec 5 Uhe hall lk dead. the K.rter i

rut . and haserunners mo not ad% m

Sec. 6. A STRIKE IS (' I.LED BY THE CMPIRE:
(FP ONLY i For each legally pitched hall entering the strike /one before touching the
ground and at %Inch the hatter tfr)es not %wing
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RULE 79 SECTION 6
EFFECT - Sec 6a: (FP ONLY) The hall is in play. and the baserunners may advance
with liability to be put out.
(SP ONLY) For each legally pitched hall entering the strike mine before touching the
ground or plate and at which the batter does not swing. It is not a strike if the pitched hall
touches home plate and then is swung at by the batter. Any pitched ball that hits the
spawn/ or plate cannot he legally swung at by the hailer. NOTE: lithe hatter swings and
misses the pitch prior to the ball hitting the ground or plate. it is a strike.
EFFECT - Sec. 6a: (SP ONLY) The hall is dead. (EXCEPTION 16" SP: The ball remains alive, and interference could be involved.)
PIAY
(16 SP) Runner on IA breaks for 28 during the pitch so the plate on a hit and

run wuation. The pitcher has thrown the pitch short of the plate, and it

h

boumes off the ground towards the catcher. The batter, seeing his runner in
trouble, swings at the pitch and basehus Om, the outfield. The runner from IB
Acores, and the bauer-runner stops at 28. RULING: The batter is ow for interferowe, and the runner returns In IR.
a, ONLY) For each legally pitched hall struck at and missed hy t he hatter_
EFFECT - Sec. 6b (FP ONLY) The hall is in play. and the haserunners may advance
with halulity to he put out.
ISP ONLY) For each pitched hall struck at and missed hy the hatter.
F1.1-F.C1
Sec (its: (SP ONLY) The hall is dead
Piir each foul tip held by the catcher.
V_FFECT
Sec be- (FP ONLY) The hall is in play.. and haserunners may advance with
hahiloy to he put out The hatter is out if it is the third strike
EFFECT
Sec fx- tSP ONLY) The hatter is out if it is the third strike The ball is dead

on any strike
Its INCH SP ONLY) For each foul tip
d
(FP ONLY) 1-or eah foul hall not legall) :.aught on the Ils when the hatter has fewer than
two strikes
t SP ONLY) For each foul hall not legally caught. including the third strike
e

For eat. h pitched hall struck at and missed which tow:hes any part of the hatter

PL-1 V

14Wi No stokes. 83 s wines at am: misses a poch Ball strikes his arm or per-

son RULING - Rh% out Rall he, ow( dead.
VI hen an) part of the hatter's person or clothing is hit with his own hatted hall when he is
in the hatter's holt and has fewer than two strikes
When a delis ered hall hy the pitcher hits the hatter while the hall is in the strike sone
1.1+EC r
Sec 6d g The hall is dead. and each has runner must reiurn to his base
without hahility to he put out

Sec. 7. A BALL IS CALLED BY THE UMPIRE:
FP ( )N1 Yi For each legal). pitched hall which does not enter the strike lone, or touches
the grinind home reaching honw plate. or touches home plate. and at which the hatter
does not swing
Set 7.1
1.1.1.FC I
Yu !he hull us in pla ). and haserunners are entitled to ads allie w ith hahiley to he put out
t SF ( tNt Yt For cad
.1 !y onched hall which does not enter the strike lone, touches the
gt,ifind Mole rushing Alum plate. or [similes fkinie plate . and at whi...h the hatter does
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not swing. Any pitched ball that hits the ground or plate cannot be legally swung at by the
batter. NOTE: If the batter swings and misses the pitch prior to the ball hitting the ground

or plate, it is a strike.
Sec. 7a: (SP ONLY) The ball is dead. Baserunner may not advance. (EXEFFECT
CEPTION I 6-INCH SP: The ball remains alive, and interference could be involved).
P1.41

Me pitcher throws a high arcing pitch which (a) touches ground before
reaching the plate, or IN touches the plate. In each instance the batter swings
at the pitch afier it hits the ground or plate. RULING: 77w batter has swung at
a dead pitch in each situation. Ignore the strike. Had the batter hit safely, the
umpire would nullify the &whit and have him rehat because he has swung at a
dead pitch. In each sintation a ball is awarded the batter.

b. (FP ONLY) For each illegally pitched ball not swung at.
Sec. 7b: (FP ONLY) The ball is dead, and haserunners are entitled to adEFFECT
vance one base without liability to he put out
(SP ONLY ) For each illegally pitched ! all not swung at
Sec. 71': (SP ONLY) toe ball is dead. Baserunners may not advance.
EFFECT
EXCEPTION If the hatter swings at the illegal pitch, the illegal pitch is ignored_
c. (SP ONLY) When a delivered ball by the pitcher hos the hatter outside the stoke zone.
d. When the catcher tails to return the ball directly to the pitcher as required in Rule 6,Sec le
e.

For xiach excessive warm-up pitch

EFFECT - Sec 7c c The hall is dead Baserunners nut) not advance

Sec. IL A FAIR BALI. IS A LEGALLY BATTED BAI.I. WHICH:
a.

Settles or is touched on or over fair territory hetween home and first base or hetween
home and third base

P1.41

b

Hailed ball tir sI hui home plate and. wahom touching an% fialagn objed. set-

tles on fair ground helheen the on her'i Mate (Ind home Mate Rt TING l-iur Ball

Bounds or rolls past first or third haw on fair territory

c. While on or oser fair territory . touches the person. attached equipment. or clothing of a

player or an umpire
d Touches first. second, or third haw
v. First falls or is lirsi touched on or over fair territory tx-yond first. %wind. or Mod haw
ties tia e The hall is in play . and haserunners are entitled to ads ance any
EFFECT
rIllmher of bases with I lahdity to he put out Fhe hatter becomes a hatter runner unless the
infield fly rule applies
While over fair territory . passes out of the playing field heyond the outfield fence
Bssunds over any part ol the firm or Mod base hag. regardless ot where Ow hall hits Mir-

f
h

got ng Os er rhe hag
Hits the foul pole also% e the tense les el

a.

See. V. A FOL I. BALL IS A LEG ALLY BArFED BALL IA MICH:
Settles or is touched on or over foul terrumy hoween home aqd first haw ot between
home and Mod ruse

111.56
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b.
c.

Bounds or rolls mist first or third base on or over foul territory.
While on or over foul territory, touches the person, attached equipment, or clothing of a

playa or umpire, or any object foreign to the natural ground and provided a fair ball
declaration had not been made prior to the ball entering foul territory.
d. First falls or is first touched on or over foul territory beyond first or third base.
e. Touches the batter or the bat in the batter's hands while the ball and the batter are within
the batter's box.
f. Immediately rebounds up from the ground or home plate and hits the bat a second time
while the batter is m the batter's box.
Sec . 9a f.
EFF ECT
( I) The ball is dead unkss it is a legally caught foul fly. If a foul fly IS caught, the batter
is out
(2) (FP ONLY) A strike is called on the batter unless he already has two strikes.

(3)

(SP ONLY) A strike is called on the batter for each foul ball not legally caught, including the third strike.
Each hascrunner must return to his base without liability to he put out, unless a foul
fly is caught. In this case baserunners may advance with liability to be put out after
the hall has heen touched_

Sec, 10. A FOUL TIP IS A BArl'ED BALI. WHICH GOES DIRECTLY FROM
THE BAT, NOT HIGHER THAN THE BAITER'S HEAD, TO THE CATCHER'S
HAMHS) AND IS LEGALLY CAUGHT BY THE CATCHER.

NOF.

II is fun a foul tp unless caught and any foul hp that is caught is a strike. In
fast pitch. modified, and 16inch shiw pitch. the hall is in play. In slow pitch
the MI is dead
baned ball i;oes dr.-ectly io the cau-her. hitting his /huh or equipment no
luOier than Ihe barter's head. rebounds up in tne air and is caught by any
fielder RULING A dead had and strike on the hinter

IFIFC1

Sec !ft (FP ONLY ) A strike is called, the hall rematns in play. and haserunners
may advarke sloth hahility to he put Ita

Ei+}("1.
4

Se.

It) tSP ONI.Yi A %like i Lalied, the hall is dead

Ste. ii, THE BATTER IS OUT:
When the third strike is struck at, missed. and the hall touches any part of the hatter's perin

I. he hall is dead
h

When a hatter enters the hatter s hos %kith. uris discovered using. an altered hat The hatter is also elected from the game
Wheli the hatter enters the hatter 's hos %kith. t)r is discovered using. an &gal bat
)

d
e

Ri ii R 10 PLAYS FOLLOWIN( i RULI. I. AI'S / AND 31

Ahen Jr entlre Itx)t

tutu hal?: the gruund Ltirnpletel!. ouhide the hnes ol the hatter's
%hen he hits a hall fair
loul
When any pan 01 t001 I \ touching home plate %hen he hits a hall Mir or tool
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f.
(FP ONLY) When a called or swinging third strike is caught by the catcher.
g. (FP ONLY) When he has three strikes if there are fewer than two outs and first base is occupied. NOTE: Junior Olympic 10-under any time the third strike is dropped.
h. (FP ONLY) When he bunts foul after the second strike, lithe ball is caught in the air. a
remains alive and in play.
i.
(SP ONLY) After a third strike, including an uncaught foul ball that is hit after two
strikes.

With a three ball and two strike count. Ow batter fouls off the m'st pitch in (a)
adult or (b)Juntor Olympic play. RULING
Me batter is out in both (a) and

PLAY

(h).
j.

(SP ONLY) When he hunts or chops the hall downward

PLAY

(SP ONLY) RI on second. 82 chops down on a pitched ball. Fl throws out RI
advancing to third RULING
82 is out for chopping down on the bait Dead
ball. RI is returned to second

Sec. 12. THE BATI'ER-RUNNER OR BASERUNNER IS NOT OUT IF A FIELDER
MAKING A PI.AY ON HIM USES AN ILLEGAL GLOVE. The manager at the offended
team is gwen mo options:

2)

He may have the entire play nullified %% oh each haserunner returning to his original
hase and the hatter-runner halting user and assuming the ball and strike count he
had prior to the pitch he hit. or
He may take the result of the play and disregard the illegal act

PlAY

RI hits a liv ball

lltnpirc notices that FY caught the ball with a first
baseman's mat RULING
Remove the illegal piece of equipment from the
game Manager of the 4emled teatn is given the option of having the entire
phi% nullified wah the hatter runner barrow over and assuming the ball and
strike count he had prior to the pin hi he hu, or taking the result ol the plas and
disregarding the illegal .oich

Sec. 13. ON-DECK BAITER.
a. The ondeck hafter is the offensis e play er %%hose name follows the name ot the Liner in
the batting order
l'he on-deck hatter shall take a position within the lines of the on-deck circle nearest his
bench

c. The on-deck hatter ma) loosen up with no inure than two of ficial sotthall hats, an approved warmup hat, or a combination ot the two
not to esceed Iwo Any detachable
piece placed on the bat must be approved by the Equipment Standards Committee following a one-year period observed by members of this Committee. NOTE: the
"Pow'RWrap" attachment has been approved beginning with the 1991 season
The on-deck halter may leave the on deck Lucie
I) When he becomes the hatter
(2) To direct hawrunners advancing from third i.e home plate
e. When the on-de i. k hatter interferes w ith the delcnsise pla)er 's opportunus to make an out
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,m a runner, the runner closest to home plate at the time of the interference shall be
f.

declared out.
The provision of Rule 7. Sec. 4. shall apply to the on-deck halter.

RULE 8. BASERUNNING
Sec. 1. THE BASERUNNERS MUST TOUCH BASES IN LEGAL ORDER (LE..
FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, AND HOME PLATE).
When a haserunner nr hatter-runner must return to base(s) while the ball is in play, he
must touch the bases) in reverse order.
EFFECT
Sec. la: The hall is in play. and haserunners must return with liability to be
put out
h 14 hen a haserunner or hatterrunner acquires the right to a base by touching it before being put out, he is entitled to hold the base until he has legally touched the neat buse in
order, or is forced to vacate it for a succeeding haserunner.
c. When a baserunner diskxlges a base from its proper position, neither he nor the succeeding runner(s) in the same series of plays are compelled to follow a base unreasonably
0111

of ;mit um
Sec the The ball is in play, and baserunners may advance with liability to

EFFECT

be inn out

d. A baserunner shall not run bases in reverse order either to confuse the fielders or to make
a tra+e+ty of the game
e

EFFECT
Sec Id The hall is dead. and the haserunner is out
Two haserunners may not occupy the same base simultaneously.
EFFECT
Sec Ie. The runner who first legally occupied the hase shall he entitled to it.
'Pie other baserunner may be put out by heing touched with the hall.
Failure of PRECEDING runner to touch a base or to legally tag up on a caught fly ball.
and who is declared out, does not affect the status of a SUCCEEDING haserunner who
touches base+ in proper order, however, if the failure to touch a base in regular order or
to legally tag up on a caught 11> hall is the third out of the inning. NO SUCCEEDING
runner ctca

PL4 I

score a run

RI:I.ER

5. SP( 7

No runner may return to touch a missed base or one he had len too soon after a following
runner ha+ scored
h

When thy hall het um. dead. no runner may return to touch a missed base or a base left
too soon if he ha. advanced, touched, and remain+ a base beyond the missed base or the
haw lett to mion EWEN ION
Enforce Rule 8. Sec 5t (2) if the defense Intentionally
iws the ball out of play to prevent the runner 1mm returning to a base
No i inner may return to touch a missed base or one he had left too soon once he enters his
nench area

W hen a walk is issued, all runner+ must loth b all base+ m legal order (See Rule 8. Sec.

71 EXCEPI l()Ni

HAY

In the low ol the ceventh :nn:'ie t,th the c«)re iced, two outs, and bases full. 86
re( ewes a nIA to force RI to home plwe. Be< wise 86 assumes that game is
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aver, he fails to go to fint and leaves the field. RULING
nor count

86 is out. Run does

k. Bases left too soon on a caught fly ball must be retouched prior to advancing to awarded
hases.

I.

Awarded bases must also be touched in proper order.

Sec. 2. THE BATTER BECOMES A RAT1ER-RUNNER:
a. As soon as he hits a fair hall.

b. (FP ONLY ) When the catcher fails to catch the third strike before the ball touches the
ground when there are fewer than two outs and first base is unoccupied, or anytime there
are two outs. This is called the third so ike rule. (Exception 10-Under Junior Olympic:
The ball IA dead and the batter is out.)

PIA Y

13 1 has two strikes. The nest pitch touches the ground in front ti home plate
and bounces through the stab :inn-. 81 3wings at the puck and F2 secures
the ball in his mitt afier the first bowleg,. 81 advances to first base while 12

holds the ball. RULING -- This is the dropped third strike nde The hatter is
not out, and tf he heals the throw to first. he is also safe

Sec 2a.h: The hall is in play. and the hatter becomes a hatter.runner with
EFFECT
liability to he put out
C. When lOur balls have been called by the umpire.
Sec 2c (EP ONLY) The hall is in play unless it has been blocked lhe
EFFECT
hatter-runner is entitled to one base without liability to he put out

NOM_

VP ONLY) If the pitcher desires to walk a hatter intentionally . all defensise
players must he stationed any where.in fair wrritory except the catcher who
must be in the catcher's box. and the pitcher who must he in a legal pitching
position at the start of each pitch If the defense does not position itself in fair
territory, the umpire should call an illegal pitch when the pnch is thrown See
Rule 4, St-c 2 NOM and Rule h. Sec 7 1:1-FECT

I+ l

Svc 2c (SP ()NI y) -Fhe hall is dead Hascrunners may not ads ante unless
forced II the pitcher desires to walk a hatter intentionally . he may do so by notifying the
phite umpire who shall award the hatter first base If two hatters are lo he walked intentionally. the second intentional walk may not be adMinistered until the first hatter reaches
first base hif IFE The awards must he made in order. not two at one time
St-c 2c (Co-Ed) The hall is dead On any walk to a male hatter iintentional
1,11.
has her choice of walking or hitting up WHII the first
a
or not), the next hatter
pitch
Should ihe ft-male hatterrunner pass a male hatter runner when choosing to
NOM
walk, no out shall he called during this dead hall peruid A male hatter runner
advancing to second without touching first base shall Ix- t ailed out if properly
appealed

d. When the catcher obstructs. or any other lieldet interferes with or presents him from
sulking at a pitched hall

III-60.
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EFFECT Sec. 2d: (I) The umpire shall give a delayed dead ball signal. (2) If the batter
hits the ball and reaches first base safely, and if all other runners have advanced at least
one base on the batted hall, catcher obstruction is cancelled. All action as a result of the
batted ball stands. No option is given. (3) If the manager uoes not take the result of the
play, obstruction is enforceti by awarding the batter first base and advancing all other
runners only if forced.

PIAY

RI on first base. The catcher touches the batter's bat prior to or during the
swing. Batted ball is growided to F6 who forces RI w second base. 132 reaches

first base safely. RULING

Since RI did not advance at least one base,

obstruction is called, and the manager of flu, offensive team IS given an option.

He may take the result of the play, or he may accept the award for catcher
obstruction, in which case RI would he awarded second base, and B2 would
be awarded first base.
When a fair hatted hall strikes the person. attached equipment, or clothing of an umpire
or a haserunner on or over fair or foul ground. If the haserunner is hit with a fair batted
hall while touching a base, he is not out.
Sec 2e: If the ball hits an umpire or haserunner (a) after touching a fielder
EFFECT
(including the pitcher) the ball is in play (Rule 8, Sec. 9e); (b) after passing a fielder other
than the pitcher, and provided no other infielder had a chance to make an out, the ball is in
play (Rule IL See. 9d); or (c) before passing a fielder without being touched, the ball is
dead In (e). if the baserunner is hit by the ball while off base. he is out, and the barterrunner is entitled to first base without liability to be put out. Any baserunner not forced by
the hatter runner must return to the base he had reached prior to the interference. When a
fair hall touches a haserunner who is in contact with a haw. the ball remains dead or alive
depending on the position of the fielder closest to the base

e

With RI on third awl R2 on first. a hall hatted by 133 strikes umpire who is: (a)
on (lir territors behind third baseman. or (b) behold the pitcher hut in front of
an tnfielder RIJIJNG In la) hall remains alive nine it has pa.ssed a fielder.
In tia, unless hall IrmilleA Ft , a hei miles dead, and each runner is .sent to the
base he ociwned or to Ouch he was being forced when the ball heuune dead
ti e . RI remains on Ow .I, and R2 and R3 iii, in Acrinid and first respectively).
(I.P ()NIA') When a pitched hall not swung at or not called a strike touches any part of the

PI AY

hattrr'. person or clothing while he is in the hatter's box It does not matter if the ball
strikes the ground betore hitting him The hatter's hands are not to he considered as part
of the hat
Sec 21 The hall is dead, and the hatter is entitled to one base without liabiliFA+
ty to he put out, unless he made no erfon iii asoid being hit In this case the plate umpire

calk either a hall or a strike.
Sec.

HE Pl

BASERtANERS ARE ENTIT1.11) I() ADVANCE WITH LIABILITY TO
OUT:

h

l' ON! ii When the hall leases the pitcher's hand on his deliser)
When the hall is thrown into fair or foul terraor and is not Nix ked

t
d

On a lair haned hall that IS not blocked
When a legalk caught fly hall is lost touched

t

a
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If a fair ball strikes an umpire or a baserunner after having passed an infielder other than
the pitcher, and provided no other infielder had a chance to make an out: or when a fair
batted ball has been touched by an infielder, including the pitcher. The ball shall be con
sidered in play.
EFFECT See. 3a-e: The ball is alive and in play.

Sec. 4. A PLAYER FORFEITS HIS EXEMPTION FROM LIABILITY TO BE PUT
OUT:
a. lf, while the ball Is in play, he fails to touch the base to which he was entitled before at-

tempting to make the next base If the runner put out is the hatter.runner at first base, or
any other baserunner forced to advance because the batter became a batterrunner, this
Out is a force out.
b. If. after overrunning first base, the batter-runner attempts to continue to second base
c. If, after diskxlging a base, a baserunner tries to continue to the next base.
d. WINCH SP OMNI A player may lead o:f any base with the risk of being picked off by
a throw from the pitcher or catcher If P. throw front the pitcher or catcher results in an
overthrown or hlocked ball, no runner, may advance Any runner advancing on a pitch
not hit is liable to he put out if tagged More returning to his original base
PLAY

RI lea& offfint hose and adranres to sownd on the pitch The ball is thromn
tagi RI while RI ti minding on second haw RULING RI
hr F2 to
t out Ile mar lead 4, but he must return to has ba ve before hong tagged tf
the hall Is not ha

See. 5. BASERUNNERS AKE EVFITI.EI) TO AM AMT. WITHOU'l LIABILITY
TO BE PUT OUT;
When forced to vacate

a

h

base because the hatter was awarded a base on halls

Sec 5.1- (FP ONI Y1 The hall iemains in play unless it is blocked Any
EFFECT
haserunner affected is emitled to one base and may advance tan her at his own risk if the
ball is in play
EFF:47 Sec 5a (SP ONLY) 'Elie hall is dead
When a fielder ill not in possession of the ball, (2) not in the act Of fielding .1 baited hall.
or (3) not about to receive a thrown hall, impedes the progress ot a baserunner or baiter
runner who is legally running bases
EFFECT
Sec. 5h When any obstruction OCCurs (includuig a rundown), the umpire
will signal a delayed dead ball The hall will remain alive
(1) If the obstructed runner is put out prior i" reaching the base he would have reached
had there not been obstruction, a dead hall is called, and the obstructed runner
and each other runner alfected by the obstruction
will always be awarded the
base or bases he would have real hed, in the umpire's Judgement, had there not been
ohstruction This haserunner would either he advanced or returned to the last base

touched An obstructed miner may never he called out between the two bases

12)

where he was ohstru, fed Should an act of interference occur follow mg any obstruction. enforcement ol the interference penalty would have precedence
lithe obstructed runner is put out after passing the base he would have reached had

there not been ohstruction, the obstructed runner will he called out The ball re
mains aloe
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When a runner. while advancing or returning to a base. is obstructed by a fielder
who neither has the ball nor is attempting to field a batted or thrown ba)l, or a fielder
and each other runner ar.
who fakes a tag without the ball, the obstructed runner
will always be awarded the base or bases he would have
limed by the obstruction
reached. in the umpire's judgement. h:(d there been no obstruction. if the umpire
feels there is justification. a defensive player making a fake tag could be removed

(3)

(tom the game.

NOM

Obstructed rumers are still required to touch all bases in proper order, or they
could be called out on a proper appeal hy the defensive tom.

PlAY IN

With RI on thisd told R2 on secimd. RI is caught between third and home. .4s
RI it wtempting to regain third. F5 obstructs him. RULING A delayed dead
signaled hs. me umpire URI is tagged ow. (he ball ts dead. obstruction
is declared, and RI awarded third. If the ball is overthrown. RI and R2 may
advance to home If RI IA awarded third, R2 is returned to seciind base.

PlAY t2(

Me ball is ha hi F9. A.% RI passes first base, he is obstructed while no play is

being made an him. He is thrown ow by a wide ouirgin at flame plate.
RULING If in the judgment of the umpire. RI advanced beyond the base he
»wild hair made had he tun bee» obstrutled. he is ma

i li

P/..4

RI is on lirst ;Olen 82 hoc a hall between the right and censer fielders. In
nounihng second base, RI falls alter colluling with the shortstop, gels up and
(woollies !ottani( home plate. Me relay thrills from the second baseman to the
I (ocher arrives when RI is about five feet from the plate RI crashes into the
fielder who ts ludding the hall Because of the (011ision, the ball is dropped.
and RI scorrs Should the umpire «Ill RI out 9 RULING: Yes. If RI had not
u nutshell Iwo the (archer, he probably would have been awarded home due ta
the obstructuni by the shortstop. host ever, bemuse of the deliberate crash (in(erference). the 0i0//3411111/1 11 i gni HA and the runner orl/ he called out under
Hide R. Section
Catcher obstruction is cos ered under Rule 8. Sec 2d.

if-f1I,Nuu( '0 %Chen a wild pitch or passed hall ltsiges in 01 guw. under , osa. or through
the has isship
Set- cc The ball is dead All baserunners are awarded one base only The
1.11.i-C I
hotter is awarded first base only on the lourth hall
d

%mate a base because the hatter was asAarded first base
P 1 Pql Y t For being hit tw a pitched hall
hit being obstructed by the catcher when strilking al a pituhed hall
See 5d Ii ( 2) The hall is dead. and eash baserunner may not adYanee
1.1.K I.
I arther than the base to which he is entitled
WS( N II with a runner on third base trying to score by means of a squeeze

Nib hen Iiih.ed

ill

i2)

si

phi. or .1 siva). the catcher or any other fielder steps on or in front of home plate
nhout ssession of the hall, or touches the hatter or his hat, the pitcher shall be
kneed with an illegal pin h. the hatter shall he awarded first base on the oh..true-
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lion, each other runner shall he :..varded one base on the illegal pitch, and the hall is
dead.

PIAY

RI is on third hose. 4 squear play is in progress, hut a.t ihe honer attempts to
hunt the pitched hall, he is obstructed hy ihe catcher. RULING
Illegal pitch,
and olturueinm is declared RI is awarded home plate, and Maier is assorded
first hose_

(FP ONLY) When a pitcher makes an illegal pitch.
EFFECT Sec. 5e: The hall is dead, and each baserunner may advance to the base to
which he is entitled without liability to be put out.
f, When a fielder contacts or catches a fair batted or thrown ball with his cap. helmet. mask.
protector. pocket, detached glove. or any pan of his uniform which is detached from its
proper place on his person.
Sec. 5f: 'rhe baserunners would he entitled to three bases from the time of
EFFECT
the pitch if a batted ball, or two bases from the time of the throw if a thrown ball, and in
C.

either case, they may advance farther at their own risk. If the illegal Latch or touch is
made on a fair hit ball which, in the judgenient of the umpire, would have cleared the out.
field fence in flight, the batter-runner shall he awarded a home run.

PIA Y

RI is or: tecimil and R.? is on fit.it Olen B.? has grilund hall icc tr5 1.6 fields du,
steps on sec1Old fib. a Ian t. on R2 advancing from first, and then throws
St dilly to 1-'3 F.? tosses Ins nun Imo the air anking the hall The hall bounces
into the duvout RULING R2 is out. Both R I and 83 are awarded me bases

each (ram their pmatims at the lam. the hall left the fielder'i hand On Mtc
pla the ci st aril tar deitillu.d Nal/anent and far an overihrotvi hall going ina
11/ phi . are thr i(unr
g. When the hall is in play and is overthrown (beyond the boundary lines) or is blocked
EFFECT Sec Sg All runners w ill he awarded two bases, and the assard will he
governed hs the positions ot the runners when the hall lett any tickler 's hand It tw
runners are het Ls een the sante haws. the award is hased on the position ot the lead runner
EXCEP1
I
When a fielder loses possessuin at the hall such as on an attempted tag .
and the hall enters the dead hall area or hecomes hhicked. each runner is awarded one base
froni the last base hatched at the tune the hall entered the dead hall area or became blocked
(2) It a runner touches the nest ha.t. and returns to his original haw, the original base he lett
is considered the "Iasi base tinichetl.. tor the pu rpt sme al an oserthrovt ass ard

HA).

RI and R2 are tin Setond will first haws rrsper tts el
hits thr ball to 1.*6
it hi, mulls a. retos yrs it aail then throsss late to 1.3 tn an anew), Its reurr B.?
RI and R2 rum It third and %nand bases respei awls- RI (Meng, s 111 (11/1UnCr
ic hrinse.
Iris% &IP% tni! a IIII01% frcsn /-3
ettes IMO tict dUCign

.1.1';
PI.4Y r.!)

R I and R2 air assarded how. and 8 ii s a.stailvil third

HI oil lira II: has vround hall to fr.) /6 Iltps the hall to 1.4 for pin

ors

Relat lit I-3 Irani 1.4 i!,ors into die dugout arca il2 had flirt-ads pa,sseil lir51
haw before relit% Ka.% made RI'll G
82 is awarded third has( .4 %surd of

haws is viiserned hs the position id ea( h runner and the last hose hr has
tom holm fltr tom. of the throst
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RULE 89 SECTION 5
PLAY (3)

No runners on base. Bl hits ball to FIO who throws it to F3 to force out Bi. BI
is already past first base when hall is released by F10. The hall bounces past
F. am! into the stands. RULING 01 is awarded third base.

NAY (4)

A thrown ball hits a bat or ewe Ising on the ground (other than the bat
ih%carded by the batter). RULING

(1) 1f the bat or glove belongs to the team

at bat, it is ruled interference, and the player being played on shall he
declared out. The ball is dead, and all haserunners must return to the last base

touched prior to the thrown ball hitting the hat or glow. (2) lf the bat or glove
belongs to the team in the field, it becomes a blocked ball, and the overthrow
rule applies. (3) If no apparent play is obvious, no one is called out, but each
runner must return to the last base touched at the time the hall hit the illegal
equipment tithe offensive team.

h. When a fair batted fly ball strikes the foul pole above fence level or leaves the playing
field in fair territory without touching the ground or going through the fence. It shall entitle the batter-runner to a home run, unless it passes out of the grounds at a distance less

than the prescribed fence distances from home plate (as oinlined in Rule 2, Sec. I), in
which case the batter-runner would be entitled to only two bases. The batter-runner must
touch the bases in regular order. The point at which the stands or fence is less than the
distance listed (Rule 2, Sec. I from home plate shall be clearly marked for the umpire's
nformat ton .

EXCEPIION: Svc the note after Rule 5, Sec 9)
A lair batted hall touches (a) F9's glove mid goes over the fence in fair terY
room (b) F9 's glove und goes over the fence rn foul sermon, (c) the top of a
fence railing and goes over. (d) the top of a fence railing, hounds to F9's
glove, and then goes over the fence in fair territory RUIJNG A home run in
wt. and a two-hase ha in (lit In both hi) and ((IL it is a honte run in fast pitch
and a four.hase award in slow pitch
When a lair hall hounds or rolls over, under, or through a fence. hounds over, under or
through any ohstrucoon marking the boundaries of the playing field; is unintentionally
caused to go out of play when it bounds off a defensive player; or is unintentionally caused to go out of play when it hounds oft a baserunner or an umpire after liaving touched or
been touched by a defensive player. or after having passed an infielder. evcluding the pitcher. and provided no other infielder had a chance to make an out
T Sec 51 The hall is dead, and all baserunners are awarded two bases from the
time of the pitch

itt When a live ball is unintentionally earned by a (icicle

from playable territory into

dead hall territory, the ball becomes dead Each haserunner is awarded one base from
the last base touchtx1 at the ume fielder enters dead ball territory

NON'

A fielder carrying a II% e ball into the dugout sir team area to tag a player is
considered to have unintentionally carried a there

(2) It . in the judgement ot the umpire. a fielder intentionally carries. kicks. pushes, or

throws a live hall tram pldy able territory into dead hall territory, the ball becomes
dead, and each haserunner is awarded two bases from the last base touched at the time

the fielder entered or the ball was kieked, pushed, or thrssrs iota dead hall territory,
NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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RULE 89 SECTION 6
NOTE:

A dead hall line is considered in play.

S. 6. A RASERUNNER

MUST RETURN TO HIS RASE:
When a foul ball is illegally caught and
h. When an illegally hatted hall is declaredso declared by the umpire.
by the umpire.
e. When a batter. batter-runner, or baserunntr
is called out for interference. Each other
baserunner shall
a.

return to the last base which was, in the judgement of
touched by him at the time of the interference.
the umpire. legally
d. (FP ONLY) When the plate umpire
or his clothing interferes with the catcher's
throw.
attempt to
PLAY
With RI attempting to steal, umpire interferes
Umpire signals delayed dead ball. If RI is with iaiihr'rs throw RULING
dead ball, and RI must return to the base he not put our. umpire declares a
occupied before the interference.
e. When any part of the batter's person
or
clothing
is
touched
by a pitched hall that is
at and missed.

f. (FP ONLY) When
a hatter is hit by a pitched
g. When a foul ball is
not caught.

swung

hall, unless forced.

EFFECT

II
12)

(A)
(41

Sec 6a-g
The hall is dead

Each haserunner must return to his base
without liability to be put out xcept when
forced to go to the nest base because the hatter
became a hatterrunner
No runs shall score unless all bases
are occupied
Baserunners need not touch the intervening

bases in returning to base, hut must

return promptly; however. they must he allowed
h. ISP ONLY) Base
sufficient time to return
stealing is not allowed

EFECT

Sec trh Each haserunner

may leave his base hen a pitched ball
touches the ground,
is hatted,
or reaches home plate, hut must return to that base
each pitch not hit hy the batter tlh INCH
ininwdlately alic
SP
ONLY)
Baser
pitched hall
unners may lead oft prioi to a
When a caught lair Ily ball, including a line
drive (FP and SP) or hunt t FP ONLY ). which
can be caught by an infielder
with ordinary effort, is intentionally drooped
than two outs and a runner on first base. first
with fewer
and second. first and third, or rust . second,
and third bases

PIA)

la1-11110 RUI.f. 7. St.('

lh I:Eff.(1

I Ili t Inder Junior ()lymph.

Fast Putt ONLYI Under no condition is
steal a base when
a runner permitted to
a pitched ball is not hatted. Each haserurmer
may leave his base when
the hall leases the pitcher 's hand, but the
hall is dead if not hit. and
base without liability to he put out
he nnist return to his
SCV . 7. BATTE12-1FICNNEk
a

h

IS OUT:
t FP ONl Yi When the
catcher drops the thud stoke and he is legally
hy a !wider hefore
touched with the hall
touching first base
(FP oNl.Vi When the caiiher drops the
third strike and the ball is held on first base
hehue the batter runner reaches it
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c.

When. after a fair 1-

is hit. he is legally touched with the hall before he touches first

base.

d. When, after a fair ball is hit, the ball is held by a fielder touching first base with the ball or
any part ol his person Wore the hatter. runner touches first base.

NAV

e.

The first baseman has the hall in his right hand while lying on the gmund. He
touches first base with his lefi hand prior to the batter-runner reaching first
base. RULING The boner-runner is aut.

When, after a fly hall is hit the ball is caught by a fielder before it touches the ground or
any object or person other than a defensive player.

EFFECT
Sec. 7a.e: Thc hall is in play, and the batter-ronner is out.
1. When he fails to advance to first base and enters his team
area after a batted fair ball, a
base on balls. a hit batsman (FP ONLY), a dropped third strike (FP ONLY). or catcher
ohstruct ion

EXCEPTION: In slow pitch. the hull is dead on a base on halls, the batter-runner is out,
and runners cannot advance

/1.1 Y (I)

PIA). i2i

h

-

Ratter hil.s growid ball to pitcher. Pitcher hesitate.; in throwing ball to first
base. Ratter-runner, assuming he is an "eacy mit." enters his team area
(bench. dugout. etc.) Pitcher finally throws to first base, but hall is not caught
In first baseman and mlls into the dugout Batter-runner then leaves hts team
area mil runs to first base RULING
Batter-runner is out
REFER T) RULE R. SE(

I

When he runs infiside the 3.foio (I) 91 nil line and. in the lodgement of the umpire, interteres with the fielder taking the throw at first base; however, he may run outside the
A loit 10 91 na line to avoid a fielder attemping to field a batted hall
When he interferes with a fielder attempting to field a batted hall, interferes with a thrown
ball. or (FT ONLY) interferes with a dropped third strike If this interference, in the
lodgement of the umpire. is an ohs loos attempt to present a double play. the baserunner
ilosem io home plate shall also he called nut NOTE: A batter-runner or haserunner heing
hit with a thrown hall does not necessarily constitute interference
When he interferes with a play at home plate m an attempt to present an ohs tons out at
home plate The runner IS also out
)

Nt, out; RI on third base flatter lots a Kroutul hall to the ,firit baseman and
then interfere; with first haseinan't throw to holm, p;ate fit. a play on RI.
RuliNG - flatter runner and RI are both de; hired out

Vs hen he moes hack lov.ard home plate to ioold or delay a tag hy a liehler
When he has a lair hatted hall with an altered or illegal hat
EFI+CT Sec 7gk The ball is dead, and the hatter -runner is out Each other haserunner must return to the last base legally It milled at the time of or before the illegal action

Nolf
I

In the case ot an altered hat. the player is also ejected Irian the game

Immediately when he hits an infield fly,. as declared by the umpire. with runners on first
and second or on first. second, and third with lesser than two outs, ibis is called the INF-II-1.1)11.Y RULE

NAGW3 30FTBALL GUIDE
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RULE 89 SECTION 7
P1AY (I)

AnUmpire declares an infield f1v, hut hall curves to foul area. RULING
nouncement is reversed. h is not an infield f1y hut an orihnary foul. Batter is
not out unless fiml is caught. If caught, each runner must retouch his base

before advancing.
PLAY 12)

REFER TO RULE I. SEC 40.

m. If an infielder intentionally drops a fair ball, including a line drive (FP or SP) or a bunt
(EP ONLY), which can be caught with ordinary effort with first: first and second; first
and third: or first, second, and third bases occupied with fewer than two outs.

NOTE:

A trapped ball shall not he considered as having heen intentionally dropped

EFFECT Sec I h: The hall is dead, and each baserunner must return to the last base
touched at the time of the pitch.
P1.41

With one out and RI on first, 83 hos a f1v ball. F4 guides the ball Into his
hands but intentionally drops it in an attempt to complete a double play RULUmpire should immethatels declare 83 out Boll is dead. Baserimm,rs
ING
may not adsunee.

If the immediate preayding runner who is not yet out intentionally interferes. in the umpire's judgement, with a fielder who is attempting to catch a thrown hall tn an attempt to
complete the play Interference shall be declared, and the runner shall also be called out.
o. tSP ONLY) For excess mer the-fente home runs as listed under Rule 5. Section (4
n.

S. S. THE BASERUNNER IS 017:
When running to any base in regular or reverse order and he runs more than feet (0 ()I
no from a direct line between that base and the next one to avoid being touched by the ball
in the hand(s) of a fielder
b. When the ball is in play and while he is not in contact with a base, he Is legally touched
with the ball in the hand(s) of a fielder
c. When, on a force play, a fielder contacts the base while holding the hall. touches the ball
to the base, or tags the runner before he reaches the base
d. When he tails to return to touch the base he pre) tously occupl....1 when play Is resumed
after suspension of play
When he physically passes a preceding haserunner before that runner has been put out
c
EFI.ECT Sec tla.e The ball is in play, and the baserunner is olli.
a.

PI.41

With RI on first. 82 hos a double A throvt to third drives RI hack to second
ond and disinsers he has passed RI lie runs bark and
82 has munded
finally reaches first vtahout beinie tale feed nut RI ILING
82 is out as soon as
he posse; RI

f

When he leas es his base to advance to another base before a caught fly ball has touched a
fielder. pros ided the hall is returned to an infielder and properly appealed

PIA

No outs RI nn third hale 82 has jls hall in E7 f7 'Pavia/Re% !light ol
and a hits him on the shi iulder. deflects into the air to FM. and is let:ally caufeht
hs 8 before it has the ground RI tags up at third base as sliOn as hall hos F7
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RULE 89 SECTION 8
on tlw shouhkr hut before Fti hold.s ball securely in glove. RULING

Legal
mivance. Run counts. RI may leave base as soon as ball is touched.
g. When he fails to touch the intervening base or bases in regular or reverse order and the
hall is returned to an infielder and properly appealed.

PIA r (I)

With RI on firm. 82 hits safely to right field. An overthrow at first: (a) goes in.
to the stands, (h) unkes
entlostng wall and I eboumls up the cwcher. In gain): no third base, RI nusses semnd base. He had pa.ssed second or was up.
proaching second when the ball left du. hand of EV. Me ball is then thrown to
sectoul for an appeal. RULING
In (a). If RI has reached second base by the
tom, the throw leaves the hand of F. he ts cosarded home plate. If the appeal
it properly made, it should be allowed, and the run sawed by RI is cancelled.
If RI has not reached seaoul hy the now the throw leaves the hand 4E9, he is
awarded third hase. A proper appeal should he alhowd and enforced. In (h)

RI cc our on the appeal 3inre the hall is tuu blocked. and no bases ure

awardest

HAY 12)
h

REFER 7I)R18.1.. I. SEC 2

When the hatter runner legally (1%erruns first bas. attempts to run to second base. and is
kgally touched %%hile ot hase

NAV

B I reacho fir tt
hat I Pt Int ot ei ran he break.% for iroond (Ind then ''goves
up ithole nor allay from Ow hatehne fit LING 11
oc mien:pang to reach
a hate. he mutt h tattged. hut Ihr fielder it not espeuml igi hate him two the
outfield In the 01(fit tied E est. he

Jw J. tr hying out 01 the husehne

%%hen running or sliding lot home plate and he taik to touch n. makes no attempt to

return to it arid a tickler holds the hall in his hand yYhde mut lung said plate and appeals to
the utinure for the decisum
F.Fl+CI
Sec }if

I hese are ppeal plays. and the defens, . e team loses the priy dege ol putting the
hAwrunner out if the appeal is not made het ore the next legal or illegal Finch, or
before the pikher and all infielders Kist. ukarly % acated then mirmal fieldmg isi-

1

(2)

1111111 and ha%c len tair territory ,m then %%ay to the bench in dugout area

If properly appealed during a il%e hall. the haserunner is out hem i
dead hall appeals

Not I.

beli v. clivers

>n appeal plays the appeal must he made hetote the next legal or illegal pita,
or before the &foist% e team has left the field The delenstve team has "lett
the field'. %%hen the pitcher and all in ielders hay e clearly Yacated their normal
tickling posinims and has e lett tau tell non, on their %sits to the Ilench or

kill?!.lut area
(

I

Once the hall has heen returned to the int ield and time has heen called, any infielder
Elm:lading the pacher or catcher), v. ith r Ykithout pos."
ot the hall. may make
y er hal appeal on a runner missing hase or lea% ing a haw hio SOI)n on a caught fly
tun 'I he witinnisicring umpire should ai.knovdedge the appeal and then make a
de,. I, ion on the play No haserunner may lease his base during this penny(' as the hull

remains llvad unnl the next pitch
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RULE 89 SECTION

8

NOTE:

(a) If the pitcher has rxissession of the hall and is in contact with the pitching
plate when making a verbal r.ppeal, no illegal pitch is called. tb) If play ball
has been declared by the umpire and the pitcher then requests an appeal. the
umpire would again call time and allow the appeal process.

PLAY II)

Runner R1 leaves second base too soon on a fly hall caught by F7.

ball is
thrown directly into the infield with an appeal made hv F4 at second base.
RULING: Me ball ha.s remained alive, and when du, proper appeal is made.
R2 is called out.

PLAY (2)

Runner RI on second base and R2 on first base. Ratter Ri hits ally ball to F7.
Roth runners advance; however, RI leaves too somi. lime is called. Me pitch
er has the ball, and eifier the umpire recognized the appeal, (e) he aniumm.es
to the umpire that he wants to appeal RI leaving too soan. (11) he carries the
ball over and touches RI standing on third base, (c) he throws the ball to F4
nho touches second base, or Id) he fakes a throw toward third base, and the
runner steps tyj the base. RULING: In all cases the ball is dead. and no
baserunner mar leave his base The proper appeal is (a): however. (In and (c)
are acceptable. With the ball dead in (d), there, IA no penalty for the runner
stepping off the base.

J.

When he interferes with a fielder attempting to field a hatted hall or interferes with a
thrown hall If this interference, in the tudgement of the umpire, is an obvious attempt to
prevent a double play and occurs before the haserunner is put out, the immediate sue.
ceeding runner shall als) he called out.

PI.4 Y

With RI on first. RI hat the hall on the ground between first and A1'111,1,1 RI ts
stria -k hv the batted ball before it passes a fielder. or he hinders 1-4 in his
throw to first RULING - RI is OW, and the boll becomes dead nhen the in .

terferem e itci tin. If the interference e leads presented IV Irom bong put out
at first. he also is out
k. When he is struck with a tan untouched hatted hall in fair territory %bile not in contact
with a base and before it passes an Infielder, excluding the pitcher

N( IM

Sec grk When haserunners are called out for interference. thy hailer runner

PIA).

RI is NI) het ern set ond and third or (b) him lung Net-cm,/ Ile is um A lir

,s As a r ded first base and credited As oh a base hit

untma hed batted hall before it paNie% a fielder, 1.1(11111mi: the pm her RUI.

Ball became., demi in tat and tht RI is out ta tai fir n mit am to 031
Die huurr ruum.r it entitled to lint hair tn hog! «Ites

IM;

W hen he intentionally kicks a hall which an intield:r has missed
rn. When anyone, other than another haserunner, phsically assists hun AS NV the hall is in
play it this assistance 11-ccurs prior to a caught or uncaught hatted fly hall regardless at
whether the hall i tau or hod, a delayed dead hall call w ill he made, after which he As ill
he declared Mg It the hall is caught. the hatter runner Hill also he declared out INUIT
ihe hall is dead if not caught If a lair hall. award the hatter runner one base, and if a toul
hall, the hailer w ill hat again
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n. When the coach near third base runs in the direction of home plate
on tn near the baseline
while a fielder is attempting to make a play on a batted or thiown ball ..nd thereby
draws a
throw to home plate. The runner closest to home shall be declared out.
0. When one or more members of the offensive team stand or collect at or around
a base to
which a haserutmer is advancing. thereby confusing the fielders and adding
to
the difficulty of making the play.
NOTE:
Memhers of a team include hat boy or any other person authorized to sit
on
team's bench.

p. When he runs the bases in reverse order to confuse the defensive
team or to make a
travesty of the game. (See Rule 8. Sec. 7i

It a coach mtentionally interferes with a thrown hall while in the coach's
box, or in-

Li.

terferes with the defensive team's opportunityto make a play on another
runner. The runnet. closest to home plate at the time of the interference shall also be declared out.

r.

When. after being declared out, he mterferes with a defensive player's
opportunity to
make a play on another runner The
runner chisest to home plate at the time of the in-

terference shall also he declared out.

EFFECT

Sec tipr The hall is dead. and the haserunner is out F.tich other haserunner
roust return to the last base legally touched at the time of or before the illegal action.
NO I E
When a runner after scoring. tnterferes with a detensice player. the
runner
closest to home shall he called out

PLO

RI on third base and R2 on first hme Bauer hits a sharp grounder to Necond
ho tagt R2 t nit R2 then interfere% will the tel-ond basenuni's at-

bateman

tempt to limos fo firil to retire the batter.rwiner RULING
Bull beconws
out Bauer runner it anarded firtt hate

demi. and RI at alto
s

%%hen a dele fists e play er has the hall and the runnel remains on his feet and
deliberately,

with er Cur force. crashes into the delensts e player

El+ I:CT

Sec 8s The runner is out. the hall ts dead, and each other ham:runner must
return to the last base tout hed at the time of the collision. unless Rule X. Sec Xi
or Rule R.
Sec Xr applies

NW I
PIA I

It the act is determined to he tlagr,int. the *Mender shall he etecled
/he «licher hat received the hall and it isaiunie ti: tat, the runner attemptuig to
1, If
runner, dehheratels runt Imo ihe reacher mg, great loree, causing
him bi drop the ball RI 'LING
runni p is iigl Ile it alto etc( red II the
at't
thigront

P ( tNI
W hen he tails to keep contact st th the base to whit n he is entitled until the
hall it'ase% the pitcher 's hand When a baserunner is legit imatels tilt his base after
a pitch
or As. a result ot a hi,9 ctimpleong his turn at hat. and while the
pitcher has the ball
wuhin an X filo( (2 44 nil radius of the pitcher's plate. he must immediately
return to his
base or attempt to ads ,,ne to the nest hase
t tt Failure to Immediately return to his base
or pros eed to the next hase once the pitcher

has the hall within the ti foot i2

haserunner hong declared Ian

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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(2)

8

Once the runner returns to a hate for any reason, he will hedeclared out if he leaves

said base, unless a play is made on him or another runner (a fake throw is considered a play). the pitcher no longer has ix)ssession of the hall within the 11-fixit
(2.44 oil radius, or the pitcher releases the hall on a pitch to the hatter.

NOTE:

A base on halls or dropped third strike on which a runner is entitled to run is
treated the same as i batted ball. The batterrunner may continue past first
base and is entitled to run toward second base as long as he does not stop at
first base. If he stops after he rounds first base, he then must comply with Sec.
St1

PI.4Y

141th RI on second, 82 takes a called third strike for the first out of the inning;
meanwhile, RI leads off second base after delivers. to the plate. Catcher
returns ball to the pitcher who has it within the 8foot (2.44 ml radius tithe pitch

er's plate. Me runner at thi.s moment makes nn attempt to move either way.
The runner must immediately return 'a second or immediately adRULING
vance to the nett base. Failure to immediately return to his base or proceed to
the nest base once the pitcher has the hall within the 8-foot 12.44m) radius of
the pitcher's plate will result in the basen,nner being declared out.
(SP ()NIX) When he fails to keep contact with the base to which he is entitled
until a pitched hall touches the wound. reaches home plate, or is batted EX
CEPT1ON (1h-INCH SP ONLY) Any runner may leave his base as soon as
the hall is declared in play
EFFECT - Sec. litu: The hall is dead, "N() PITCH" is declared, and the

u.

haserunner is out .

When he abandons a base and enters his team area or leaves the field of play The
haserunner shall he declared out Immediately when he enters his team area or leaves the
fichl of play
w. When he positions himself hehind and not in contact with a base to get a running start im
any fly hall The hall remains alive
See. 9, HASERUNNER IS NOT OUT:
hasehne in order to asold
a. When he runs behind or in front of the fielder and lunsole the
interfering with a fielder attempting to field the hall in the base path
h. When he does not run in direct line to a base. provIded the fielder in the direct line does
v.

c

not have the ball in his piissession
When more than one fielder attempts to field a batted hall and the baseronner comes into

contact w ith the one who. in the lodgement of the umpire. was not entitled to field the
hall
d. When he is hit with a fair, untouched batted hall that has passed an infielder. etcluding
the pitcher. and, in the tudgemem ol the umpire. no other infielder HAD A CHANCE 10
MAKE AN OUT
141th RI on second. 82 has holt helund P6 rsho iu /'/t1lIPi I; Vi Batted Ikill
.
PIA),
If the touching of RI is
lout hes RI (Ind Is tieflecied ni foul ground RU1JNG
ai infernal. ti is ignored because batted bull hat passed a fielder If RI miennonalis deflected boned ball. umpire Hill rule inietferem-r . st oh ball hewn!.
lared out
Inv dead and R I being
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RULE 89 SECTION 9
PlAY (2)

A batted ball strikes third base and then caroms to foul territory where it
strikes RI who is leading off third. RULING
RI is out, and &di is dead.

c.

When he is hit by a fair baited hall after it touches or k touched by any fielder, ineluding
the piwher, and he could not avoid t'ontact with the hall.

I.

When he is touched with a hall not securely held by a fickler.
When the defensive team does not request the umpire's decision on an appeal play until
after the nest legal or illegal pitch, or until after the pitcher and all infielders have clearly

g

vacated their normal fielding positions and have left fair territory on their way to the
bench or dugout area.
h. When a hatter-runner overruns first base after touching it and returns directly to the base.
When he h not given sufficient time to return to a base. He will not ne called out for being

off hese before the pitcher releases the ball. "No pitch" will he called by the umpire
j.

k

I.

(Rule 6, Sec. Ifid (FP) and Sec 8c (SP and lbINCH SPY
When he has legally started to advance. He may not be stopped by the pitcher receiving
the hall while on the pitching plate. nor by the pitcher stepping on the plate with the hall in
his possession.
When he hokis his base until a fly hall touches a fielder and then attempts to advance.

When hit hy a hatted hall when touchnig his base. unless he intentionally interferes with
the hall or a fielder making a play.

PLA Y (I

With RI on second. R2 an firtt. and no outs. 83 has a ground ball or infield

Ill Ball strikes RI who is (a) near second. (b) standing on womd. ln both
caws ball has not paswd an infielder RULING - Iii (a) RI is out on either
type of lut. In (b) RI is not out on either type of hit, but ball becomes dead, and
all runners, if forced, advance one base without liability to be put out. In bath
(w and (b). 83 i.c out on ails infield fly If tits a ground ball. batter-runner is
aitarded first base

PlAY i2

RthhR 70 RULf

m W hen he slides into a base and dislotlges it from ns ripper posli1011 The hase s L'onsidered to hip.e followed the runner

f.f.f+c

Sec gm A haserunner reaching a base safely will not he out fOr being off
that haw it it becomes dislodged He may return withmn liability to he put out when the
base has heen replaced A runner forfeits this exemption It he attempts to advance beyond
the dislodged base helore it is again in proper positiim

PIA)*

RI slides into second bate After he tom het the bate. he lows contact (a)
Icy( ause the haw break c looce from at favemntt. di) he«114 le hi s Jf t Odes

the hate F4 touchet hun whde Int foot it ofl ba te RULING in a) RI is not
out In Oa RI is out
When a fielder makes a play on a batter. hanerrunner, or haserunner while using an illegal glme lhe manager of the of fended team is given tw o options
I) He may hip.e the entire play nullified with each baserunner returning to his original
base and the hatter or hatter runner batting mer again. assuming the hall and strike
ownt he had prior to the pitch he hit
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RULE 89 SECTION 10
(2)

fie may take the result of the play and disregard the illegal act

Sec. 10. BASERUNNING (SS-Over)
a. A COURTESY RUNNER shall he allowed once per inning for any reason. The courtesy
runner must he the last recorded out and must he entered prior to the first pitch to the suc-

ceeding batter. 'the courtesy runner is officially in the game when play ball has been
declared by the umpire. An ineligible courtesy runner is an appeal situation that must he
made before a legal or illegal pitch to the succeeding hatter. PENALTY- The use of an ineligible courtesy runner shall result in the removal of the runner from the base and an out
being recorded on the player whom he replaced.

h. A "NO SLIDE, NO CRASH" rule will be in effect at all bases, including home plate
Any and all incidents will result in an automatic out.
c. A "RUN-RY" rule shall be in effect at first, second, and third bases. (e.g., a player may
run past any base at any time) The runner shall he considered "safe" so long as he turns
to the right after passing the base. Any attempt to advance or to decoy the fiel'!er cancels

the run-hy- rule, and the runner may he tagged aut.
NOTh:
A batter-runner can turn to the right or left after overrunning first base as long
as no attempt is made to advance to second base.

d. Baserunners must touch the second home plate kicated adjacent to the right handed
batter's hos in order to be safe at homc. A baserunner may he retired at home plate on a
non-force situation without a tag. The defensive player only has to hold the hall while
touching the original home plate. If the baserunner touches the original home plate, he
will be out if appealed by the defensive team.
e. Once a baserunner crosses a line 20 feet from home, he cannot return to third base.
PENALTY: The baserunner will he called out if he returns.

RULE 9. DEAD BALL - BALL IN PLAY
See. 1. THE BALI. IS DEAD AND NOT IN PLAY.:
a

When a hall is hatted illegally

PI.41"

h.
c.

d
C.

RI rs on first hose 112 illekall% bats the hall towards M. and 14 ,thstruch RI
salt-anion; to second base
Rall hecomet dead the-n 112
hatted a IV is Ma. find RI mu.t return to.fir it bate

V. hen the hatter steps trson or... hos to the (Wier when the pitcher is ready hi puch

When a hall is pitched illegally

EXCEP110N Sec lc (FP ONLY) if the pitcher completes the delivery ol the hall to the
hatter and the hatter hits the hall and reaches first base salely . and ii all other haserunners
athance at least one base. then the play stands, and the pitch is no longer illegal EX('EP,
Ill IN Sec lc (SP ONLY) II the hatter swings ai an illegal pitch, the
stands, and
the pitch is no longer illegal
When "NO PI I
is declared
When a pitched hall touches any part of the hatter s person or clothing. whether (he hall is
struck at or not
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PI.4r

RI swings at a pitched hall. and the ball hits his hand while hobbng the bat.
RULING
Strike shall he calkd, and the ball is dead. Me hand is tun caw
sidered part of the bat.

1.

Whr:i a foul hall is dethred.

g. When the of fensive team causes the imerference
( )
When a hatter-runner intentionally strike% a fair hall a second time, strikes it with a
thrown hat, or deflects its course in any way while running hi first base.
(2) When a thrown hall is intentionallY totwhed by a coach or ondeck batter.

(3)

When a fair hall strikes a runner (not in contact with a base) or umpire before

(4 )

touching an infielder, including the pitcher or before passing an infielder, other than
the pitcher
When the hatter interferes with the catcher or other defensive player at home plate.
When a meniher of the offensive team intentionally interferes with a live hall.
When a runner intentionally kicks a ball which a fielder has missed.

(5)
(6)

h. When the hall is outside the established hmndaries of the playing area A hall is con..idered "outside the playing field" when it touches the ground. person on the ground. or
()bleu outside the playing area.

PIA Y

RI it in, third. f1.1 at hat with one out hos a fly ball which F5 catches in the
field 01 play F5 't momentum cautet him ta go into a dead hall area such as a
bench, a dugout. the %rands, or the arra beyond the chalk hne Or pre-game
determined miaginarv hne. RULING
Pall t dead as won at E5 enters the
dead ball area with n RI /A awarde(I one hate, and 113 is out

I

If an accident to a hatterrunner or haserunner prevents him from pox:ceding to any
Nisei%) Al filch he is av.arded A substitute runner will he permitted hn the hanerrunner
or haserunner and w ill he alio% ed to proceed to any awarded has(%)

PIA Y

Batter hut hall otvr thr fence for a home run hut falls down as he attempts to
thltance to first bate Uric injured and unable hi iantinue to play. RUIJNG
Suhuituie runner mil he permitted for hatter.runner and will he allowed to
/11"/ le the hate% to that the home run may he allotted

;SP i

PlAY
k

;FP ON!

When the hatter hunts or chips the pitched hall

Rtfl-RWRUU.

St( lin

When a wikl pitch or passed hall lodges m or gocs under. mei. or through

the backstop
IA hen tone is called by the umpire
in IA hen any part ot the hatter's pc Non or clothing is hit w U h his own hatted NH when he is
in the hatter's box
I

n

When a haserunner runs bases m teer se order calm to contuse the ticklers ill to make a
Ira% vsly of the game

p

When the hatwr is hit hy a pitched hall
When, in the iudgernent ot the umpire. the coach near third hase runs in thi. .irection of
home plate on or near the hasehne while the fielder is attempting to make a play on a hatit'd or thrown ban, and thereby draws a throw to home plate
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RULE 99 SECTION 1
(FP ONLY) When the plate umpire or his clothing or paraphernalia interferes with the
r.

catcher's attempt to throw.
When one or more members of the offensive team stand or collect at or around a base to

s.

which a haserunner is adsancing. therehy confusing the fielders and adding to the difficulty of making a play.
(FP ONLY) When a haserunner falls to keep contact with the base to wind) he is entitled

until a legally pitched hall has been released.
(SP ONLY) When a haserunner fails to keep contact with the f ase to which he is entitled
until a legally pitched hall touches the ground, reaches home plate, or is hatted.
u. (SP ONLY) After each hall or strike or a pitched hall hitting the ground or plate.

I.

/AMMON! The hall remains alive in 16-inch slow pitch.
v. When a blocked hall is declared.
w. When a hatter enters the hatter's box with, or is discovered using, an altered hat
x. When a hatter enters the hatter's box with, or is discovered using. an illegal hat.
y. When a caught fair fly ball. including a line drive (FP and SP) or hunt (FP ONLY I, which
can he handled hy an infielder with ordinary effort, is intentionally dropped with fewer
than two outs and a runner on first base; fast and second: first and third, or first, second.
and third bases.

PIM"
e.

RATER '10 RUI.1-. 7. SEC 11h.

When a fielder carries a Ilse hail into dead hall territory
EFFECT
Sec la-r The hatter or baserunners may not adsance on a dead hall unless
awarded a base or hases hv rule

aa When time has been called for a dead hall appeal
PLAY

REFI..R TO R18.1.. R. SEC. Rt (41 AND NAY 2

ab. (10-Under JO Fast Pitch Only) When a pitched ball is not hatted.

See. 2. THE BALL IS IN PLAY:
a.

b

At the start of the game and each half inning when the pitcher has ihe hall while standing
in his pitching position and play hall has been declared by the umpr e
When the infield fly rule is en lorced

NA)

c

d

e

f
g

With one aut. RI lc On SeCilnd and R2 on lira Olen 84 hut% an infield Jls

BaArrwlylers are of the oinnuM 11W Ore out, and the V start runrung (js scum as
the hall is ha P4 fads to catch du. Infield
and hoth runners crm% home
/date RI/I,ING - 84 it out for lutung infield IN. but runs count
rwtners
nutV adlunt e their own rick
When a thrown hall gi)es past a fielder and remains in playable terrain)

When a tan hall strikes an umpire or haserunner on fair ground after touching an infielder, including the pitcher. or after passing an infielder. ewluding the pik her. and pro.
vided no other infielder had a chance to make an out
When a lair hatted ball strikes an umpire on foul ground
When any runner has reached the base to which he is entitled d the t !elder fiekts a batted
or thrown hall with illegal equipment
When a haserunner is called out for passing a preceding runner
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RULE 99 SECTION 2
h. When a fair hall is legally batted.
I. When a haserunner must return in reverse order while the hall is in play.
j. When a hatter-runner or haserunner acquires the right to a base by touching it before being put aut.
k. When a base is dislodged while haserunners are trogressing aronnd the bases.
I.

When a runner runs more than :4 feet (0.91 ni) from a direct line between any base and the
next one in regular or reverse order to avoid being touched by the hall in the hand(s) of

fielder.
ni When a runner is tagged or forced out.
n. When the umpire calls a haserunner out for failure to return and touch a base when play is
resumed after a suspension of play.
a. When a live hall appeal play is legally being made.
p. When the hatter legally hits the ball.
q. When a live hall strikes a photographer. groundskeeper. policeman. etc., assigned to the
ganie.
P1.4Y

RI lum a line sh01 winch hits first base, ricochets tiff the hag, and hits a
photographer who is assigned in lake pictures of the game. Pinher barks up
plas and throws out RI admswing in second. RULING
BI is out Ball re.
strains in plas when a strikes it photographer who has been assigned to the
wale

r

I,
s

x

/

runner.

When a lair or foul fly hall has been legally caught
When a thrown hall strikes an offensive player
It the hatter drops the bat and the hall roll% against it in fair territory and, in the judgement
of the umpire, there was no intention to interfere with the course of the hall. The hatteris not out, and the hall is alise and in play.
When a thrown hall strikes an umpire
When a play is or Is not being made on an obstructed runner. or if the halter-runner is
obstructed before he touches first hese
Wrwri a thrown hall strikes a coach
(FP and 16-INCI1 SP ONLY) When a hall has heen called on the hatter When four halls
e been called, the hatter may not he put out r.efore he reaches first hase
(FP and Ie.-IN('H SP ONLY) When a strike has been called on the hatter
(VP and I ti INCH SP ONLY) When a foul up has heen legally caught

PIA Y

Thu.s the hall herome dead afier a foul up. and nun there he a foal lip which 'is
not rflughl 7 RULING
The ball does not heeome dead on a foul tip, and a
runner mas advance or be put out the ram, as after ans. strike MN a foul tip.
the hall must he twukht b% the aitcher

ad (SP ONLY) As long a.s there is a play as a result of a hit hy the hatter-runner This includes a subsequent appeal play

ab (FP and INCH SP ONLY) II the hall slips trom a pitcher's hand during his windup or
the hackswing
ac Whenever the ball is not ti?ad. a% provided in Sec I of this rule
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RULE 99 SECTION 3
Sec. 3. DELAYED DEAD BALL. There are six situations when a violation of the rule occurs, it is recognized by an umpire, and the hall rcmains live until the conclusion of the play.
These situations are:
a. An illegal pitch (Rule 6, Sections I -8)
h. Catcher's obstruction (Rule 8, Section 6d)
c. Plate umpire interference (Rule 8, Section 6d)
d. Obstruction (Rule 8, Section M)
e. Batted or thrown hall hit with detached equipment (Rule H. Section Sfl
f. Runner at third or first base assisted by a coach on a tag up (Rule H. Section 8n0
Once the entire play is completed in each situation, the proper enforcement
NOTE:

should be made. In (e). a double play could he called. One out on the coach
assisting the runner and the second out on the caught ball.

Sec. 4. (SP ONLY) THE BALL REMAINS ALIVE UNTIL THE UMPIRE CAI.LS
TIME, WHICH SHOULD BE DONE WHEN THE BALL IS HELD BY A M.AYER IN
THE INFIELD AREA AND, IN THE JUIX;EMENT OF THE UMPIRE, ALL PLAY
HAS CEASED.

RULE 10. UMPIRES
Failure of umpires to adhere to Rule 10 shall not he grounds for protest These
are guidelines for umpires.

Sec. I. POWER AND DUTIES. The umpires are the representatives of the league or
organization by which they have been assigned to a particular game and, as such, are
authorized and required to enforce each section of these rules They have the lxisser to order
a player. coach. captain, or manager to carry out or to omit any act which, in their Judgement. is necessary to give force and effect to one or all of these rules, and to inflict penalties

as herein prescribed. The plate umpire shall have the authority to make decisions on any
situations not specifically covered in the rules. THE FOLLOWING IS THE GENERA!. INFORMATION FOR UMPIRES
a. The umpire will not be a nwinher d either team I t e . plaer. coach. manager. officer.
scorer, or s(onsor)
h. The umpire should he sure of the date. time, and place of the game and should arrive at
the playing field 20.30 minutes ahead of time, start the game at the designated time, and
lease the field when the game is oser. His jurisdiction begins when he enters the field to
c.

check the bats and ends uhcn he leaves the field following the completion of the game
The male and female umpire shall wear a powder blue. short-sleeve shirt; dark navy blue
slacks, and a cap with whin: ASA letters on the front. All other paraphernalia ti e socks,
ball hag. jacket. and/or sweater) must also he dark navy blue, and the shoes and belt must
he black for hoth male and female umpires. A t-shirt is optional to wear under the powder

blue shirt however, if one is worn, it must he white. The plate umpire in fast pitch

d

MUST wear a black mask with a hlack throat protector (An extended wire protector may
be worn in lieu of a throat protector on the mask ) Body protectors are recommended for
umpires in fast pitch and are optional in slow pitch
The umpires should introduce themselves to the captains, managers, and scorers.

,
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RULE 109 SECTION 1
c. The umpires should inspect the playing field lxiundaries and equipment and clarify all
ground rules for the representatives of both teams.
1.

Each umpire will have the piiwer to make decisions on violations committed anytime

during playing time or during suspension of play.
g. No umpire has the authority to set aside or question decisions made by another umpire
within the limits of his respective duties as outlined in these rules.
h. An umpire may consult his associate(s) at any time; however, the final decision will rest
with the umpire whose exclusive authority it is to make the decision and who requests foe
opinion of the other umpire(s).
i. In order to define "respective duties," the umpire whose primary responsibility is the
judging of balls and strikes will he designated as the PLATE UMPIRE, while the umpire
whose primary responsibility is the rendering of base decisions will be designated w. the
BASE UMPIRE.
j. The plate umpire and base umpire will have equal authority to:
( I) Call a runner out for leaving a base too soon.
(2) Call TIME for suspension of play.
(3) Eject a player, coach, manager. or other Mall member from the game for violation
(If rules or flagrant misconduct.
(4
Call all illegal pitches.

K. The umpire will declare the batter or runner out, without waiting fin an appeal for
such decision. in all cases where such player is retired in accordance with these rules.

NUCE

Unless appealed to. the umpire will not call a player out for failure to touch a
base, for leaving a base t(x) soon on a caught fly hall, for halting out of order,
or for making an attempt to go to second after reaching first base, as provided
in these rules

The umpire will not pcnalite a team for infractum of a rule when imp(mng the penalty
would be to the advantage of the of fending team

See. 2. THE PI.ATE UMPIRE SHOULD:
a.
h

c

d

Take a position behind the catcher He will hase full charge of and he rewonsible for the
proper conduct of the game
Call all halls and strikes, unless he requests the help of another umpire
By agreerfent and in cooperation with the base umpire, makes decisions on plays, fair or
foul halls, and legally or illegally caught balls. On plays which would necessitate the hese
umpire leaving the infield in a two umpire system, the plate umpire will assume the duties
normally required of the base umpire
Determine and declare whether:
A hatter hunts or chops a hall
(
I
(2) A batted ball touches the person or clothing of the batter
(3) A fly ball is an infield or an outfield fly
Render base decisions as indicated in the Umpire.% Manual
Determine when a game is forfeited
Assume all dunes when assigned as a single umpire to a game
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RULE 109 SECTION 3
see. 3. THE RASE UMPIRE SHMLD:
a. Take such positions on the playing field as outlined in the Umpire's Manual.

b.

Assist the plate umpire in every way to enforce the rules of the game.

Sec. 4. RESPONSIBIUTIES OF A SINGLE UMPIRE. If only one umpire is assigned.
his duties and jurisdictions will extend to all points. The umpire's starting rmsition for each
pitch should be from behind home plate. On each batted hall or play that develops, the umpire

must move out from behind the plate and into the infield to obtain the best ptisition for any
play that develops.

Sec. S. CHAM;E OF UMPIRES. Teams may not request
game unless an umpire is incapacitated by injury or ilhwss

change of umpires during a

Sec. 6. UMPIRE'S JUDGEMENT. There will he nn appeal on any decision of any umpire on the grounds that he was not correct in his conclusion as to whether a hatted hall was
fair 4ir WI, a runner safe or out, a pitched ball a hall or strike. or on any play involving accuracy of judgement; and no decision rendered by any umpire will be reversed exceN when
he is convinced it is in violatinn of one of these rules. In ease the manager, aoing manager. or
captain of either team does seek reversal of a decision based solely on a point of rules. the
umpire whose deeis inn is in question will, if in doubt. confer with his associate(s) before taking any action; hut tinder no circumstances will any player or person, other than the manager,
acting manager. or captain of either team. have any legal right to protest any decision and
seek its reversal on a clan that it is in et in flict with these rules.
a. Under no eircumstinxes will any umpire seek to reverse a decision matk by an associate, nor
h.

will P.ny umpire criticize r interfere v.ith the dui-ws of his aMalelale( unless JAW to do so
The umpire-in-chief may rectify any situation in which the reversal of an umpire's decision or a
delayed call by an umpire places a hatter-runner, a haserunner, ta the defensive team in jeopar-

dy This correction is rna possible after one legal or illegal pitch has heen thrown, or after
the pitcher and all Infielders have clearly vacawd their nib mal fieldmg ptisitions and lune
left fair territory, on their way to the bench or dugow area
Wah RI on first hwe and .feuer than on) ow.s. the runner wtempts to steal serond
on the melt (FP ONLY) The tawher throwc to second hase as. the ()late umpire
rails hall four_ Me throw t. in wnr. and the haw umpire ralls the runner out As

P1.4Y

the runner (RI) Iraws for the &mita, the haw umpire mikes B2 hat four hahs
and RI is marled to second hase 71w defence tags RI uiwn he leam the haw
Had the tunpim no: called RI out, he would not haw left the hue RULING
Phuy RI on Arlon)! haw and 111 on first base

Sec. 7. SIGNALS:
a. SAFE
tkxty upright. eyo on the hall. and amts extended straight out with the palms down
A verbal call of SAFE" is made as the arms any snapped to this posnion from the upper chest
The same as the safe call. hut as the amts are extended straight out with the
palms down. a step should he taken towards the play
c. Olrf
Body upright. eyes on the hall, and right arm extended straight ur a. an extenssin of
the shoukkr As we oune in the HAMMER pomnon, the dhow is hem at a C10 ' angle and the

b. SAFE SELL

fist closed with the fingers facmg the right ear The left arm should he brought to the mid-
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RULE 101 SECTION 7
ses:tion of the body. A verbal call of "OUT" is made as the right ann is extended high into the
air and continued as the arm drops into the HAMMER position.
d. 01,11' SELL Come to uptight position and take a step with left foot directly at the play. Your
head should remain in position looking at the play as the upper torso turns perpendicularly from
the play. Raise right arm with an open hand behind your head into a throwing peaition as you
shuffle your right foot behind the left. Plant right foot and transfer weight, bringing right arm

over the top of your head with a closed fist, and make a vigorous OUT call. Finish call by
transferring your weight to the left foot while bringing the right foot forward and parallel to the
left.

e. STRIKE - Body upright, eyes on the ball, and right arm extended straight up as an extension
of the shoulder. As we come to the HAMMER position, the elbow is bent at a 900 angle, and
the fist is closed with the fingers facing the right ear. The left arm should be brought to the midsrmion of the body. A verbal call of "STRIKE" is made as the right arm is extended high into
the air and contimad as the arm drops into the HAMMER position.
t.

FAIR BALL Body upright, eyes on the ball, and point toward fair territory with the arm
that is toward the infield. There is no vethal call on a fair hall, and if the umpire is wearing a
mask, it should be in the left hand.

g. FOUL BALI.

On all foul balls exmpt a caught foul tly bull, the ball is DEAD, and the
DEAD BALL. signal should he given precoding the foul hull signal. For the FOUL BALL
signal, body should he upright, eyes on the ball, and the ami extended straight out from the
shoulder toward foul territory away from the playing field. A verbal call of "FOUL BALL"

should be declared 8.s the arm motion is made.
Body upright, and both arms extended high into the air with the

h. TIME OUT/DEAD BAI.L

palms of the hands open and facing away from the umpire's laxly A verbal call of "11ME" or
"DEAD BALL" is made at the sanw time the arm.s arc going up.
PLAY BALI. Body upright, eyes on the ball, and the umpire makes a motion toward
the pitcher with the right or left hand. On a right handed haner use the right hand, and on

a left-handed hatter use the left hand A veibal call of "Pl.AY" or "PLAY BALL" is
1.

made as the umpire motions toward the pitcher
Body upright, and raise either hand with the palm facing
HOLD UP PLAY (No Pitch)
the pitcher. On a right-handed hatter use the right hand, and on a left-handed batter use

k

the left hand "NO PITCH" shall he declared if the pitcher pitches while the umpire has a
hand in said position
DELAYED DEAD BALI. Body upright The left arm is extended straight out to the
side of the body as an extension of the shoulder. and the left hand is in a fist This position
is held long enough for the players to see that the umpire has observed the act that preempsed this call

I

INFIELD FLY

Body upright, eyes on the hall, and right arm extended high into the
air with a closed fist. Make a verbal call of "INFIELD FLY It the hatted ball is near a
toul line, call "INFIELD FI.Y IF FAIR

m TRAPPED BALL Same as safe signal The umpire makes a verbal call of "SAFE."
n
FOUI. TIP Body upright and eyes on the ball The fingers of both hands are touched
together, and then the umpire goes the strike signal with no verbal call This indicates
that the bat tipped the ball and was caught by the catcher

0 COUN1'

Body upriiiN. Have eye contact with the pitcher Both hands are extended
high above the head, and the fingers arc used to indicate the ball and strike count on the
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batter. Use the fingers of the left hand for balk and the fingers of the right hand for
strikes. A verbal description of the count on the batter is given while the hands are
overhead. Balls are always mentioned first and strikes second.
Body upright. Raise the right hand high above the head. indicating with two

p. DOUBLE

lingers thc numher of haws awarded. A verbal call of "TWO BASES" is inude while the
hand remains overhead.

q. HOME RUN

Body upright. Raise the right hand high above the head with a closed

list Make a counter-clockwise circling motion whh the raised fist. A verbal call of
"FOUR BASES" is made at the same time the fist is overhead.
r.

FOUR-BASE AWARD
Body upright. Raise the right hand high above the head with
fnur lingers shown. A verbal call of "FOUR-BASE AWARD" is made at the same time
the hand is overhead.

a.
h.

See. H. SUSPENSION OF PLAY:
An umpire may suspend play when, in his judgement, cmiditions justify such actuin
Play will be suspended whenever the plate umpire leaves his position to brush the plate or
to perform other duties not directly connected with the calling of plays.

c. The umpire will suspend play whenever a hatter or pitcher steps out of position for a

legitimate reason.
d. An umpire will not call tune atter piwher has started his windup
c An umpire will not call time while any play is in progress
f. In case of iniury. time will not he called until all plays in progress have been completed or
each runner ha% heen held at his base

g.

Umpires will not suspend play at the request of players. coaches, or manager% until all action in progress by either team has been completed

Rases are fidl 84 hits a long fly it) renter F7apuj F eollule tiling to make
the cinch. and both are injured All runners rem% home plate Captwn re

P1AY

quests nme to prevent the last two runs from .scoring RULING Ran does not
become
nhen a player is injured dunriR a hatted. pitched (I.1)/. or thrown

hall Umpire still not tall tone until tui further play is possible

fine. run;

Junt

h. t SP ()NI

Vs,"hen . in the tudgenwm ot fl umpiru . all ilmnethaie play is appaii.mtly corn

pleted. he thould call time

See. 9. VIOLATIONS AND PENAL HES:
a.

Players. coache s. managers. or other tearn member% will not make disparaging or ifl .
suiting remaiks to or about iippinang players. officiak, or spectators. or conmilt other
acts that cnuld he considered unsportsmanlike conduct

h.

There will he no mine than two coaches tor each team to give wt rd.. or signal% of
assistance and direct Km kl the member% of their team while at hat One should he stationed
near first hase and the other near third hase Each coach must remain in hi% coach', hos

L.

The penalty for y 'Mations by a phiyer is prompt removal of the offender Inn» the ganw
and gnitinds For the firq nftense. a coach or manager may hc warned. but tor the second
offen.e. he IN removed from thc game The offender should go directly to the dressing
room or leave the ground% for the remainder of the game Failure to do so will warrant a
forfeiture of the game
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RULE 119 SECTION 1
RULE 11. PROTESTS
S. I. PROTESTS WILL NOT BE RECEIVED OR CONSIDERED IF THEY ARE
BASED SOLELY ON A DECISION INVOLVING THE ACCURACY OF JUDGEMENT ON ME PART OF AN UMPIRE. Examples of protests which will not be considered are!

Whether a hatted hall was fair or foul.
b. Whether a runner was safe or out.
e. Whether a pitched ball was a ball or a strike.
d. Whether u pitch was legal or illegal.
c. Whether a runner did or did not touch a base
f Whether a baserunner did or did not leave his hase too soon on a caught fly ball.
Whether a fly hall was or was not caught legally
Whether it was or was not an infield fly
h
Whether there was or was not interference or ohst rucoon
Whether the field is or is not fit to continue or resume play
a

k. Whether there is or is not sufficient light to continue play
Any other matter involving only the accuracy ol the umpire's iudgement
I
rn W het he r a halted hall did or did not clear the fence in flight
Whether a hatted ball was or was not touched by a fielder before clearing the knee in
n
flight
hether a play er or ilVe hall did ii r dld Ma enter a dead hall a r ca or kWh *amie object ltr
person in a dead hall area

See. 2. PROUSTS THAT SHALL BE RECEIVED AND CONSIDERED CON-

CERN MATIERS OF 1 FIE FOLLOV ING TYPES:
a

h

Misinterpretation of a play mg rule
Valltlfe (If an umpire to appl the correct rule to a gi . en sit within
failure ol an umpire to impose the correct penalty tor a given s !anion

Sec. 3.

PROTESTS MAY INVOLVE KWH A MA1TER 01. JUDGEMENT AND

.1 HE INTERPRETATION OF A RULE.
A ii h one out and tunners on sci-ond and third. the hatter tlies out 'the runner on third tags
up alter the atra h. hut the runner on second does not The runner on third crosses the plate
bet.ve the hall Is pla,ed at seilmd hale lor the third OW The umpire does not alli m y. the run to
ot l'he questions as to whether the runner% lett their bases before the catch or whether the
p/.1% at second base %as made hdore the runner im third aimed the plate are %irately matters
tral lodgement nd are not protestable It is a misinterpretation ot a play mg rule and a proper
sulfite% r t"r protest. hosceser. it the umpire !ads to allt Is% the run to score

Ste. 4. '111E NOTIFICATION OE INTENT TO PROTEST MUST BE MADE IM-

MEDIATELY MEORE THE NEXT LEGAL OR ILLE(;M. PITCH OR BEFORE

Bum -1 EA NIS HAVE LEFF THE PLAYING YIELD. tEXCH"TION Player eligibility)
RI o obstructed by P4 while ads-wiring ro .semnd during a nuulotin betwen
MA I
tira and te,ond haws Umpire rulet O8S/ROC/10V and rerunum R1 w first

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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RULE 11, SECTION

4

ham. Offensive ream protects game (a) before first pitch to 82, (b) after first
In (a) protest is valid. In 0)
pitch to 132, (c) after game vs over. RULING
and (c) protest is denied since it was not made before the next pitch.

PLAY (2)

Bases loaded, bottom of seventh inning, two outs, and the score is visitors 4.
home 3. Home team (offensive) coach calls a second conference with a batter
in that half inning. The plate umpire calls the batter me to end the game. Both
teams are Qff the playing field and preparing to leave when the home manager
protests to the umpire in the parking lot that the ruling way incorrect. RULING
Me game is over. When both teams have left the playing field, no protest
may he accepted.

a. The manager, acting manager. or captain of the protesting team shall immediately notify
the plate umpire that the game is being played under protest. The plate umpire shall in
'urn notify the opposing manager and official scorekeeper.
b. To aid in the correct determination of the issue, all interested parties shall take notice of
the information. details, and conditions surrounding the decision to protest
NOTE:

C.

On appeal plays. the appeal must be made before the next pitch, legal or illegal. or before the defensive team has left the field. For the purpose of this
rule, the defensive team has "left the field" when the pitcher and all infielders
have clearly vacated their normal fielding positions and have lett fair territory
on their way to the bench or dugout area.

Once the game is completed and hoth teams have left the field, no protest may he filed.

EXCFPUON: Player eligibility.

Sec, 5. THE OFFICIAL WRFITEN PROTEST MUST BE FILED WITHIN A
REASONABLE TIME:
a.

In the absence of a league or tournament rule establishing the time limit for filing a protest, a protest should be considered if filed within a reasonable time, depending upon the
nature of the case and the difficulty of obtaining the information relesant to the protest

h. Within 4X hours atter the scheduled time of the contest is generally considered a
reasonable time
See.

6. THE FOLLOWING %MIEN PROTEST SHOULD CONTAIN THE

FOLLOWING INFORMA7ION:
The date, time, and place of the game
b. The names of the umpires and scorers
c. The rule and section of the official iules or Wal rule, under which the protest is made
d The information, details, and conditions pert mmt to the decisum to prinest
e. All essential facts involved in the matter protested
a.

See. 7 , THE DECISION RENDERED ON A PROTESTED GAME MUS-I RESULT
IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
a.

The protest is determined to be invalid, and the game score stands as played

b. When a protest Is determined to be valid because of the ousinterproation of a plaing
rule, the decision will be correctod, and the game shall he replayed from the point at
which the incorrect decision was made
When a protest for ineligibility is determined to be valid, the offending team shall for len
the game being played, or the game last played. to the offended team
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RULE 129 SECTION 1

RULE 12. SCORING
NOM:

Failure of official scorer to adhere to Rule 12 shall not be grounds for protest.
These are guidelines for the official scorer.

Sev. I. THE OFFICIAL SCORER SHALL KEEP RECORDS OF EACH GAME AS
OUTLINED IN THE FOLLOWING RULES. Fie shall have sole authority to make all
decisions involving judgement. For example, it is the scorer's responsibility to determine
whether a batter-runner's advance to first base is the result of a hit or an error; however, a
scorer shall not make a decision which conflicts with the official playing rules or with an umpire's decision.

Set. 2. THE BOX SCORE:
a.

Each player's name and the position or positions he has played shall be listed in the order
in which he hatted or would have hatted had he not been removed or had the game not
ended before his turn ai bat

tIP ONLY) The designated player (DP) is optional, but if one is used, it must te
made known pi ior to the start of the game and listed on the scoresheet in the regular
batting order Ten names will be listed, with the tenth name being the player playing

(lefense only This tenth player may only bat if he moves to the DP position in the
batting order.
EXCEPTION- See Rule 4. Sec 3c.
(2) (SP ONLY) The extra player (EP) is optional, but if one is used. it must he made
known prior to the start of the game and he listed on the scoring sheet in the regular
batting order. There will he I I names for men's and women's slow pitch and 12
names for coed slow pitch on the official batting order, and all will hat.
Each player's halting and fielding record must be tabulated
lhe first column will show the number of times at bat by each player. but a time at
I)
hat will not he charged against the player whenI at He hits a sacrifice fly that scores a runner
th) He is awarded a base on halls

(1)

let I Fp ONI Y) He hits a sacrifice bunt
(LI) (EP ONLY) He is hit by a pitched bull
tei (FP ONLY) He hits a sacrifice slap hit NOTE A ship ha is defined as "a fake
hunt followed by a controlled swing and resulting in the baserunner(s) advancing." as in the case of a sacrifice bunt
The second column will show the number of runs scored by each player
The third column will show the number of base hits made by each player A base hit
is a hatted hall that permits the hatter to reach base safely

(a) On a fair hall which settles on the gmund. clears the fence, or strikes the fence
before being touched by a fielder.
tin On a fair hall which is hit with such force or such slowness. or which takes such
an unnatural bounce. that it is impossible to field with ordinary effort in time to
retire tho runner
It-) When a fair ball which has not been touched by a fielder becomes dead because
of touching the person or clothing of a runner or umpire

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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RULE 12, SECTION 2
(4)

(5)

ft))

(d) When a fielder unsuccessfully attempts to retire a preceding runner an.1, in the
scorer's judgement. the batter-runner would not have been retired at first base
by perfect fielding.
The fourth column will show the number of opponents pm out by each player.
(a) A putout is credited to a fielder each time he:
(1) Catches a fly ball or line drive.
(2) Catches a thrown ball which retires a hatter-runner or baserunner.
(3) Touches a baserunner with ball when the bascrunner is off the base to which
he is entitled.
(4) Is nearest the ball whcn a runner is declared out for being struck by a fair
batted hall or for interference with a fielder, or when a runner is called out
for being in violation of Rule S. Sec. Ile and Sec. fiu.
(b) A putout is credited to the catcher:
( ) When a third strike is called.
(2) (SP ONLY) When the batter bunts or chops the ball downward
(3) When the batter fails to bat in correct order.
(4) When the batter interferes with the catcher.
(5) (SP ONLY) When the batter hits a third strike foul ball.
The fifth column shall show the number of as,ists made by each player. An assist
thall he credited
(al To each player who handles the hall in any series of plays which results in the
putout of a haserunner or batter-runner. Only one assist shall he given 10 any
player who handles the hall on any putout. The player who makes the putout in a
rundown or sumlar-type play shall he credited with both an assist and a putout.
ih) To each player who handles or throws the hall in such a manner that a putout
would have resulted except for an error of a teammate_
(c) To each player who, by deflecting a batted ball. aids in a putout
(di To each player who handles the ball on a play which results in a haserunner or
hatter rumwr being called out for interference or for running out of the baseline
The sixth column will show the number of errors made by each player Errors are
recorded
(at For each player who commits a misplay which prolongs the turn at hat ot thv
hatter or the life ot a present runner
chi For the fielder who fads to touch a base atter receiving a thrown MI to retire a
runner on a force out, or when a haserunner t compelkd (0 return to a base. and
provided the thrown hall cliuld he caught hy the fielder with ordinary Ohm
(ci For the catcher if a hatter is awarded tiNt hase because of catcher obstruction
(di For the fielder who fads to complete a ifiluble play becaase of a dnipped hall
(e) For a tit ide r if a runner advances a base because of said fielder's failure to
catch. stop. or try to stop a hall accurately .hrown to a base. provided there was
oti.-i1S11)11 tor the throw When more titan one player coukl receive the thru w. the
scorer must determine which player gets the error

Sec. 3. A BASE LIII SHALL NOT HE SCORED:
When a runner is tors ed out on a hatted hall or would have heen forced ow ext. em tor a
fielding error
h When a player fielding a hatted hall retires a preceding runner with ordinary effort
a
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RULE 120 SECTION 3
c.

When a fielder fails in an attem I to retire a preceding runner and, in the scorer's judge.
mem, the batter-runner could have been retired at first base.

Sec. 4, A RUN BATTED IN IS A RUN SCORED BECAUSE OF:
a.

h.

A safe hit.
A sacrifice hunt (FP), i4 sacrifice slap hit (EP), or a sacrifice fly (FP and SP). See Rule I,
See. 55)

A caught foul fly.
d. An infield putout or fielder's choice.
c.

c.
1.

A haserunner forced home because of obstruction, a hit batsman. or a base on balls.
A home run and all runs scored as a result.

Sec. 5. A PITCHER SHALL IW CREDITED WITH A WIN:
a.

h.

When he is the starting pitcher, has pitched at least four innings, and his team is not only
in the lead when he is replaced. hut remains in the lead for thc remainder of the game.
When a starting pitcher has pitched at least three innings and his team scores more runs
than the opposing team in a game that is terminated after five innings of play, or in a game
that is terminated after his team has scored more runs in four or more innings than the opposing team has scored in five or more innings; and provided that his team is not only in
the lead if he is replaced alter three innings of pitching, but remains in the lead for the remainder of the game.

See. 6. REGARDLESS OF THE NUMBER OF INNINGS HE HAS PITCHED, A
PITCHER SHALL BE CHARGED WITH A LOSS IF HE IS REPLACED WHEN HIS
TEAM IS BEHIND IN THE SCORE AND FAILS TO TIE THE SCORE OR GAIN
'I HE LEAD THEREAFTER.

Sec 7: THE SUMMARV SHALL LIST THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IN THIS
ORDER:
a

h
v
d

'rho score hy inning% and the final score
1 he rims hatted in and hy ss hom
I w o hase hits and hy sshom
Three base hits and hy whom
ii(mio run% and hy

I

Sac rut ice flies and hy ss hom

g

Douhle play% and play er % participating in them

Triple plays and players participating in them
Numher ol hikes on hall% charged to each pitcher
t
Number of hatte.. snuck out hy can pitcher
k
Number ot has and runs allowed hy each pacher
I
I he name id the winning pitcher
m I he name lit the losing pitcher
h

n

(I

I he time of the game
rhe Mime., of the Umpire.. and %corers

p UP ONLY) Stolen haw% and hy whom
II-II ON I

Sacrifice hunt% and hy

huiumu

P )Nl Y i I he name% ot hatter% hit hy a putt hed hall and ihe name% ()I the pitchers who
ha them
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RULE 129 SECTION 7
%.

I.

(FP ONLY) The number of wild pitcher: charged lo each pitcher.
(FP ONLY) The number of passed balls charged to each catcher.

Sec. N. (FP ONLY) A STOLEN BASE IS CREDITED TO A BASERUNNER
WHENEVER HE ADVANCES ONE BASE UNAIDED BY A HIT, PUTOUT, FORCE

OUT, FIELDER'S CHOICE, PASSED BALL, WILD PITCH, AN ERROR, AN ILLEGAL PITCH, OR OBSTRUCTION,
Sec. 9. ALL RECORDS OF A FORFEITED GAME WILL BE INCLUDED IN THE
OFFICIAL RECORDS EXCEPT THAT OF A PITCHER'S WON-LOST RECORD.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FON GIRLS & WOMEN IN WONT

POINTS OF EMPHASIS
1.

APPEALS
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

TYPES: There are four major appeal plays: (1) Missing a ahaw
base on a caught fly ball before the ball is first touched, (3) Batting out of order,
(4) Attempting to advance to second base after making the turn at FIN base.
ALIVE: In all games an appeal may be made during a live ball by witching the
base missed or left toti soon on a caught fly ball, or by tagging the runner commit.
ting the violation if he is still on the playing field.

DEAD: The dead ball appeal may be made in all games once time has been
granted Any infielder with or without the ball. may make a verbal appeal on a
runner missing a base or leaving a base too soon on a caught ball. The administer.
ing umpire should then make a decision on the play.
MAY NOT RETURN: A runncr may not return to touch a missed base or one left
too soon on a caught fly ball if:
I I he has entered his team arla.
2) a following runner has scored, or
3) he is occupying a base beyond the onc missed or left too soon on a caught fly
ball. and the ball becomes dead.

WHEN: appeals must be made ( before the nest legal or illegal pitch or (2)
before the pitcher and all infielders have clearly vacated their normal fielding
positions and have left fair territory on their way to the bench or dugout area.
ADVANCE: Runners may advance during a live ball appeal play. If the ball is not
dead in FAST PITCH, each runner may leave his base when (a) the pitcher fig
longer has possession of the ball within 8 feet of the pitcher's plate, or (b) when
thc pitcher make% a play on any runner (a fake throwing motion is considered A
play )

IF TIME OUT IS REQUESTED FOR AN APPEAL. THE UMPIRE

SHOULD GRANT IT IN EITHER FAST OR SLOW PITCH, and runners may

(.
H.
I.

J.

K.

not advance until the nest pitch

MORE THAN ONE APPEAL: More than one appeal play may be made. but
gocs,ing games should not he allowed Example: Runner misses second by a step
hut lust touches thc corner of third base. Even though an appeal is made at third
(umpire called runner safe), an appeal may be made at second on the same runner.
AW ARDS: An appeal must he honored even if the base missed was before or after
an award
PI.ATE & TAG MISSED: If a runner misses home plate and the catcher misses
the lag. the umpire should hesitate slightly If no tag is made, he should declare
the runner safe If an appeal play is then made by tagging either the runner or
home plate. the umpire should thcn make a decision on this appeal play.
FORCE OUT: If an appeal is honored at a base to whii.h a runner was forced to
advance and the out is » force out. no runs would score if it was the third out. If a
loreed runner, after touching the next base, retreats for any reason towards the
tuse he had last occupied. the force play is reinstated, and he may again be put out
11 the delense tags the base to which he is forced NOTE There may not be a force
out it the hatter does not become a haner-ru nner or haserunner
TAG UPS: If a runner leaves a base too soon on a caught fly ball and returns in an
attempt iii retag. this is considered a time play and not a force out_ If the appeal is
the third out, all runs %cored by runners in advance of the appealed runner. and
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POINTS OF EMPHASIS
scored ahead of the legal appeal. would count.

L.

MISSING FIRST BASE BEFORE THE THROW ARRIVES: If a runner
passes first base before the throw arrives, he is considered to have touched the
base, unless an appeal play is made.

M. FOURTH OUT APPEAL: An appeal may he made after the third mit as long as
it is made properly: i.e., one out with a runner on third and a runner on first base.
Hatter hits u fly hall that is caught. Each runner leaves his base before the caught
hall is touched. An appeal is made at first base for the third out. The defensive
wam then makes another appeal at third before the infielders leave the infield. The
runner on third would be declared out also. and the run would not count.
2.

BAITING OUT OF ORIWR may he appealed by the defensive team while the tuner
is at the plate. The offensive team may correct a wmng hatter at the plate with no
penalty. Once a hatter has completed his turn at but and before the next legal or ilkiwi pitch, or before the pitcher and all infielders have clearly vacated their nor-

mal fieldmg rxisnions and have left fair territory on their way to the bench or
dugout area, the appeal may be made hy the defensive team only

BAITING OUT OF THE BA'rTER'S BOX

3.

In order for the hatter to he called out for "halting out of the box," one foot or KO feet
must be on the ground completely outside the lines of the box when contact is made
%ith the hall The lines of the hatter's box are considered inside the hos The batter is to
be called out if any part of a toot is touching home plate when he hits the hall. even
though he may he hniching the lines in the hatter's hox.
Hitting the hall while out of the hatter's box is not an appeal play It must be called ininwdiately The baiter is out whether the hall is hit fair or fitul In eases where there are
not hatter's hos lines et, ident. good judgement ITILAt bC used. and the benefit (it any
doubt must go to the hatter

4.

CATCHER'S BOX
The catcher \ hos, as described in Rule 2. Sec 41, is 10 Itt in length trout the rear
outside corners of the hatters' boxes. Including home plate (SP ()NLY) The catcher
may not ha% e any part of his body or equipment touching the ground outside the Imes of
the catcher's hos until the hall is hatted, touches the ground or plate. or reaches the catch

er's bii lisa violanon of Rule 6. Sec ld and an illegal pitch if the catcher touches the
ground outside the Imes of the catcher -s hox The intent of this rule is to proem catch
er ohstruction

Even if the L'atcher is legally within the catcher's hot. he mils not ohstruct the hatter
Obstruction does not require contact between the catcher and the hat or hatter The um-

pre's request hn the catcher to tome farther away twin the hatter to avoid iniury or
ohstruclion should alvvays he obey ed t Si,e 4 archef ohgruction under P( /h.
5.

1

t AFT:REM:ES
A

Detensise
A chargixi dekrrose conference takes place %hen the defense requests a suspensum
of play for any reason. and a represent:on e enters the play mg field nd confers with

the pitcher The intent of the rule is to reduce delay s in the game It is also a 4.'on-

III40
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POINTS OF EMPHASIS
ference If the team representative confers with another player who, prior to a
pitch being thrown, confers with the pitcher. The umpire should advise the team
representative when he declares a charged conference. The penalty for a second
charged conference with the sarne pitcher in one inning is removal of the pitcher
from the pitching position for the duration of the game.
The following are not defensive confetences:
If the team represemative informs an umpire prior to cnissing the foul line that
I)
2)
3)

4)

he is removing the pitcher. and he does so.
Shouting of instructions from the dugout area to the pitcher.

If a dugout representative confers with a pitcher during a charged offensive
conference and is ready to play ball when the offense is.
A manager playing in the game may confer with the pitcher and is not chrged;

however, an umpire may control repeated meetings between a playing
manager and a pitcher by first issuing a warning and then ejecting that
manager.
R.

OFFENSIVE
An offensive charged conference occurs wh.n an offensive team requests a
suspension of play and is granted time by an umpire to permit a team representative (usually the manager or coach) to confer with a batter and/or baserunner(s).
One conference is allowed between the team representative and either one hatter
and or baserunners per inning PENALTY: the umpire(%) should refuse to grant
the second conference. If the offensive team insists on holding a second conference in an inning after being informed by the umpire that it is not permitted, the
umpire should eject the team representative from the game 4nd from the playing
field It is not a charged offensive conference if: 1) a team representative confers
w Mt a batter and/or baserunner(s) during a defensive charged conference and is
ready to play when the defense is, and 21 if pitcher is putting on a warrnup jacket.

CROW HOP AND LEAP (Fast Pitch Only)
A CROW HOP can he as little as niches front the pitching plate or several feet front the

plate his defined as the act of a pitcher who slides or hops of f the front of (he plate,
replants the pivot fitot, pushes off front the spot and completes the delivery. With this
at.tion. the pitcher is gaining an advantage by replanting the pivot foot in front of the
rubber. cstahlishing a second impetus (or starting point), at a distance less than required
by rule i4t) feet for men and boys and/or 40 feet for wonwn and Cid%)
LEAPING is defined as the act of a pitcher which causes him to be airborne on his inluta! moose and push to the plate The momentum built by the forward movement of the

pitcher. callses the entire body including both the pivot and nonpoot fixt to he in the
air and moving toward home plate as the delivery is conmleted

With the leaping style of pitching, the pitcher will release the ball simultaneously with
his return to the ground, the pivot foot will then slide to thc side and drat, as the pitcher
folhiws through This follow through shook' not be confused with replanting and gaining a second starting punt (as in the CROW HOP) hut simply a finish or follow through
ol the leap style pitching At the completion of the leap. the non-ptvot foot is planted
and will not allow the pitcher to gain further distance towards the ;late, therefore the
slide and drag of the pivot foot is a legal act
NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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DELAYED DEAD BALL SITUATIONS

7.

There are now six situations when umpires will enforce a delayed dead ball call:

I) An illegal pitch (Rule 6, Secs. 18)
2) Catcher's obstruction (Rule 8, Sec. 2d)
3) Plate umpire obstruction (Rule 8, Sec. 6d)
4) Obstruction (Rule 8, Sec. 5b)
5) Batted or thrown ball hit with detached equipment (Rule 8, Sec. 5f)
6) Runner at 38 or I B assisted by a coach on a tag up (Rule 8, Sec. 8m)
Once the entire play is completed in each situation, the proper enforcement should be
made. In (5) a double play could be called: one out on the coach assisting the runner and
the second out on the caught ball.

DELIBERATELY CRASHING INTO A FIELDER WITH THE BALL

8.

(Interference)
In order to prevent injury and protect the defensive player attempting to make a play on
a runner, the runner must be called out if he remains on his feet and deliberately, with
great force, crashes into a defensive player holding the ball and waiting to apply a tag.

NOTE: If the act is determined to be flagrant. the offender will be ejected. A runner
may slide into the fielder.

I)
2)

3)

4)

9.

When a runner is called out for deliberately crashing invr a fielder holding the
ball, the hall becomes dead. Each runner must return to the last base touched at
the time of the contact.
If, in number I ) above, the runner deliberately crashed into a fielder holding the
bull before he was put out and, in the judgement of the umpire. it was an attempt

to break up an obvious double play, the immediate succeeding runner will illSO
be declared out under Rule 8, Sec. 8J.
It the deliberate crash occurs after the runner was called out, the runner closest
to home plate will be declared out under Rule 8, Sec. 8r.
If an obstructed runner deliberately crashes into a fielder holding the ball, the
obstruction call will be ignored, and the runner will he called out under Rule 8.
Sec. tit An award of this type under Rule 8. Sec 5b( I) and (2) does not give the
runner the right to violate Rule 8. Sec 8s

DESIGNATED PLAYER OR DP (FP ONLY)
This individual was previously called the "DH", however, because vf the rule change
whereby he can now play defense, he shall now be called a "designated player" of
"DP The player listed number 10 in the batting order, who plays defense only. will
be called the DEFO
I
Any of the starting 10 players may be withdrawn and re-enter the game one time
2)
Only nine players may bat, however. defensive players may play any position any
time on Jefense without penalty. DPs are not limited to only one defensive position
3)

No one is considered to have left the game until he has been removed from the batting order EXCEIYTION. The DEFO is considered to have left the game any time
he is substituted for, or the DP plays defense for him.

1
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4)
5)

6)
7)
8)
9)
10

If the DP plays defense for sonic player other than the DEFO, in reality the other
player only bats and assumes the DP role temporarily.
A starting player and hk substitute may never be in the game at the same time.
The DP and DEFO may never be on offense at the same time.
The DEFO may never play offense only.
The DEFO may enter the game offensively for the original DP position.
Ex DP may never play defense only.
The DP and the DEED may both re-enter one time, just like any other starting
player.

10. !MIME BASE
With the approval of the double base al first base, the following rules should he enforced
for its usage:

A.
R.

D.
E
E

A hatted hall hitting the white portion is declared fair, and a batted ball hitting the
orange potion is declared fbul.
Roth white and orange ponions are treated equally for both the offense and the
defense when running out a base hit or attempting to tag the hag for a force ow.
The hatter-runner may use the orange portion on the first attempt al first base:
however. should he reach and go beyond first base, he must return to the white
portion
Should the haticr-runner round the base on a hit to the infield or to the outfield, he
m. I return to the white portion.
twn tagging up on a fly ball, Me white portion must he used.
On an wienipted pick off play (E" ONLY). the runner must return to the white
port ion

II

EQUIPMENT ON THE PLAYING FIELD
No loose equipment, niiscellaneous items, or detached part of a player's uniform, other
than that being legally used in the game at the time, should he within playable territory.
Equipment which may be within playable territory with no penalty includes the batter's

hat, the catcher's mask, umpire paraphernalia, any helmet which has inadvertently
1)11 an offensive or defensive player during the course of play, or any equipment
belonging to a person assigned to the game Loose gloves. hats. helmets, jackets. bats

tincluding the on-deck baiter's Kaki), or any other loose equipment, miscellaneous
nem. or detached uniform part which are within playable territory and are not being
legally used in the game at the time could cause a Mocked hall or interference (Rule S.
Sec 5g).
A. THROWN BALL: ( I If a thrown ball hits loose equipment belonging to the team
at hat. interference is ruled if such action interferes with the play. Thc player heitia played on shall he declared ow. the ball is dead, and each baserunner mast
return to the last base touched prior to the thrown ball holing the loose equipment.
t 21 If the hat or glove belongs to the team in the field, it becomes a blocked ball.
and the merthrow rule applies. (3) If no apparent play is obvious, no one is called
out, but all runners must return to the last base touched at the time of the dead ball
declaration.
B.
TIED BALL: ( I) A batted foul hall touching loose equipment is a foul ball.
(2) . hatted fair ball bowwing off a fielder or a base and touching loose equipment
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hehmging to a) the offense or b) the defense is considered a live hall and in play.

The umpire should make every effort to keep all playable territory free of
Wise equipment, clothing, or miscellaneous items. When they are noticed.
have them removed immediately.
12.

EXTRA PLA YER OR EP (SP UNIX)
This individual was previously called the "EH"; however, because of the rule change
whereby he may now play defense, he shall now be called an "extra player" or
Ira team uses the EP, it must be on the lineup curd al the start of the game and the team
must end the game with II players or forfeit.
All 11 players hat, hut only 10 play defense. Changes with the defensive players may be
made each inning; however, the batting order may not change. (i.e.. the EP may sit on
the bench one inning. play 3B one inning, play outfield one inning, sit on the bench
again, and then play I It All would he legal as long as the EP remained in his same position in the batting order. This would he the same for any of the II starting players.)
Any of the starting II may leave the game once and re-enter. A starting player and his
substitute may not be in the game at the sante time. If this occurs, the manager and the
player listed in the wrong spot on the batting order are ejected by the umpire.

13. FAKETAG
A.

3)

(4.

A "FAKE TAG" occurs when a fielder without the hall deceives the runner by
impeding his progress (lisy: causing him to slide, slow down, or stop running).
Obstruction is called when a FAKE TAG is made as mentioned above. The
)
umpire shall give the delayed dead ball signal and let the play continue to its
and each other runner affected by the
completion. The obstructed runner
will always be awarded the base or bases he would have
obstruction
reached if there had not been any obstruction under Rule 8, Sec. 511(2).
Rememher. each runner is awarded a base or bases only if. in the judgement
of the umpire, he would have made the base or bases had there not been any
obstruction
The umpire 5hould rule 'obstructkm on a FAKE TAG. Continued
2)
FAKE TAGS should result in ejections. In flagrant cases where the sliding
player rts hurt, the offending player should he ejected without warning
II a fielder fakes a tag hut the runner continues on to the next base without sliding
or breaking stride, there is no rule violation. Obstruction is "the act of a fielder in
the base path without the hall, impeding the progress of a runner In this case the
progress was not impeded

FA1.1.1M; OVER THE FENCE ON A CATC11
A player does not have to have either one or both feet on the ground when making a
catch If he catches a bali in the air and his momentum carries him through or over a
fence, the catch is good, the batter runner is out, the hall is dead, and with fewer than
two outs, all runners arc advanced one base without liability to be put nu Guidelines to
use are I I) If he catches the hall BEFORE he touches the ground outside the playing
area. the catch is good (2) If he Latches the hall AFTER he touches the ground outside
the playing area, a is not a catch
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15.

FORFEITS
A.
B.

C.

Remember, only the plate umpire may forfeit a game (Rule 10, Sec. 20.
If a base umpire forfeits a game, however, the plate umpire should also announce
the forfeiture, if he agrees. If he disagrees. he should reverse the base umpire's
decision, although this should rarely happen.

The umpire may forfeit a game if physically attacked by a player or spectator.
The word may is used instead of shall to give the umpire leeway since circumstances often dictate whether or not the game should be forfeited. An umpire
should use good judgement when forfeiting a game. Forfeiture of a game should
always be his last option.

A BALL A SECOND TIME

lb.

When an umpire considers the act of a batter "hitting a ball a second time," he should
place the act into ne of three eatagories. These arc:
A.
If the hat is .1 the hand(s) of the batter when the ball comes into contact with it,
and if the bat ir. over fair territory. IncludIng over home plate, and the batter is in
the batter's tx), . it is a foul hall. If an entire foot of the batter is completely outside
the lines of the oatter's box, he is out. If the ball is over foul territory or in the batter's hos when the second contact is made, it is a foul hall. When in doubt, don't
guess the hatter out. Call it a foul hall.
B
If the bat is out of the batter's hand(s) (dropped or thrown) and it hits the hall in
fair territory, the hall is dead. and the batter-runner is out. If the ball hits the bat
on the ground. the batter is not out. The umpire should then determine whether the
hall is fair or foul based on the fair/foul rule. Utile ball rolls against the bat in fair
territory, it remains alive. If it stops or is touched in fair territory, it is a fair ball.
If it touches the bat in fair territory and then rolls to foul ground and stops. it is a
foul ball If the hall rolls against the hat in foul territory, it is a foul ball
regardless
C.

17

If a batter sv.ings and misses the ball but accidentally hits it on the backswing, or
intentionally hits it on the .second swing. the ball is dead whether hit fair or foul,
and is called a foul hall If on the third strike in slow pitch, the batter is out.

HOME RUN CLASSIFICATION (SP ONLY)
A limit of over-the-fence home runs will he used in all men's and co-ed slow pitch divisions There is no limit to men's Super Division or v.-omen and youth play.
A

All balls hit over the fence in a game BY A TEAM in excess of the following
limits will he ruled a foul ball, and if a foul ball is the third strike, the batter is out;
Major (12) and Class A (6). Major church. industrial, co-ed. masters, and class

'B' have a limit of three (3) with any excess calling the batter out. Class 'A'

13

church, industrial, co-ed atid co-ed industrial and class 'C' have a limit of one (I)
home run with any excess calling the batter out. For any class 'D' classification
the first player who hits a home run is called out, and for any subsequent player
hitting a home run is declared ineligible and removed from the game.
Any hall touched by a defensive player which then goes over the fence in fair territory should he considered a four base award and is not included in the total of
over-the-fence home runs
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C.

If the batter misses first base on the over-thefence home run and is called out on
an appeal play, he is not credited with a hit, and the team is not charged with a
home run if no preceding runner has scored as a result of the hit ball. If he misses
any base and is called out on an appeal play, the hit ball would still count towards
the overthe-fence home run limit if any preceding runner has scored, despite the
fact that it would be recorded in the scorebook as either an out, a single, e rtouble.
or a triple.

IMAGINARY LINE OR DEAD BALL AREA

18.

When a fielder carries a live ball into a dead ball area, the ball becomes dead, and base
or base(s) are awarded all baserunners. If the act is unintentional, the award is one base.

If the act is intentional, the award is two bases. The award is governed from the last
base legally touched at the lime the ball became dead.
If a chalk line is used to designate an "out of play" area, the line is considered in play.
If a fielder is touching the line, he is considered in the field of play and may make a
legal catch or a legal throw. If either foot is on the ground completely in dead ball territory (not touching the line), the ball becomes dead. No play may be madt.
If a player has one foot inside the line or touching the line, and another foot in the air at
the time a catch is made, the catch is good, and the batter is out. lithe fielder then steps
into a dead ball arca (foot on the ground), the ball becomes dead, and all haserunners
are awarded one base from the last base touched when the ball became dead.

INTENTIONALLY DROPPED BALI.

19.

The ball could not be intentionally dropped unless the fielder has actually caught and
then dropped it. Merely guiding the ball to the ground should not he considered an intentionally dropped ball.

INTENTIONALLY THROWN BALL OUT OF PI AY

20.

Defensive players who intentionally throw ball out of pimp in order to prevent a runner
from returning to a previous base will he penalized by aw....iidg all runners two bases
from the last base touched when the ball left the fielder's hand. Normal award would he
from the "original base" if a runner is returning to the original base (See Rule 8, Sec.
5, EXCEPTION)
21.

INTENTION/

VALK (F1) ONLY)

The ball is alive during an intentional walk in fast pitch All defensive players except
the catcher who must remain in his catcher's box, and the pitcher who must he in LI legal

pitching position at the start of each pitch, must he in fair territory until the pitch is
released If they do not position themselves in fair territory, an illegal pitch should he
calltd tor each pitch thrown while any member of the defense is standing in foul ter
ritory In fast pitch the pitches must he thrown to the baiter
22

INTENTIONAL WALK (SP ONI
Because the ball is dead when it crosses the plate and therefore no play mas he made, it

o permissible for the hatter to he walked intentionally if the platy umpire is notified by
the pitcher 111.' TWO SUCCMIVE BA1TERS ARE 10 BE WAI.KED, the plate
umpire w.11 not a Naid the second intentional walk until the first hatter reixhes first base
(Role S. Sec 2c).
111-10.
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23.

INTERFERENCE
Interference is defined as "the act of an OFFENSIVE player or team member which
impedes, hinders, or confuses a defensive player attempting to execute a play." Defensive players must be given the opportunity to field the hall anywhere on the playing
field.
A) BaserunnIng interference includes a haserunner or hatter-runner who interferes
with a fielder, a baserunner or batter-runner who is hit by a fair, untouched batted
ball, and a thrown ball which strikes any illegal loose equipment, detached part of
a uniform, or miscellaneous item left in playable territory by the offensive team.
When a runner interferes with a fielder, it may be in the form of physical
I)
contact, verbal distraction, visual distraction, or any other type of distraction which would hinder the fielder in the execution of a play. The umpire
must determine if the interference occurred before or after the runner who
interfered was put out and then apply the proper rule. Verbal interference is
actually an act of unsportsmanlike conduct and should he treated as such
when calling a player out.
When a haserunner is hit by a fair hatted hall. it is interference if it occurred
before it passed an infielder (excluding the pitcher) or after it passed an infielder (if another infielder had a chance to make an out), and provided the
runner was not in contact with a base It is NOT interference if the batted
hall touched or was touched by a player hefore it hit the runner.
A runner could he standing on a base and a defensive player bumps the run3)
ner while watching the flight of the ball. If the defensive player fails to make
a catch on a catchable hall, it is umpire's judgement whether interference
should or should not he called The rule provides that a coach or runner must
vacate any space needed by a fielder to make a play on a hatted ball, unless
the runner has contact with a legally occupied base when the hindrance occurs In such case, the runner should not be called out unless the hindrance is
intentional
Ratter interference occurs while the batter is at bat and before he hits the hall. It
occurs in Fast Pttch when the batter interferes with the catcher's throw on an attenipted steal, or when he interferes with the catcher on a play at the plate. The

2)

Ri

batter's txis is not a sanctum) for the batter

lie must vacate it to prevent in-

terlerence

()
I))

Ei

On-deck batters may he charged with interference it they interfere with a throw
or a fielder's opportunity to make an out on a tly ball
('oach's interference occurs when a base coach runs toward home and draws a
thross , when he interferes with a fielder attempting to catch ei throw a ball, or
when he aids a runner The coach's hos is noi a sanctuary
Spectator interference occurs whenever a spectator enters the ficid and interferes
with a play, or reaches onto the field from the stands and prevents a fielder from
catching a fly ball in the field of play It is not interference if the fielder reaches
Into the stands The field helongs to the fielder, and the stands belong to the spectators

H

Umpire interference occurs- (I) (FP & SP) when an umpire is hit by a fair untouched batted ball before it passes, an infielder (excluding the pitcher) or after it
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Nsses an infielder (including the pitcher) and another fielder had a chance to
make an out: or (2) (FP) when an umpire interferes with a catcher's attempt to put
out a haserunner stealing. In number ( I ) the hatter-runner is awarded first base
(excep(ion to the statement that someone must be called out on interference). In
number (2) it is interference only if the haserunner is not pul out. in which case he
is returned to his base. In no other ease is umpire interference ruled.

When batter, batter-runner, baserunner, on-deck batter, or coach interference occurs, the ball is dead, someone must be called out, and each other baserunner mast
return to the last base touched at the time of the interference.

24, LOOK-RACK RULE (FP ONLY)
Rule R. Sec. lit! The baserunner is OUT:
When he faik to keep contact with the base to which he is entitled until a legally pitched
ball has been released. When a hascrunner as legitimately off his hike after a pitch or as
a result of a hatter complefing his turn at hal, he must immediately attempt to advance to
the next base or immediately return to the base left while the pitcher ha% the ball within

the R-foot radius of the pitcher's plate. The responsibility is completely on the runner. There I% no ohligation un thc pitcher to LOOK. FAKE, OR THROW.
A) Failure to immediately proceed to the next base or return to his original base after
the pitcher ha% the ball within the 11-tixa radius of the pitcher's plate will result in
the haserunner being declared out.
13)

C)

Once the runner return% w a hose for any reason, he will he declared out if he
leases said hike, unless it) u play is made on him or anothet rumwt. h) the pitcher
does not have possession of the hall within S feet of thc pitching plate. L.) the
pitcher releases the hall to the hatter. or di the pitcher drops the hall
If two runner% arc off base and two different umpires call each runner out. they
must determine which runner Via% Called out first and return the other to the hase
he Wit It is not possihle to ohtam two outs on this rule

A base on balls is treated the same as a hatted hall as long a% the hatter runner continues
past first haw If he stop% at first base, however, and then sup% off the haw after the pitch

er ha% the hall within 8 ted of the pacher's plate, he is OUT.

If. after the pitcher has the hall withm 8 feet of the piwher's plate, the runner start% hack
to hi% original hase tn forward to another Nse anti then stops or reverses directilin. he is
OUT. unless the pitcher make% a play on him When a play h made on a runner. he may
stop or reverse hi% direction

The runner is OUT if he stands off his base and doe% not immediatdy attempt to advance or return after the pitcher ha% the hall within 8 feet of the paher 's plate

If the pitcher throws the hall from within 8 feet of the pitcher's plate. carries ii from
there: sets It on the ground. or otherwise loses possession of it, including handing it to

another player (even within the R feeth it is interpreted as MAKING A PLAY. and
runners on base may lease at their own risk. provided time is ma out A take throw is
also c)nsidered as MAKING A PLAY. The throwing arrn must he raised on a fake
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throw, and an actual movement forward ntust be made. Just raising the arm is not considered a fake throw.
A player is considered to be within the 8-1oo1 radius when he is a) standing completely
inside the ilfoot circle or b) standing on the line.

MODIFIED PITCH

25.

Modified Pitch and Fast Pitch softball follow the same rules in all aspects of the game
except the pitching requirements. This in fact craned the title MODIFIED PITCH. Pitchers are restricted in their delivery. No windmill or sling shot delivery is allowed. This
restriction has created an equal game involving pitching, hitting, and defensive play.
Together with the strategies of fast pitch, the MODIFIED PITCH game is gaining in
popularity throughout the country. The significant ptAnts to look for in a Modified Pitch
legal delivery:
A. The pitcher shall take a posaion with both feet on the ground and in contao with
the pitcher's plate.
H.
While in this position. the pitcher shall take a signal from the catcher.
C.
The pitcher shall hold the ball in both hands for not less than I second and not
more than 10 seconds before releasing it
D.
The pitcher may take the ball behind the back on the backswing.
E.
F.

C.
H
I

.1

26

The ball must nol be outside the pitcher's wrist on the downward motion and
during the complete forward delhery.
On the forward swing of Ihe pitching arm, the elbow must be locked al the
point of release.
The shoulders and the drhing hip must be squared to home plate when the

ball Is released.
The release of the ball must he on the first forward swing of the pitching arm past
the hip
The release must have a complete smooth followdh rough. with no abrupt stop of
the arm near the hip.
The pitch is completed with a step toward hinne plate and simultaneous with the
delivery of the hall to the hatter.

OBSTRUCTION
Obstruction is the act of a fielder (II not in possession of the hall. (2) not in the act of
fidding a hatted ball, or (3) not ahout to receive a thrown ball, which impedes the progress of a hatter.runner or haserunner who lk legally running the bases.
NOTE- In defining "Not about to receive a thrown ball.' the ball must be between the
advancing runner and the defensive player about to make the catch and play. lf the ball
(ruiNide this area, and a collision occurs. obstruction is ruled If the ball is in this area
and a collon occurs. it is neither obstruction nor interference, and the hall remains
Whenever ohstruetion occurs, whether a play is he.ng made on u runner or not. the umpire will declare ohstruction and signal a delayed dead ball The hall will remain alive.
If the obstructed runner is put out prior to reaching the base he would have reached had
there not been obstruction, a dead ball is callod, and the obstructed runner
and each
other runner affected by the obstruction
will be awarded the base(%) he would have
reached. in the umpire's judgement. had there not been ohstruction An obstructed run-
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ner may never be called out between the two bases where he is obstructed. If he is tagged between the same two bases, the obstructed runner would either be awarded the forward base or returned to the last base touched.

If the ohstrueted runner is put out after passing the base he would have reached had
there not been obstruction, he is running at his own risk and if tagged. would be called
out. The ball remains alive, and other plays may he made.
When an obstructed runner is awarded or reaches a base he would have made had there

been no obstruction and a preceding runner is on that base, time will be called. The
obstructed runner will be awarded that base, and the runner occupying it will be entitled
RI advances to third base and
to the next base without liability to be put out. PLAY
remains there. R2 is obstructed rounding second base, and he makes it safely to third
base. This is the base he would have reached had he not been obstructed. The ball is
thrown to the third baseman while there are Iwo runners on third base. RULING: "Two
runners on the same base" does not apply here, Sincc RI is forced, the umpire will call
time and award RI home and R2 third base
PLAY R2 is obstructed between second and third bases while a play is being made at

the plate on 2: - bol is then thrown to F6 who tags the obstructed runner. R2, near
the hall to F4 who tags the hatter-runner. R3. attemptii.g to
1.
third ba.
reach sect.

RULING: Ths
made on the ohstni

ie plate was legal. When the ball is thrown to F6 and the tag
I 1(2. the hall is ruled dead. and R2 is awarded third if, in the umwould have made third. 1(3 is returned to first base because the
.

pire's judgement.
hall was dead.
When the baserunner is obstructed during a "rundown", a delayed dead ball is called.
lf the runner is tagged out after heing obstructed, time is called, and he is awarded the
base he would have made had there been no obstruction. If the ball is overthrown after
the obstruction, the runner may advance, lie may not he called out between the two
bases where he was obstructed.
"Catcher obstruction" is a delayed dead hall call Should catcher obstruction be
called when the batter hits the ball, and if he reaches first base safely. and if all other
runners have advanced at least one base, the obstruction is cancelled All action as a
result of the batted hall stands. If he does not reach first base, or if one of the other runners does not advance at least one base, the manager of the batting team has the option
of taking the result of the play or awarding the hatter first hase and advancing other runners only if they are forced because of the award
27

OVERRUNNING FILIc.T BASE:
iase. the batter-runner may legally turn to his left or his right
After over-running
when returning to the base If any attempt is n:ade to advance to second, regardless of
1 territory, he is liable for an appeal out if tagged by a defen.
whether hc is in fair .
sive player with the halt

28. OVERTHROWS
Runners are always awarded two bases on overthrows which become blocked. When
the throw is by an infielder or an outfielder, the two bases arc awarded from the last
base touched at the time the ball left the thrower's hand
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Direction of runners has no bearing on the award; i.e.. when an overthrow is made on a
runner returning to a hese, he is awarded two bases from that base. If he was returning
to first base and the throw was from the outfield and it left the outfielder's hand before
the runner got back to first base, the runner would he awarded third base.
If a runner touches the neat base and returns to his original base, the original base he
left is considered the "last base touched" for purposes of an overthrow award.
The award of hoses is based on the position of the front runner if there are two runners
between the same bases at the time of award. Two runners between first and second will
be awarded second and third: however, if two runners are between second and third,
both will he awarded home.
When a fielder loses possession of the ball on an attempted tag and the ball then enters
the dead hall area or becomes blocked, all runners are awarded one 1..e from the last
base touched at the time the ball entered the dead ball area or became hlocked.

(FP ONLY) On pitched balls going out of play. the baserunners are awarded one base
from the last base touched at the time of the pitch. lf a batter receives a base on balls and
the fourth hall gets away from the catcher and goes out of play, he will still be awarded
first base only
29

PITCHING (FAST PITCH)
There are six basic features in the pitching rule They are.
A) CONTACT WITH THE PITCHER'S PLATE
MALE ADULT AND JO BOYPITCHERS may have only one foot in contact
ith the pitcher's plate. The non-piyot foot may be on or behind it. Both feet must
be within the 24" length of said plate FEMALE ADULT AND JO GIRLS PITCHLRS must have both n comact with the pm ner's plate and within the 24 length
01 said plate

SIGNAL
A signal must be taken by the pitcher while one or hoth feet arc in contact with the

pitcher's plate. the ball is held in one hand only and the hands are clearly
separated The ball held in one hand may he held in Iront or behind the body.
taking a signal prevents a pitcher from walking onto the pitcher's plate and
putting the batter at a disadvantage by throwing a quick pitch
C)

PRELIMINARY TO WINDUP
In the MALE ADULT AND JO BOYS competition. if the pitcher takes the signal
with both feet on the plate and he wants to pitch with the non-pivot foot starting
behind the plate. he may step or slide this foot backwards prior to bringing the two
hands together. sk hen simultaneously bongtng the Iwo hands together. or after
bringing the two hands together FEMALE ADULT AND JO GIRL pitchers must
remain in contact with the plate and both feet during the entire preliminary proce%% (Both) After taking the signal. the ball must he taken in both hands and held
tor a minimum of I second and nnt more than 10 seconds The pitcher may begin
the pitch once the hands are brought together During this entire period, the pivot
tom must remain In contact V. oh the pitcher's plate. No rocking movement which
pulls the pivot fool of f the plate is to be allowed. If the pivot foot turns or slides in
order to push otf the plate, this is acceptable as long as contact is maintained. It is
ma considered a step if the pitcher slides his foot across the plate.
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D)

START OF PITCH
The start of the pitch begins when the pitcher takes one hand off the hall or makes

any motion that is part of hi.s windup or delivery.

Ei

F)

WINDUP
The windup may not he two full revolutions. The pitcher's hand may go past the
hip1wiee us long as there are not two complete revolutions. The wrist may not be
any farther from the hip than the elbow. The windup may not have a stop or rever .
sal of the forward motion.
STEP AND RELEASE
A step (only one) MUST he taken and it must he FORWARD. toward the batter
and within the 24" length of the pitcher's plate. Dragging the fixa or pushing off

with the pivot foot front the plate is required or FEMALE ADULT AND JO
(iIRL pitchers MALE ADULT AND JO BOY pitchers are allowed lo have both
feet in the air during the forward step. This leap is legal only in male competition.
Pushing off from a spot other than the pitcher's plate is considered a crow hop and
is illegal. The release of the hall must be simultaneous with the step. (See POE MS

for definition of a crow hop.)
30.

PITCHER'S UNIFORM
A pitcher should he dressed identically to other players on the team. A long-sleeved
sweat shirt of any color is acceptable under the jersey. If two players (including the pitch
er) halie sweatshirts on, they must he identical in color and style No player may wear
ragged. trayed, or slit sleeves on an exposed undershirt

A pitcher may wear a batting glove and/or a wrist hand on the glove hand and wrist.
The batting glove may he white. (FP ONLY) Nothing may he on the pitching wrist or
hand , including a handaid

(SP ONLY) A pitcher may wear a wrist hand on his pitching arm and can have tape on
the pitching lingers
A pitcher may wear the pitcher's toe plate on his shoe

31. PROTESTED (;AME UPHELD AND RESCHEDULED:
When a protested game is upheld, the game is to he rescheduled from the point at which
it was protested Although the Name lineups are to he used when the game IS resumed.

there is no penalty for substitutions kgally placed into the lineups at this time Even if a
player was not at the protested game, he Is legal to he substituted when the game is
rescheduled as long as he is on the roster Il a player was ejected in the original game
AFTER THE PROTEST WAS FILED, that player may legally play in the rescheduled
game because he was legally in the game at the time of the protest. unless the election
also drew a suspension tor unsportsmanlike conduct
32

RUN SCORING ON THI RD OUT OF INNING
A run will not score if the third out of the inning IS a force out at first base (batterrunner) or at another base if a preceding runner is forced because 01 the ballet runner

becoming a baserunner

s
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POINTS OF EMPHASIS
missed ice-

Missed bases could result in a force out. (I.E., if the runner from first base
when properly appealed.
ond base on a base hit and that was the third out of the inning
any run(s) scored would not count.)
fly ball is considered a
An appeal play on a runner leaving a base too soon on a caught
preceding
"lime play" and not a force. If the appeal results in the third out, any runners
the out.
if
they
crossed
home
plate
prior
to
the appealed runner would score

SHOES.
legal in
Metal cleats are legal in adult male and female fast and slow pitch. They are not
Polyurethane or
level
of
youth
fast
or
slow
pitch.
adult co-ed slow pitch play or any
illegal in youth and
plastic cleats shaped to look like a metal triangle toe or heal plate are
round
plastic
cleats
in
addition
to the triangle
co-cd play also. If there are nubbins or
cleats that screw inonto
a
post
are
illegal,
but
plate, the shoe is legal. Cleats that screw

33.

to the shoe are legal.

STEALING (Slow Pitch)
Since the ball Is
Base stealing is illegal in slow pitch: however, the runner is not out.
the time of the pitch.

34.

dead on halls and strikes, he is returned to the base he held in
be called
Because he cannot steal, he may not be picked off base either. A runner may
until a legally pitched
with
a
base
to
which
he
is
entitled
out for failure to keep contact
ball is batted, touches the ground, or has reached home plate.
35.

SUBSTITUTIONS
in turn will report the
All substitutions must he reported to the plate umpire who
changes to the official scorekeeper.

"unreported
II a substitution is in the game without reporting, he is considered an

team after
substitute," and when brought to the plate umpire's attention by the offended
umpire, the
before
the
team
in
violation
informs
the
the first legal or illegal pitch, and
player now
umpire will remove him from the game. Once removed by the umpire. that
situations.
Refer
to
Rule
4.
Sec
7a
for
various
becomes an "ineligible player."
from the game and re-enters the same substitute later
If a manager removes a substitute
illegal
re-entry. For an illegal re-entry, the player and
in the game, this is considered an
would
not
be a forfeit. The only time a game is forfeited
his manager are ejected. This
(ineligible player) is
for a substitution violation is when a player removed by the umpire
back in the same game.

Violation of any substitution rule is handled as a protest by the offended team.
36.

TIE GAMES OR GAMES CALLED WHICH ARE LESS THAN

REGULATION.

stated in
When these games arc rescheduled, the same procedure should be followed as

POE #29, "PROTESTED GAME UPHELD AND RESCHEDULED."
played, the
In determining tie games after five innings (regulation game) have been
bat and tie the score. If it has scored more
home tearn must have had the opportunity to
of the fifth or sixth innruns than the visiting team and the game is called in the bottom
has scored more runs than
shall
be
the
winner,
lithe
visiting
team
ing. the home team
opportunity to

the home team in the sixth or seventh and the home team has not had the
was
complete its turn at bat, (he game reverts back to the previous inning. If that scoreif one
tied,
a
winner
would
he
declared
tied, It would be a tie game; if the score was not
team was ahead and five full innings had been played

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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POINTS OF EMPHASIS
Ir a game is called before five full innings have been played (four
and one-half if the
home team is ahead), the game will be resumed at the point at which it
was called.
37.

TIE BREAKER RULE
Although not officially adopted by the ASA. the tie breaker rule is used by
the NCAA
and in local leagues. During each half inning of the inning used to enforce
the tie

breaker. the offensive team shall begin its turn at bat with the player who
is scheduled to
bat ninth in that respective half inning
being placed at second base. (I.F... if the number
5 hatter is to lead off, number 4 in the batting order will be placed
at second base. A
substitute may be inserted for the runner.)

In scoring, the run scored by the player starting as a runner at second base
shall be
charged to the defensive team and not the pitcher. Depending on the
judgement of the
official scorekeeper a
ERA.

run scored by any other player will be charged to a pitcher's

1
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i slibjeel is explained. in *era* of Enciibeil, it Is so nosed by a number refer* to the
*Won k Ceti be *med. MIL,- APPEALS (POE PI)
Game Keys Specific game not indicated, refer to ALL games.
FP - Fast Pitch

SP Slow Pitch
M - Modified
16" - Sisteen-Inch Slow Pitch

ALTERED BAT
Bat specifications
Batter in box
Batter is out
Dead ball

1

1

3

I

7
7

9

APPEAL PLAY (POE 51)
After Time Out

SP

Baserunner

Batting out of order
Cancelled
May not return

d
b

1

w

1

2

8

8

i(EFFECT)(4)

8
7

8
2

f-i
f-i

1

2

8

Runners may leave base

I

I

I

1

g-h-i

FP

8

SP

8
8

8
8
8

I I

3

12

2

b(5) (a)-(d)

Called by umpire (signal)

7

7

a-f

Dead ball .

9

1

16"
Tag up play

ASSISTS

.

t

u

1(3)

BALL
.

.

.

Fair ball

1

7

Foul hall

I

7

7

v

a-f
8 a-f
27 a-f
21

6 f
9 a-f

9
9

3
2

a-ac

8

5

j(2)

9

I

h

Official

3

3

Pi.;:iing in play

9

2

a

Unintentionally carried (POE #14)

8

5

j( I )

9

I

I

3

8

2

Held by fielder and play has stopped
In play
Intentionally carried

SASE ON BALLS

SP

h

c

t(2) NOTE
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u

C

2

BASE PATH

BASERUNNER
Abandons base
Assisted by anyone

Award of bases on overthrow of ball out
of play

Base stealing

I

4

8
8

8a
9a

I

8

5
8

8

8m
L

8

I

8

5 d EFFECT

8

5g

8

SP

v

8
8

3

a

6h
8 t

Bases touched in proper order
Coach draws throw at home
Comes into contact with fielder attempting

8

I

8

8n

to field ball
Comes into contact with fielder not
entitled to field ball
..
Deliberate contact with
fielder with ball

8

8j

8

9c

8

8

Enters team area .

8

8v

8

3

a-c

8

5

a-j

SP

8

8

u

FP

8

8

t

8

8d

8

8

.

s

Entitled to advance with liability
to be put out .

Entitled to advance without liability
to be put out .. .
Fails to keep contact with base until
.

pitched ball reaches home plate .
Fails to keep contact with base until
the ball leaves the pitcher's hand
Fails to return to base after play has
resumed

Fails to return to base or proceed to
next base when ball in the 8 circle
Hit by batted hall

FP

8

t(I)-(2)
9 cLe

9

I

g(3)

8

5

e

8

8L

8

8

declared out
Leaving base after returning

8

8

8

8

Leaving base on 4n appeal

8

8

Illegal pitch
Intentionally kicking ball
Interferes with play after being
declared out
Interferes with play before being
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FP/M

r

tt2i
f.i EFFECT
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Leaving base too soon

Leading off

8
8

I

k

9

k

16"

8

4 d

SP

8

6 h EFFECT

FP

8

8

8
8

8

6

8

9 a-n

8

5 h

Misses home plate
Must return to his base
Not out
Obstructed
Offensive team collecting to confuse
defense
Out
Overruns first base and attempts to go
to second
Passes another runner
Running bases in reverse order
.

Running out of baseline
Running start
Struck by fair hall while off base
Struck hy fair hall while on hase
o occupy lug base at same time

BASES
Drawing
Running in legal order
Double Base t POE #10)

BASE UMPIRE

ai

8

8

o

8

8

a-w

8

8

h

8

8

e

8

I

d

8
8

8

p

8

a

8

8

w

8
8
8

8

k

3

6

10

RAT
Hitting hall second time (POE alb)
Warm up

1

9

I

I

c

I

aI

3

a Ii

3
5

7

2

BATTED BALI.

BATIFK
RCMIlles a hatter runner
(*hopping down on hall
Fitters hatter's hos ss ith altered hat

SP

8

2

I

IS

7
7

huers hatter . hos %kith illegal hat

I

d

I

h

9

I

7

1

c

I

c

7

9

Hindering the cat. her

7

Hit hy fair hall

it
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a1

1

ss

I

7
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Hit by pitch
FP/M

Hitting a fair hall with the bat a
second time
Hitting with illegal bat
Intentional walk
Not taking p+)sition in 10 seconds
On-deck batter
Out
Stepping across home plate while pitcher
is in pitching pt)sition
Stepping out of batter's boMPOE #3)

E

7
8

6 e
2

f

9

I

e

7

5

BAITER'S BOX
Dimensions .

.t

c
c

7

I

7

II

8

2

c EFFECT

7

I

e

7

13

a-f

7

I

7

II

a-e
a-I

7

I

I

7

I

32

2

When third out is made while at bat

t

a

b

cb

4 c

7

I

a

7

2

d

1

7

2

4

I

8

c

Drawing

BATEER-RUNNER

8

2

a-f

8

4

8

7

a-d
a-k

8

7

f

8

8

h

8

t NOTE

Running hack to home

8
8

Running outside 3-foo line

8

7

Going directly to first base
Overrunning first base
FP/M

BAITER'S ON-DECK CIRCLE
Batter may leave

.

7

2

4

7

13

g
b

tit 1)-(2)

Drawing

BAITING ORIWR
FKM

f.or designated player

BAITING OUT OF ORDER( POE (2)
While on base

BIAX.AED BAI.I.
Of fensive equipment on field
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.

.

I

9

7

2

a .e

4

3

b

7

2

c

7

2

c(4)

I

10

9

I

v

8

5

g (play 4)
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ul)

7
3

BODY PROTECTORS

<
9

For umpires

10

1

BOX SCORE

12

2

CAPS
For players
For umpires

a-h

I

1I

FP/M

7

11

SP

7

11

n

BUNT
With two strikes on the hatter

c

.

CASTS

CAI CH
Legally caught hall

CAT( HER'S BOX (POE //4)

1

3

11

a

10

I

c

3

1 1

1

12

1

43

1

13

f

a-h

FP

6
6

3d

SP

6

16"

6
2

3d
3d
4d

8

2

10

5

Dimension,

3

f

Draw ing

CATCHER'S OBSTRUCTION

(HANGE OF UMPIRES
CHARGED CONFERENCES

#5)

Detenqve

I

14

a
11

SP

6
6
6

16"

6

II

1

14

011enw.t.

5

CHOPPED BALI,
SP

11

9
h

8

1

15

7

11

n

8

CLEATS
COACH

1

AwNts runner
Interfere% with thow.
Removal from the pole
wo Loaches
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1 1(

16

iii

8

8

8

9

'5

8

4
10

5

a

9

1)
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eu
2

4e

3

3 j-k

2

3

7

2e

4

2

4

4c

.

8

2

.

2

COACH'S BOX DIMENSIONS
Drawings

.

CO-ED RULES
Ball
Base distances
Batting order .
.

.....

.

.

............

Defensive positioning
Extra Player (EP)
Male base on halls

..

Outfield distance
Pitching distance
Shoes

.

2

..

e

c EFFECT

3

3

8

Shining game

4

6 e.t

Uniforms

3

10 tplay 3)

COIN TOSS

5

I

CONDITION OF HELD

5

2

CONFEREMTS
Defensive

14

1

FP
SP

16
011ensise

6

1

6

11

6
6

1

9
I

14

1

COURTESY RUNNER

5

8

4

5

Vor !Inured runner

9

I

55 over di% ision

8

DEAD RAI.I. Poi'. ells)

a

I

h

ah

10 a
I7

1

9

a aa

lniennon.0 carr mg into dead
hall area IP( )E /(20)

s

DEFENSIVE TEAM

18

1

Detensise player dvaracts hailer
SP

16

()

7 NO FE

6

7 NOTE
7 NO rE

6
6

9 NW

(hills% rig glose ai hall

5

DEFINITIONS

!

I

(12

DHAYED DEAD RAIL 1 PoE
Illegal Pilch
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Catcher ohstruction
Detached equipment huting hall .
Obstruction

2
8

Plate umpire interference .......

6

d

As, Wing a runner .
Signal

8

in

7

k

8

8

s

4

3

a-d

4
4

3

a

5

a

12

2

all)

2

4

a-f

.

.

.

............

5

.

DELIBERATE CRASH (Baserunner)

DESIGNATED PLAYER (DP) (POE V)

FP

Penalty for illegal DP
Scoring

DIAMOND DIMENSIONS
Official dimensions of softball field

d
5
h

f

.

DISLODGED BASE

19

1

ti
8
N1010111 if oft dislodged haw

8

4 c
9 in

DOUBLE, GROUND RUlk:

8

5

DOUBLE PLAN.

DROPPED BALI, DURING WINDUP

FP

1

211

6

12

t

12

SP

EJE(IION FROM SiA ME
Altered hat

LI

5

3

7

1

II

7

er.oh
Second offense
Violabon of the rule%

EQUIPAIENT
I eft on field Pt ff. al
ERROR

EX I R PLAN ER (Ell WOE 1121
Mininum number ot 1,14)ers

Sktqlllg
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ILI

116).(7)

d EFFECI
h

8

8

s

10

9

c

III

I

1

3

1(3)

10

4 N

'I

12

2

h(h)a-e

4

4

3 e

4

h

d

4

4

a

4

5

12

2

4

4(21

F.

-

C

Two (55-over)

FAIR HALL

CC

CiA <

4

4

1

.

7

FAIR TERRITORY

..

1

FAKE TA(; ()EW)
FIELDER

.

.

.

FITNESS (*.GROUND .

FIrIN-FIVE ANDOVER RULES
Double first hase
Courtesy Runner
Extra Player
No Slide, No Crash

SP
SP
SP
SP
SP

Run-hy ruling
Double home plate

No return line

SP

FIN HALL

1

24

3

4
S

ti

2

6b
10 a
4

f

10 b
10 c

3

4a

8

10 d
10 e

8
1

Carried into dead ball area

22

23

8

a-h

8 a-h

1

5

SP
SP

21

f

8

FORCE OUT

25

5 0 )-(2)

I

26

8

4

tt

7d

6
6
6
6

6
6

a

FOREIGN SUBSTANCE ON

PIT(HING HAND

FP
SI
SP

If)

FORFEITED GAME (POE #151
Store ol
Record,

FOE I. BALI.

5

6
3

5

4

4.

10

2

1

12

9

1

27
6

Held ht, t aicht r
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a1
a1

7

FOUI:FIP

01.171

5

28

7

6

7

10
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a
GAME CALLED

.

.....

.

Championship game called

GLOVLS

.

.

Grey circle or multicolored
....
Illegal glove

.

5

3c

5

3

3

7

3

7

7

12

cl (Exception)

8

9n

2

2

10

1

Sidthall glove specifications ...

GROUND RULES
Discussion with nunagers

c

GROUND RULE DOUBLE

8

5

h,i

HEADBANDS

3

10

it2

HEADWEAR

3

10

a

6
6

3

c

3

c

HEIGHT OE PITCH

SP

16"

HELMET

HESITATION MCH

16"

nu BATSMAN

I

29

3

II

6

4

6 c,g

7

7

FP

e

I

1

a

8

2

f

9

1

o

4

HOME PI AP.:
Drawing

HOME RUN
Home Run ('lassificalion (ROE #17)

HOME TEAM

ILLEGAL BAT

ILLI:GALLI BAITP:D BALL

SP

8

5

5

9

I

1

Douched equipment (POE #7)
Illegal globe
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31
1

7

1

9

I

1

9

ILLEGM.I.I. CAUGHT BALL

30

3

8

1

h

c

32 a-c

6h
I

a

13

8

5

7

12

f

c

ILLEGAL GLOVE

PENALTY .

.

1

....

0

12

1.7.9
1.7.9

SP

6

1.8
1.8

1

34

.

.

.

INCOMPLETE GAME

1

35

I

36

1

37

1

38

9

2 a-ae

5

d

INFIELD

1

INFIELD FLY

1

INJURED RUNNER

INNIN(;S
Regulation game%

INSULTING REMARKS
PLAYERS OR UMPIRES

9n

16-

IN JEOPARDY
IN PLAY

7

7

6
6

ILLEGAL PLAYER .....
IN FLIGHT

3

6

ILLEGAL PITCHER .
INELIGIBLE PLAYER

c

8

ILLEGAL PITCH

39

40

7

I I

9

1

1

41

5

1.4

ARD

INTENTIONALLY DROPPED 1.1.Y
HALL (POE: MN/

7

INUNTIONAL WALK (POE

8

2

1

42

/121-22i

Aiding a runner
Hall hitting umpire
Haserunnets return

H) haw coat.h
Uy hawrunner

SP

g

9a

It)

INTERFERENCE (POE 4q23)

u

t,

h

I

c EFFECT

8

8m

8

2

e

9

I

gi.it

8

6

8

8

8

8

EFPE(T

9

I

gi2)

8

8

Lk.l.r

9

I

g01,(61
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ci
cc

By batter
At home plate

............. .

..

..

7

3

8

8n
g(l)
I

9
7

By on-deck batter

..

By plate umpire ....

.

.

13

c

HIM

8

6d

FP/M

8

5 d(3)

8

8 s

8
7

4

Catcher with baiter on attempted
squeeze play

.

.

.

.. . ...

.

.

.

Dehherate crash by runner (POE #8)

Offensive equipment on field ......

..
.
_

.

While fielding foul ball

5 g (play 4)

9

I

With a bat

7

5

JEWURY

3

JUNIOR OLYMPIC PLAYER
I.EAVE GAME

1

10 g
43
a-h

4

5

FP

6

3ae

M

6

3

SP

6
6

3

_

LEGAL DELIVERY OR PITCH

g(5)

16"

a-e
a-e
3 a-e

LEGAL TOUCH

I

44

LEGALLY CAUGHT BALL

I

45

LINE DRIVE

I

46

LIVE BALI.

9

2

a-ac

1.00K BACK R(LE (POI: #24)

8

8

t( I -2)

12

6

LOSS, CRE1)1.1.E1 TO PITCHER

MASKS AND THROAT
PRO'll'ErfORS

3

'wires
MASI ERS(55-oser

10

9a
1

c

)

Cnurte.y runner
Extra plaer
No lide. No cra.11
Runby ruling

MAXIMUM ARC

SP
SP
SP

H

10

a

4

4

t

8

10

SF'

8

10 c

SF'

6

3

c

16"

6

3

4:

1
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e

MINIMUM ARC

9

g

u

3

tx

SP

6

3

16"

6

3

WITS .
Illegal mitt

MODIFIED PITCHING RULES (POE 01.25)

3

7

7

12

6

1-

-12

MULTICOLORED GLOVES .

.....

..

NO PITCH

3

7
10

a -e

10

16"

6
6
6
6

10

a-c
a-e
a-d

SP

8

10

b

3

10

d

I

47

FP

M
SP

NO SLIDE, NO CRASH (55-over)

NUMBERS, Uniform

.

OBSTRUCTION !POE 0261
Catcher ohsiruction

8

5

ti

2

OFFENSIVE TEAM

1

OFFICIAL BALL, 11", 12", & 16"

3
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Officladng

NAGWS Affiliated
Boards of Officials
The Affiliated Boards of Officials (ABO) is one of the structures of
the National Association for Girls and Women in Sport (NAGWS). The
following official statement of goals was approved by the ABO Executive

Council (Winter, 1989) in an effort to clarify the future directions of
ABO:
1.

To improve the quality of officiationg for girls' and women's sports
contests, regardless of the level of skill/maturity of players, or the
rules governing the contest.

2.

To increase the number of competent women officials, not to the
exclusion of men, but as needed affirmative action.

3.

To promote the involvement of women in the governing bodies of
other sports officiating groups.

The purpose of the ABO is to promote quality

alciating for girls and

women's sports programs by:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Developing officiating techniques
Providing materials for training and rating officials
Disseminating information about officiating
Promoting the use of ABO-rated officials
Developing standards of conduct for officials compatible with the
philosophy of the NAGWS.

(6)

Providing the organization and administrative structme for the

(7)

coordination of the Affiliated Boards.
Promoting standards with respect to training, ratings, and uniforms.

Over 100 Boards of Officials throughout the United States are affiliated
with NAG WS/ABO. These boards provide opportunities for interested
individuals to learn about officiating or judging in various sports. The
ARO disseminates information on proper techniques and mechanics, and
sets standards for evaluation based on those techniques. The ABO also
provides theoretical testing materials and sets standards used to evaluate
officials on their knowledge.

IV2
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ABO Executive Council
1991 ABO Executive Council
Ann Fruechte, Chair
Karen Gee, Chair-elect
Ann Casey, Past Chair
Michael Blalock, NTT Coordinator
Karen Gee, NRT Coordinator
Jani Mat.zon, Softball Coordinator
Nancy Sommer, Volleyball Coordinator
Terry Lawton, Volleyball Examinations Coordinator
Sharman Carey, High School Representative
ABO Rules Interpreters
Janis Matson, Softball
Sue Lemaire, Volleyball
If you have any questions concerning the rules or techniques of officiating
softball, write to:

Jim ODrain
4535 Tudor St.
Philadelphia, PA 19136

Additional information regarding ABO softball officiating can be
obtained by writing:
Janis Matson
1 Roads End
Pittsboro, NC 273 I 2
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Statement of Philosophy of the
Affiliated Boards of Officials
The Role of the Official In the Competidve Situation
Educational values should be of primary concern to all who have
leadership roles in a competitive program. As one of those fulfilling
leadership roles, the official must be concerned with promoting those
values and with the welfare of teh participant. The unique contribution
of the official is assuring equal opportunity and fair play for all. The
official essentially acts as an arbitrator, providing judgments that are
within the spirit and intent of the rules. Decisions are based on objective
evidence, free from bias and from the emotion that often prevades the
competitive environment.

An official enters the competitive situation with a thorough understanding of the letter, as well as the intent of the rules, the strategy,
and skills of the sport to be played, and correct execution of officiating
techniques to view the contest accurately. The official maintains a friendly

yet reserved attitude toward all throughout the sport experience. The
official is flexible, operating within officiating standards appropriate to
the age of the performers, the level of skill, and the facilities available.
Biases by players, spectators, and coaches will be evaluated with an
understanding not only of the multiplicity of ways in which individuals
may react to a competitive experience but also of the behavior appropriate

to such an educational experience. Duties will be performed fairly,
efficiently, and without drawing undue attention to the official. In order

to strengthen the official's effectiveness, personal evaluation of
performance will be made and solicitation of constructive criticism from
coaches, players, and administrators will be sought. Though receiving
a fee, the ultimate reward to the official will be that of having rendered
a valuable service to girls and women who have found personal meaning
in expressing themselves through the medium of sport.

1
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Affiliated Boards of Officials
Honor Award
NAGWS members to

of Officials encourage
Award. Criteria
The Affiliated Boards
candidate for the ABO Honor
consider nominating a
for the award are as follows: 30 years of age and shall have worked in
least
1. Candidates shall be at through
the ABO for at least ten years.
personal
promoting officiating
of high moral character and
shall
be
persons
made
an
outstand2. Candidates
and efforts have
girls' and
integrity who by their leadership
contribution to the advancement of
ing and noteworthy
candidats
women's sports through officiating.
meritorious contribution, the
3. To indicate leadership of successful experience in any six or more
should present evidence of following:
categories of service from the
Category 1: Offices-Leadership Council of the Affiliated Board of
1. Member of the Executive
Officials.
level in promoting the work of
2. Outstanding .ervice at the ::tate
ABU.
Category 2: Committee Work

of the A130, such as a sport
3. Chairperson of a committee
officiating committee.
of three years or more with local,
work
over
a
perid
of
4. Committee
organization within the structure
state, district or the national
A.B.O.
with
inegory 3: Writing-Research
one or more books in areas dealing
5. Author or co-author ofwomen's
sports.
officiating of girls or
officiating of girls' or
articles concerning
five
or
more
6. Author of
published
in periodicals of
women's :,ports which have been
be used in
national scope.
director of a movie or other visual aid to

7. Producer or
the teaching of officiating.
Cawgory 4: Speaking and Teaching

conventions, radio
groups,
Significant addresses for educational
officiating of girls' and women's
and television audiences about
sports.
workshops concerning officiating of
9. Presentations of clinics and
girls' and women's sports.
officials
10. Teaching and training of
8.

IV-5
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Category 5: Officiating and Rating

11. Holding a national ABO rating.
12. Being an official at a regional or national girls' or women's
tournament.
13. Rating of officials for a period of five or more years.
('ategory 6: Public Relations

14. Promoting the use of ABO officials as an administrator of a
school or recreation group or as a committee member of a city or
league.
15. Serving on the governing body of sports officiating groups other
than ABO and contributing liaison efforts and/or the promotion
of the involvement of women in the decision making process of
other sport groups.

16. An outstanding original contribution to the development of
officiating of girls and women's sports not included in the above.

Send recommendations to:
ABO Honor Award
NAGWS Program Administrator
1900 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Standards for Officials' Ratings in
Softball
There are four ratings for officials. Each is designed to meet the needs
of various levels of softball competition and to stimulate the interest of
individuals who desire to officiate. The Apprentice Rating qualifies the
holder to officiate with another umpire. at lower level secondary games.
The Local Rating qualifies the holder to officiate lower level secondary
games or high school varsity games with another umpire. The State
Rating qualifies the holder to officiate any secondary game with or
without another umpire. The Collegiate Rating (formerly the State or
National) qualifies the holder to officiate any high school. junior college.
or four year college game.

Duration of Rating
All ratings are for one year. Participants must meet the standards set
for the theoretical examination and the rules and nwchanics clinic defined below.

Theoretical Examination
The written examination is given yearly to insure that the official has a
thorough knowledge of the rules, and knows how to apply them. It is the
NAGWS policy to set minimum standards with the understanding that
all softball boards will adhere to them. There arc two different forms of
the test which can be administered one week apart for a participant who
has failed to attain the minimum standards on the first form and wishes
to he retested.

Rules and Mechanics Clink
All umpires must attend an approved rules and mechanics clinic given
by either a member of the National Staff or by a person designated by the
local hoard.

Practical Examination
All practical examinations v. ill he at the discretiim of the local boards.
One suggested system would be to set up a committee of evaluators
( minimum of three). The evaluators would observe (unannounced or
INIAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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announced) a team of two officials during a double header. The evaluators will observe and make note of the individual's mechanics and
knowledge of the rules both behind the plate and on the bases. Specifically. the raters would be critiquing the following: promptness (arrives
early), neatness of uniform, pregame duties, rules and application, mechanics, positioning and angle for calls, judgement and decisiveness,

cooperation with partner, control of game, composure, reaction to

game/crowd pressure, and general attitude. The evaluators would then
meet with each official to discuss the strong aspects of their performance
and to provide feedback on ways to improve.

Requirements for Ratings
Apprentice Official

1. a. Theoretical examinationminimum score of 70%.
b. Practical examinationmust show an interest in becoming an
umpire and demonstrate basic umpiring mechanics.
2. Must attend an approved NAGWS clinic.
Local Official
1. a. Theoretica. examinationminimum score of 76%.
b. Practical examinationmust demonstrate a basic understanding
of rule application and umpiring mechanics as determined by local
board.
2. Must attend an approved NAGWS clinic.
State Official

a. Theoretical examinationminimum score of 82%.
b. Practical examinationmust be able to interpret and enforce all
rules and demonstrate proper mechanics and correct positioning
as determined by the local board.
2. Must attend an approved NAGWS clinic.
1.

Collegiate Official
1.

a. Theoretical examinationminimum score of 82%.
b. Practical examinationmust be an experienced official with a
minimum of three (3) years of umpiring and successfully com-

pleted a practical examination as determined by the local board.
2. Must attend an approved NAGWS clinic.
11/.8
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Patch and Uniform

All NAGWS/ABO officials are required to wear an official ABO
patch which can be purchased only by board chairs, from the National
Office. Patches are sport and rating specific, i.e., State, Softball. At this
time, there is not a patch for collegiate officials.
The following uniform is required of all ABO officials receiving fees
for their services: All umpires are to be dressed according to Rule 10,
Section I Male and female umpires shall wear a powder blue Elbeco
.

shirt, long or short sleeved; dark, navy trousers and cap. All other

paraphernalia (socks, leather or vinyl belt, ball bag and jacket) must also
be dark navy blue for both male and female umpires. The plate umpire,

whether male or female, in fast pitch must wear a mask with a throat
protector. Body protectors are mandatory for females in fast pitch and
are optional in slow pitch.

1
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How To Become A Rated Official
1. Study thc rules, techniques of officiating, and study questions.
2. Attend interpretations meetings and officiating clinics or training
courses conducted in your vicinity.
3. Praefice often. To some. officiating conies easil; to others it eomot
onit as the result of hard st.ork and concentration. Welcome criticism and %ork hard to improve.
4. Find out from the chair of the nearest affiliated board when examinations for ratings are to be held.
5. 1 ake oui rating remembering that it is the aim of ay.: Affiliated
Boards of Officials to maintain high standards tor officials.

Methods for Practical Examinations
A. Not Candidules
AGWS Ali() candidates (ineyerienced or unregistered)
can qualify for an apprentice rating by meeting one of the
following criteria:

a. attend ,I series ot structured clinics set up b!, the Board, the
number to be specified bt the Board. or
b secure a passing grade and the recommendatitm ot the instructor in in off relating course at the college le% et the course must

appitAed b the Board). or
attend MIR:lilting itatiscs tittered b!, another organwation
andidate must secure a recommendation from said course
and such a colitsc must be apprmed b the Board. Courses
offered b% !vitt:anon depailments or adult education Vtould
be aLceptablc
Ness apprentices shall s or k s ith nior e esperieneed officials tor a
number ot contests..is designated hi. the aft iliated hoard_

2. New NAGWS,ABO candidates (those who are experienced
officials anctor registered with other officiating organizations)
can be awarded a rating after completing the following requirements:

a. receiving the appropriate score on the NAGWS/ABO
Theoretical Examination (Form A or Form B); and.
ft demonstrating ability to use ABO officiating techniques. The
local Affiliated Board shall specify the nature of the demonstration hut shall recognize the official's experience.
11/-10
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B. Methods ror Practleal Renewal
An official may renew or upgrade a rating by officiating under
observation of the examining committee. See this section for
number of raters requirt.d.
4. Alternative Method for Renewing at the same level: (Exception:
basketball and volleyball nationals, gymnastics officials, and
synchronized swimming officials).
a. officiate a minimum of 3 intercollegiate, interscholastic, or
interagency contests during which a minimum of 5 different

evaluators are involved. Evaluators may be sought from
coaches of the teams involved and/or ABO officials watching

the contest. (The NAGWS/ABO official must have a rating
comparable to that being sought by the renewal candidate.)
Prior to the contest, the candidate shall ask the coaches
and/or officials to respond to the evaluation postcard addressed to the appropriate sports chair, indicating t he quality

of officiating. After the contest, the person responding
should fill out the postcard, indicating an opinion as to the
competency of the official and mail it to the appropriate
sports chair. If an average of 4 is scored hy the official as
indicated from the 5 responses, a national rating is automatic,

providing that a minimum of 88 had been scored on the
theoretical examination. If an average of 3.5 is scored by the

official as indicated from the 5 responses, a state rating is
automatic, providing that a minimum of 82 had been scored
on the written examination.
h. officiate a designated number of contests, st.ch to be designated by the board.
If written complaints are received about an official renewing as in a. or
b. above, a more formal method should be used.

Recommended Fees
ocal boards should establish lees that relied t he le% el .11 i ating ot the
t mid as %%ll as the tpe and le%l III COMpeiltIOn ithin thell
Boards are encouraged to establish tees in conjunction %Nob local go% -

eining groups The lee schedule ,hould reflect dinerenual pa% based
upon rating le%els.

II is strongl% recommended that tee schedules not ditlei nom that II

ollioals
hos sports. go,en submantialb, siniil.ii
competition a, girl,' sport,.
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Registration of Officials
Most states require those who officiate either boys' or girls' interscholastic contests to be registered with the Stae High School Athletic

Association or other administrative body. All NAGWS/ABO officials
who officiate high school or junior high school games are urged to
cooperate fully with their state regulatory body.

Amateur Standing of Officials
An official who wishes to n aintain amateur status as a participant
in a sport must be aware of the ruling(s) on amateur status established
by various governing bodies for that sport.
Amateur status is defined by high school and college governing bodies

as well as by national sport governing bodies that hold the franchise
from international sport governing groups.

The official who wishes to mintain amateur status as a participant
is responsible for investigating the specific regulations of each governing
body with jurisdiction over such eligibility.

National Governing Bodies
BasketballWrite the Amateur Basketball Association of the United
States of America, 1750 E. Boulder St., Colorado Springs, CO 80909.

Competitive DivingWrite U.S. Diving Inc., 901 W. New York SI.,
Indianapolis, IN 46202.
Write U.S. Swimming, 1750 E. Boulder St.,
Competitive Swimming
Colorado Springs, CO 80909.
GymnasticsWrite the United States Gymnastics Federation, 1099 N.
Meridian, Suite 380, Indianapolis, IN 46204.
SoccerWrite the United States Soccer Federation, 350 Fifth A ie.,
Suite 4010, New York, NY 10118.

Softball (Fast Pitch and Slow Pitch)Write Amateur Softball
Association, 2801 N.E. 50th. St., RR #4, Box 385, Oklahoma City,
OK 73111.
Synchronized SwimmingWrite U.S. Synchronized Swimming Inc.,
1750 E. Boulder St., Colorado Springs, CO 80909.

Track and Field Write the Athletics Congress/USA, 155 W. Washington St., Suite 220, Indianapolis, IN 46204.

VolleyballWrite the United States Volleyball Association, 1750 E.
Boulder St., Colorado Springs, CO 80909.

IV-12
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Information for Affiliated Boards
How to Establish a Board of Officials
1.

Establish the need for an affiliated board by contacting individuals

in the area who have current ratings or who are interested in
standardizing and raising the level of officiating.
2.

3.

Write to NAGWSIABO Program Administrator, c/o NAGWS/
AAHPERD, 1900 Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091, for a
sample copy of an authorized constitution for officials' boards and
application for becoming an affiliated board.
At a designated meeting of interested individuals present plans for
forming a board.
a. Choose a name which will permit expansion of function as need
may arise; do not limit title to one sport.
b. from the group, elect a chair, chair-elect, secretary, and treasurer.

c. form an examining committee of at least three members for
each sport in which you would like to give ratings. If any member
has been rated elsewhere, such experience should be helpful;
such a rating is not necessary, however. It is suggested that
members of the examining committee be examined and obtain
ratings from other affiliated boards whenever possible.
d. make plans for drawing up a constitution according to the sample

4

copy received from the NAGWS/ABO Program Administrator
of the NAGWS Affiliated Boards of Officials. Plan to devote
some time to the study of the rules and to practice officiating.
If possible, secure the assistance of some rated official in each
sport for which the Board anticipates giving ratings.
Send the completed application form, two copies of the local
constitution, and a check for $25 affiliation fee (made payable to
the NAG WS Affiliated Boards of Officials) to the NAGWS National
Office. Indicate the sports in which you wish to grant ratings by
listing the names and qualifications of 3 interested individuals.
Approval of the application will come from the ABO Past Chair
who will request that examination packets be sent to your Affiliated

Board Chair for all sports in which your Board is authorized to
give ratings. The process of accepting an application for affiliation
of a new Board and of requesting that the proper examination packets
be sent ordinarily takes several weeks. Prospective Boards, therefore,

should file for affiliation at least 2 months before they wish to
hold rating sessions.

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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5,

Administer Form A of the National Theoretical Examination. Form
B of the National Theoretical Examination may be administered
to those who did not pass Form A.

6.

Conduct practice sessions in rating officiak. All persons on the
examining committee who have not previously rated officials should
have a minimum of three practice sessions prior to actually rating.

Secure the assistance of a rated official in these practice sessions
if at all possible.
7.

Give practical examinations to individuals who pass the written
examination. (Note minimum number of raters required to give

8.

Order appropriate rating cards and patches from the NAGWS
National Office for distribution to those who pass the theoretical

9.

and practical examination.
Send lists of approved officials to schools and other organizations
in the area. This notice should indicate the fees for officiating and

various ratings in this section.)

should give the name, address, rating, and telephone number of
each official.
10.

Keep accurate lists of all persons receiving ratings. Submit an
NAGWS computer report for each sport in which your Board is
authorized to give ratings and submit to the NAGWS National
Office. An appropriate NAG WS computer form is included in each

examination packet. Due date for submitting all forms: June 1:
exception: Gymnastics due January 1. Send completed exam answer
sheets to the NAGWS National Office, who conducts a yearly item
analysis.

Adding SportsExpansion of Services
Should a Board wish to add ratings in other sports, the Chair of the
Board should write the ABO Past Chair c/o NAGWS National Office.
The Board should indicate the names of a minimum of 3 persons qualified

to act as examiners in that sport for the next 2 years. Oualifications
and experience in the sport should be listed for each potential examiner.
Should your Board qual4, you will be notified by the ABO Past Chair
and will receive a packet for administering examinations.

Maintaining Affiliated Status
To maintain affiliated status in each sport in which it gives ratings,
a Board must:
I. Pay dues each year to the NA.GW.S. National Offre. (Notification will
be sent each spring.)
IV-141
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1

.

the NAGWS National
2. Submit a yearly NAGWS computer report to officials. (Reports for
Office regarding the current status of rated with the exception of
1,
each sport must be submitted by June
Appropriate forms are included
Gymnastics, which is due by January 1.
in examination packets.)

yearly to qualified boards on:
Note; Examination packets are mailed

July 1 Volleyball
January 1 Gymnastics
January 15Fast Pitch Softball
within 2 weeks of the above
If you do not receive your packet( s)Association
Drive, Reston, VA
dates, contact the National Office, 1900
22091 (703) 476-3452

BEST COPY MAIMS
;
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NAGWS AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIAI.::
BOARD AFFILIATION APPLICATION
hereby applies
(Full name of Board-must include the word "Board")

on this day of

to obtain the status of affiliated

19

board with the National Association for Girls and Women in Sport
Affiliated Boards of Officials in the sport(s) below.
Note: Indicate the level of rating your board is seeking authorization
to grant by using the following code - L - Locel; S State or Regional;
N = National (for softball only*). See other sidP for Criteria frw raters.

VOLLEYBALL

SOFTBALL (FAST PITCH)

*National Volleyball ratings only awarded by National Rating Teams.

BOARD CHAIR:
Name'
Address

Phone (H)
( %V)

For each sport in which ratings are to he given, list three (3) individuals
who will comprise the initial rating committee (attach a separate sheet
if more space is needed).
'same or Balers Spurt itset 01 kating(attach card) or:Other Qualifications (attach)

NAGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE
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If raters have a current NAGWS/ABO rating, enclose a copy of the
rating card. Without ABO rating card documentation1 your board cannot

receive approval to grant ratings above a local kvel. (see Criteria for
Raters below). If raters are not NAGWS/ABO officials, outline their
qualifications on a separate sheet and attach to application. Please include,
where appropriate. membership in other officiating associations, schools
and tournaments officiated, and years of experience.

Indicate the geographical areas for which this Board will he responsible
(by city or county preferably). NOTE: As part of the affiliation process.
NAGWS/ABO must verify that your proposed territory will not conflict
with any area serviced by existing A110 Boards.

CRITERIA FOR RATERS
A.

An individual with an ABO local, state, national, or honorary rating
is qoalified to serve as a rater. The highest rating a candidate may
receive is dete-mmed by the highest rating held by a memberisi

ol me rating )rnonittee. Numbers ot raters tor each rating level
are:

Intramural - board set, criteril
h Apprentice - board sets criteria or at least one tater with a local
rating or above.
Local
two raters: one of whom must hold a local rating
a

or ahose_
e

National -

three raters; tine ot whom must hold a state rating
or above; others must he local or above

three raters, one tit whom must hold a national
rating, others must he local or above
Exception volleyball national ratings can on!!! be

awarded by National Rating Team tNRT)
members
1:3

r

A kiting leans may include no more than one exammer
For the first two years ot affiliation, raters need not hold any ratings.
howe.er. such a hoard may only give intramural. apprentice. and
10:111 ra(ings

I)

Aiter Lcis ig init:al apprw.A to Miltate N ith ABO. a board may
Upgrade Me icsel ai rating
authonied to grand in a sport hy
.,ihnotting new rating card documentation
Send this application. a $25.00 check for the affiliation fee made

payable to Affiliated Boards of Offkials, and two copies of your
Board ronstitution to:
AB() Past ('hair
cro NAGWS National Office
1900 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091
I

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

)

I

I

National Association for Girls & Women in Sport

Sports Library for Girls and Women
The American Alliance for
Health, Physical Education,
Recreation, and Dance
1900 Association Dr.
Reston, VA 22091
COPY AVAILABLE 1

BEST

0-88314-509-X

